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THE H IGHEST PERFORMANCE TRANSMISSION FOR HFC .
Future-proof your HFC broadband transmission network with
exceptional performance and flexibility. A full suite of Homeworx
transmitters and receivers offers the highest quality broadband, linear
and RF signal transmission available.
•Superior CNR performance lowers
equipment costs and covers longer distances.
•Network expansion without modifying
existing cable plant protects capital investment.
•Comprehensive network management
tools ensure dependable service delivery.
No matter what your need -supertrunking and distribution, broadcast
or narrowcast, central oft ce and node equipment, forward or reverse
path, or 1310nm or 1550nm optical wavelengths - Homeworx has a
system for you.
Why enter the future with anything
less? Call us today at 800 366-3891.
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Standard and the FCC offer the perfect plan to improve your cash flow.
By now, the FCC's "Going Forward"
rules are old news. But this unique
opportunity to improve your cash
flow, by adding up to 6new channels,
is as fresh as ever.
Here's the easiest way to take full
advantage.
Plug in achannel today,
cash in tomorrow.
Since the inception of our receivers
and modulators, Standard has consistently advanced frequency-agile
headend technology With our anychannel-in, any-channel-out convenience, plus awhole host of options,
you can be up and running in no
time, to cash in an "Going Forward."
The easy way.
Start with our Agile IRD II, an RS
250 broadcast certified integrated
receiver/descrambler that offers all
the features you'll need: an industry

standard dual conversion 70 MHz IF
with TI loop, factory pre-calibrated
video and audio controls and afully
synthesized PLL tuning circuit accurate to 100 KHz. And because the
internal 950-1450 MHz active loop
thru eliminates splitters and signal
loss, adding multiple receivers is no
problem. The IR]) His the receiver
of choice when adding achannel.
Next, add our TVM550 series frequency agile modulator to achieve
noise and spurious free performance,
coupled with ultra-stable, artifactfree PLL synthesized tuning
throughout the spectrum from 54 to
550 MHz. You want stereo? The
TVM550S has stereo, eliminating
the need for separate components,
hassling with calibration, and additional rack space.

the maximum six, generate the cash
flow you need to upgrade your headend to the highest level of performance
—Standard's Agile IRD II receiver
and TVM550 series modulator.
Add achannel... the easy way. Call
Standard today and go forward while
it's still to your advantage.

It makes sense.
Whether you add asingle channel or

905/841-7557 Main • Fax: 905/841-3693

The right technology.., for right now.

Standard

®Communications
P R C>

I

P.O. Box 92151 •Los Angeles, CA 90009-2151
310/532-5300 ext. 280 •Toll Free 800/745-2445
Fax: 800/722-2329

Toll Free , •310/532-0397 CA &Intl Only

Canadian Address: 41 Industrial Pkwy S., Units 5&6
Aurora, Ontario Canada L4G-3Y5
Sales: 80004638-4741
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Laser transfer
characteristic

By Roger Brown
Reliability, it seems, is in the eye of

l

Lightwave Microsystems breaks speed, cost barriers for DWDM products.

the beholder: One person's outage may
be another's non-event. Are the tele-
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as they go along?
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Is
ingress
making
your return
path aroad
to nowhere?
Ingress is the major roadblock to getting your
return path up and running.

Fortunately,

there's the new HP CaLan Sweep/Ingress
Analyzer. Ws the only test gear that allows you
e

to quickly and accurately troubleshoot your
system, regardless of the presence of ingress.
When

ingress

corrupts

reverse-path

com-

munication, the headend unit (HP CaLan 301011)

Now you can

senses the problem instantly, and transfers the

troubleshoot your

display of the ingress problem to the field unit

system at all times.

(HP CaLan 3010R). That means your technicians

No matter how

can begin troubleshooting immediately.

much ingress

And of course, the HP CaLan Sweep/Ingress Analyzer
offers

DigjSweep,

the industry's

fastest,

is present.

non-

interfering, digital-services compatible
forward and reverse
sweep.

In fact,

reverse

sweep

measurements can
be performed in realtime

—

even

with

multiple users.
So don't let ingress slow you
down. To find out how HP CaLan's
Sweep/Ingress Analyzer can help
you

identify,

eliminate

troubleshoot,

and

your ingress problems,

call

1-800-452-4844, Ext. 1748. Or visit us at:
http://www.hp.com/go/catv
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Partnership'

Having already connected 42 million
computer users, 3Com is the perfect partner
to put cable customers on-line.

Home Internet access. Small business networking. Telecommuting.
Metropolitan area networking. A flood of new data services will be
delivered over cable networks. The right technology partner can be areal
lifesaver. And no other company is better prepared to help you reap the
rewards of offering these data-over-cable services than 3Com.
Data networking may be uncharted territory for you, but it's second nature
to us. We invented the technology that enables networking and can offer you
the most comprehensive end-to-end solutions available — from the switches
and routers that manage the data on your end, to the Ethernet network
interface cards and cable modems at the subscriber end. We offer scalable
solutions that will grow as your business grows. Plus, 3Com service and
support are close at hand to help.
Along with technology, we can share with you awealth of knowledge
gained from years of experience as the leader in networking technology.
Before you jump into the fast-moving cable data networking market, connect

See us at the NCTA Show,
booth 5172.

cable?

with someone who
knows these waters
very well — 3Com.
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New fiber optic start-up company
puts Dense WDM onto achip
link can be reduced in price
from roughly $32,000 to
$12,000 with the company's
"LightWeaver MDM-16"
mux/demux. Furthermore,
with volume, Ballogg said
Lightwave intends to "knock
the price down aheck of a
lot more" over time.
The news should be welcomed by the cable industry,
which is increasingly eyeing
the 1550 nm optical technology as away to effectively
interconnect systems and
serve entire regions with a
full suite of voice, data and
video services.
The waveguide structure on the Lightwave Microsystems IC;
The 16-channel system is
the black square is a tiny mirror that reflects light up or
scalable to 32 channels and
clown into the waveguide on the IC.
can deliver 40 gigabits per
second throughput over an
Lightwave Microsystems, aSilicon
OC-48 link, and up to 160 Gbps at OC-192.
Valley-based research and development comLightwave Microsystems was founded in
pany, has achieved breakthroughs in polymer
1989 as ROI Technology and developed optioptical technology that enable anew set of
cal ICs for awide array of uses, including
ultra-fast, yet low-cost, dense wavelength
high-speed computing backplanes for milidivision multiplexing (DWDM) products that
tary applications.
could help cable companies dramatically
increase the number of signals they transport,
according to company executives.
The company's new "HiBit" technology
platform allows it to fashion optical integrated
circuits that can send voice, video or data sigThe Connecticut battle of wills between
nals over 16 different wavelengths within the
Cablevision Systems and Southern New
1550 nanometer operating window. Lightwave
England Telecommunications was won by
intends to sell the chips to manufacturers of
Cablevision last month as the regional telco's
WDM transmitters and receivers, optical addunique high-power cable design was ruled to
drop multiplexers and optical cross-connects.
be in violation of National Electrical Safety
Unlike current WDM products that use
Code provisions.
either phased-array waveguides, Bragg grating
The issue came to ahead in January, when
or interference filters to separate the "colors"
experts from Cablevision and SNET testified
of light and send them separately, Lightwave's
before the Connecticut Department of Public
product line uses waveguides that are etched
Utilities Control (DPUC) about whether the
via photolithography and then coated with a
cable met certain NESC provisions regardihg
polymer. While the technology has been
bonding and grounding. Cablevision mainknown for some time, Lightwave engineers
tained that the cable didn't meet those proviwere able to overcome thermal stability probsions and therefore represented ahazard to its
lems and make the devices more optically
employees, who must also work in the com"active," said George Ballogg, vice president
munication space on telephone poles.
of marketing at Lightwave.
The SNET cable design carries 480 volts
The result? Fast DWDM products at
over nine internal conductor wires that are
prices that are dramatically lower than those
wrapped around an innerduct through which a
of competitors' devices, according to
fiber optic cable is pulled. The conductors act
Ballogg. For example, he said that asingle
as apower bus to provide electricity for the

Cablevision wins
NESC battle with SNET
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integrated voice, video and data network.
Cablevision argued that the cable either had
to be brought into compliance with NESC
specs or be moved and placed higher in the
poles so as not to present ahazard to
Cablevision craftsmen. SNET, on the other
hand, argued that the cable was safe, but
admitted it needed an NESC clarification
(which it voluntarily sought) before the cable
could be deployed widely.
"We still stand by the fact that we think our
cable is safe," said SNET Network Services
President Fred Page during atelephone question-and-answer session with reporters.
At the end of January, avote by an NESC
subcommittee ruled that the SNET cable was
indeed in violation of the Code, and that it
must be redesigned or moved out of the "communication space" on the pole. Further, the
panel rejected SNET's request for aCode
"clarification" that would have allowed it to
string the cable throughout the state.
A short time later, SNET said it would
redesign the cable and would dismantle the 10
miles of cable that was originally energized in
October 1995, at acost of about $200,000,
according to Page. SNET will also wreck out
another 70 miles of cable that had been placed
but never energized.
The decision will set SNET back between
three and six months in its effort to provide
telephony over coax to Connecticut residents,
Page said. However, he said the roll-out of
cable TV services, expected to begin later this
year in Unionville, Conn., would not be affected because adifferent, non-powered cable
design will be used initially.

SatCon gets order
from electric utility

Flywheel manufacturer SatCon Technology
Corp. will be working with San Diego Gas and
Electric Company to demonstrate and evaluate
aflywheel that will act as astandby power
energy source for Time Warner Cable in San
Diego. The utility company intends to use the
flywheel technology as away to offer Time
Warner "premium," or high-quality, power at a
slightly higher kilowatt-hour rate.
The agreement between SDG&E and
SatCon calls for the utility to integrate two flywheels into asingle cable TV "node" sometime later this calendar year. Already, at least
two cable companies—Rogers Cablesystems
and tiny WindBreak Cable—are slated to test
the flywheels later this year as well.
The flywheel, which is buried in aprotective vault in alocation near apower supply,
1997

:DE PLANT... inside rnne
Introducing CED 's

PLANTM
Management Reports
April 1997 • July 1997 • Octob

Beginning next month, you can turn to the
first in aseries of special "Plant Management
Reports" for vital information on even/thing
you'll need to make your rebuild plans and
plant operations as hassle-free as possible.
CED's Plant Management Reports will
focus on the very fotaidation of an advanced
communications network.., the physical plant
itself! And these reports will provide you with
acollection of plant management information
designed to help you do your job better and
that you're sure to read time and time again
— including:
• Materials Management: How
to set up awinning materials
management program.
• Working With Contractors: The
do's and* don'ts of developing a
great relationship.
• Human Resources: Keeping
employees happy...and motivated.
• Safety: How will the new OSHA
laws affect your bottom line?
• Preventative Maintenance: A surefire approach to system reliability.
• And much, much more!
Watch for your first
"Plant Management Report"
next month with your copy of CED
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takes the place of battery arrays that are typically found in standby power units. The flywheel, which spins continuously at roughly
30,000 rpm while commercial power is available, transfers its kinetic energy into electrical energy if the power is lost, providing
roughly two hours of backup.
The units are essentially maintenance-free
and are forecast to have alife of about 20 years.
"What SDG&E is doing is aunique
opportunity for cable operators," says
William Bauer, owner of WindBreak. By
purchasing and deploying flywheels throughout its network, autility could let acable
operator concentrate its capital spending on
network components instead of power supplies and costly batteries. "It effectively gets
us out of the power business," Bauer says.
That's an important consideration in this day
when capital is in short supply, and cable
MSOs are highly leveraged.

Museum names president,
relocation progresses

"In future years," says Froke, "when
advanced software is more widely available,
our website will be a'virtual museum.'
Visitors to the site will experience all the
exhibits and other features from the convenience of their own computer screens. We
want to be perceived not as aplace, but rather
as aresource, more atool for research and
learning, than just aconcrete edifice."

CellularVision plans
to offer data services

New Media Communication (NMC) of
Israel recently announced it has reached an
agreement to sell 100,000 super-high capacity
internal PC modems over the next few years
to CT&T (formerly CellularVision
Technology & Telecommunications). The $30
million deal will pave the way for high-speed

The National Cable Television Center and
Museum, which was relocated to Denver
from Penn State University, has named
Marlowe Froke as its president. Froke had
been serving as acting president and was a
co-founder and co-organizer of the Museum
when it was first established by the Cable TV
Pioneers at Penn State.
The new Cable Television Center and
Museum will be afree-standing, independent
institution located on asite provided by the
University of Denver. It is scheduled to open
New Media Communication's high-speed
in the fourth quarter of 1999 with affiliations
internal PC modem.
with other educational and cultural institutions
around the world. Planning for the Center has
wireless Internet service over CT&T
been underway for more than two years. A
CellularVision Digital Network (CVDN)
strategic master plan, made possible through
delivered via local multipoint distribution serfinancial support from Bill Daniels, one of the
cable industry's most well-known figures and a vice (LMDS) technology.
LMDS uses the high-frequency 28 GHz
long-time advocate of the center, was recently
band to transmit voice, video and data services.
accepted by the Center's board of directors.
The LMDS industry in the United States has
Froke stated that afirst step has been taken
run into avariety of regulatory delays, and
toward introducing both the industry and the
while there is currently only one operator up
public to the Center's potential with the
and running in the United States, observers
establishment of its website (www.cablecenter.org). Key features of the website will
expect auctioning of the spectrum for the rest
of the country to take place later this year.
include ahistorical overview of cable
CellularVision of New York, asubsidiary of
telecommunications called "Cable
CellularVision USA, is the exclusive FCCMilestones," and an on-line library that will
licensed LMDS provider of multi-channel
contain collections of photographs, personal
broadband wireless cellular television (currently
papers, oral histories, journals and other
49 channels) in the 11,000-square-mile New
materials now being catalogued and digitized.
York Primary Metropolitan Statistical Area
This will augment asearchable database that
(PMSA). The company claims its signal currentis also under development.
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ly passes more than 700,000 homes in Brooklyn,
plus an additional 200,000 homes in Manhattan.
New Media's present "CyberCity" modem
system provides anetwork speed of 5.5 Mbps
and individual user speeds of up to 550 Kbps
(four times faster than ISDN lines). By mid1997, the CyberCity system is expected to run
at 35 to 54 Mbps (25 to 40 times faster than
T-1 lines and up to 1,800 times faster than
conventional telephone modems).
NMC's CyberCity modems have been tested and used successfully in Israel, Germany
and Belgium since 1994. The modems were
developed in conjunction with the IBM
Science & Technology Development Center
in Israel. The CT&T telecommunications platform is licensed to operators worldwide,
including the United States, Canada, Thailand,
Russia and the Phillipines.

CAI given OK
to operate in Boston

CAI Wireless Systems Inc., the operator of
six Eastern MMDS systems, has been granted
permanent authorization from the FCC to use
its spectrum for fixed two-way video, voice
and data services in Boston.
The grant authorizes CAI to transmit and
receive information to and from 16 commercial customer sites served by two cells that
feature overlapping eight-mile radiuses in and
around the Boston metro area. Two additional
cell sites were also authorized and can be used
by CAI to serve future customer locations.
The four cell sites were "substantially completed" last year, according to CAI officials.
The authorization will now allow CAI to
develop adigital "Wireless Information
Network" platform over which the company
can offer an integrated suite of services, said
Jared Abbruzzese, CAI's chairman and CEO,
in astatement.
"Once developed, we will have the ability to
deliver two-way services in targeted areas of
Boston, while simultaneously delivering oneway data and digital video to other areas of the
market," said John Prisco, CAI's president. Just
which services are offered where and when will
be dictated by market economics, Prisco added.
CAI presently operates six analog-based
wireless systems in New York City, Rochester
and Albany, N.Y.; Philadelphia; Washington,
D.C.; and Norfolk/Virginia Beach, Va. It also
owns channel rights in eight additional markets.
The company had previously announced an
affiliation agreement with Bell Atlantic Corp.
and Nynex, an arrangement that was mutually
suspended for one year.
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CABLE TV OFFERS AWORLD OF OPTIONS.

SO DOES O.
Cable television technology
•iCS is the world's largest
continues to evolve. New opporstocking distributor of GI products,
tunities place new demands on
including the next-generation
suppliers. That's why we've creatMPEG-2, and is authorized by GI to
ed the ultimate full-service cable
repair warranty and non-warranty
distributor. Itochu Cable Services.
converters.
iCS unites the proven resources of
•iCS promotes afull selection of
VueScan, Cable TV Supply,
the best in CATV industry products.
Kelly Cable Services, and DX
Communications to provide the
•Backed by the worldwide resources
full range of products and repair
of the Itochu Group, iCS operates
services for the entire cable and
distribution and service centers
satellite communications industry.
throughout North and South America.
The ultimate cable supplier

¡CS

ITOCHU Cable Services Inc.

Sales
Deerfield Beach, Florida
800-327-4966
Carson, California
800-222-0052
Cleveland, Ohio
800-858-0830
Denver, Colorado
800-728-9887
Atlanta, Georgia
800-787-2288
Mt. Laurel, New Jersey
800-817-4371
Repair
Prospect Park,
Pennsylvania
800-352-5274
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
800-555-8670
Deerfield Beach, Florida
800-865-3692
International
Sales & Service
Buenos Aires, Argentina
54-1-582-9695
Santiago, Chile
56-2-335-2070
Sao Paulo, Brazil
55-11-246-9994
DX Communications
954-427-5711
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Internet security system
offered to cable MSOs

With more and more large U.S. companies
planning to use the Internet to send corporate
data, and the trend toward ever-greater dependency on electronic commerce, TimeStep
Corp. is launching an Internet security program designed for Internet Service Providers,
cable TV systems and telcos.
TimeStep's "InterSec" program provides endto-end network encryption and firewalling, with
central management and certificate distribution
to keep confidential transmissions from being
intercepted. The system is built around the company's "Permit" family of secure virtual private
networking products, which are available to
secure awide variety of applications—including
asingle workstation or server, aremote office,
mobile users or large installations.
TimeStep has already signed on two charter
customers, including iStar, Canada's leading
ISP, and Genuity, asubsidiary of Bechtel that
provides Internet solutions for medium- to
large-sized businesses, governments and educational customers.

Chambers Cable
to deploy interdiction

While most of the largest cable system
operators are planning to deploy large numbers
of analog and digital addressable set-tops,
Chambers Communications Corp. has chosen
to install consumer-friendly interdiction technology from Scientific-Atlanta.
Chambers intends to deploy the technology
to all subscribers in two of its five cable systems which will be undergoing rebuilds. These
systems—in suburban Seattle and San
Francisco—comprise 600 miles of plant and
serve 40,000 customers. In addition to more
than doubling the current channel capacity of
the two systems, the rebuilds will also offer
digital music, multiple channels of pay-perview and other technologies.
Company officials chose to implement the
interdiction system for two primary reasons: as
amethod to cut operating costs, while offering
customers whole-house service without asettop in sight. "We can implement new services
to all customers instantaneously without sending out asingle truck," said Scott Chambers,
president and COO, in astatement. "In addition, customers clearly prefer to have wholehouse services without set-top boxes."
Interdiction has been in S-A's portfolio of
technology for several years, but has been only
rarely deployed. Operators in the past

16

expressed concern over higher powering costs;
the need to place hardware in front of all
homes passed, even if they were not subscribing homes; and potential theft of signals,
which are sent "in the clear" to jamming
devices located near the residence.
Chambers, conversely, intends to use interdiction to reduce piracy. "We're hoping to
reduce service theft substantially and to
achieve cost efficiencies through headend control of connects, disconnects and service
changes," said Chambers. As part of the contract, S-A will also supply headend, RF distribution and optoelectronics equipment.
With some cable systems now heavily penetrated within certain markets, and operators
increasingly searching for away to differentiate
themselves from other video providers such as
DBS, S-A officials are actually seeing arenewed
interest in interdiction, according to David
Alsobrook, interdiction product manager at S-A.
"In some respects, it's surprising—even to
us," said Alsobrook, who says he's been
"swamped" by operators who are interested in
the technology, now that remote control and
additional outlet revenue has been severely
curtailed by legislation.

Primestar satellite
blasts into orbit

Primestar, the direct-to-home satellite video
provider owned by several cable TV MSOs,
will soon be able to add 65 channels to its present lineup following the successful launch of
the GE-2 satellite built by Lockheed Martin.
The additional satellite will allow Primestar to
offer consumers 160 channels of programming.
GE-2 is amedium-power satellite that sports
anew design and features 48 C- and Ku-band
transponders. Primestar is expected to use up to
24 of the 60-watt Ku-band transponders.
The new bird replaces the aging Satcom K2satellite, which has been beaming Primestar
services to consumers from the 85 degree west
longitude location. In March, TCI Satellite
Entertainment, which holds a20 percent stake
in Primestar and serves roughly 700,000 subscribers, will launch ahigh-power satellite
from Cape Canaveral. That unit will be parked
in the 119 degree west longitude orbital slot.

Jottings

Chances are, alarge percentage of the people
reading this are members of the Society of
Cable Telecommunications Engineers
(SCIE). If you're amember, don't forget to
return the ballot you received recently to elect

members of the national board of directors.
Members in five regions will be voting to elect
alocal representative, while all national members will be selecting one at-large member. If
you haven't already, mail your ballot today...
IBM recently won contracts with 10 different
small telecommunication companies to provide
billing and customer care services. The
Integrated Customer Management System
offered by Big Blue allows companies that offer
voice, video and data services to share databases and get acomplete "view" of acustomer's
history .... Could the end be near? No, we're
not talking Armageddon, but the end of the long
feud between the NCTA and the Consumer
Electronics Manufacturers Association over
the consumer interface issue. In mid-January,
the two groups finally agreed to aset of features
and functions that would define a"cable-ready"
TV or VCR and an additional set of features
that would define an "advanced cable/mediaready" appliance. The basic interface allows a
receiver to descramble apicture and support a
host of recording options as well as picture-inpicture. The advanced interface adds remote
control pass-through, text over video (such as
electronic program guides) and home theater
requirements. Now, if we could just get peace
in the Middle East ...WorldGate was the
recipient of an $11 million cash infusion from
Citicorp, Motorola, two investment firms and
former Cablevision Industries leader Alan
Gerry recently. WorldGate, which is planning to
offer Internet access via cable TV set-tops later
this year through aservice known as TV
Online, is scheduled to be tested by several
MSOs in the next few weeks ... Lucent
Technologies was chosen by Ameritech to
implement its Location Routing Number technology to provide local number portability to
customers who choose to switch telecom carriers. The software routes calls using service control points, or database computers for intelligent
networks ... Following the lead established by
its Hatboro, Pa.-based cousin, the NextLevel
Satellite Data Networks Group of General
Instrument Corp. recently broke ground on a
new, $47 million office complex that will house
the 1,300 employees based in San Diego, Calif.
As in Hatboro, the company is consolidating
several buildings into acampus-like facility in
San Diego. Initial plans call for two buildings to
be constructed, giving the company 330,000
square feet of space for offices, labs and afitness center. Move-in is expected to take place
in January 1998 ... Those of you in California
shouldn't forget to attend the annual SCTE
Vendor's Days at the Concord Hilton Hotel in
Concord. For more info, call Steve Allen at
916/786-4353.... CIED
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S POTLIGHT

Atthe tender age of 16, Jack Terry left his home near

London to join the ranks of the famous Marconi company. By the time he was 21, he was building achain
of interconnected television stations
crossing the rugged mountains of
Venezuela, where he had at his disposal
aCessna 172 aircraft, and aretired Pan
Am pilot to fly it; two jeeps; and three
mules—all to conquer the harsh terrain.
Undoubtedly, Terry learned to be selfreliant at avery early age, as he spent his
early adulthood crisscrossing the world to
set up communications systems. At that
age, "You're not aleader," says Terry.
"but you have to pretend to be aleader."
In fact, Terry has worked all over the
world—from the Arctic Circle to the
equator—designing, engineering and
building cable and broadcast television
stations. Back in 1959 and 1960, he
installed the first two television stations
in all of Africa, and in 1960, he constructed one of the world's first twoway cable systems for an independence
day celebration in Nigeria.
Today, as assistant vice-president,
access architectures and technologies for
Nortel (Northern Telecom), Terry runs a
sort of business within abusiness, as his
"intrepreneurial" activities cut broadly
across all of Nortel's future broadband
access products. He oversees the technical direction, implementation and field verification of
prototype systems, as well as the management of external
engineering resources and technologies. He also plays a
role as an advisor to some of Nortel's cable customers, as
they ponder their options in future services architectures.
"I would like to continue to influence the cable industry in the direction of an efficient, common services platform on cable:' Terry explains. "And common platform
means switched digital video, Internet and Intranet access
and telephony. All on the saline technical platform.. .In
other words, blending the signals digitally, through a
common channel structure—not putting together anumber of disjointed RF systems on the same cable."
In furthering his role as an informal advisor, Terry volunteered many hours of his time last year to establish, on
behalf of the IEEE and SCTE, an engineering conference
on hybrid fiber/coax which brought together leaders in
both the cable and telephony industries. Currently, Terry
is working with the SCTE on plans for HFC '97, the follow-up to last year's conference in Arizona.
"We found the cable people went to the cable conferences; the telco people went to the telco conferences; and we couldn't get them to mix," says Terry.
"So we decided to create aconference for both of
them." The conference proved to be so popular that
final attendance was nearly double what was first projected (HFC '97 will be held in Phoenix this coming

Selfreliance is
the father
of invention

John B. (Jack) Terry
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September; for more information, contact the SCTE at
610-363-6888).

The foundation of digital switching
Both the cable industry, and the telecom industry as
awhole, are richer for Terry's technological and leadership contributions. In the telephony realm, while
working for BNR (Bell Northern Research) in Canada
in the early 1970s, Terry designed the hardware for
Nortel's DMS-100 central office switch, specializing in
its line circuit technology and electrical integrity. That
work, in turn, led to the invention of the first commercial integrated PCM Codec-Filter silicon devices.
Today, more than 60 million line circuits based on this
work are in service throughout North America.
"The challenge was to develop technology to make
the line circuit so economical," recalls Terry, "that the
cost of the line circuit, plus the actual electronic
switch, was less than the cost of the old-fashioned
metallic switch." Later-generation switching products
which are currently being deployed in the backbone of
many cable systems are based on Terry's pioneering
steps into digital switching.
In total, he holds more than 20 patents, including
those related to improvements in pulse code modulation and in adjustable voltage sources, as well as
patents in echo cancellation circuits and "transformerless" line interface circuits. And in 1995, Terry, already
afellow of the IEEE, received one of the highest honors which the engineering world can bestow—the IEEE
recognized him with its Engineering Leadership Award
for his contributions to digital switching and line circuit technology. To put the honor in perspective, winners of the prestigious award in other years have
included pioneers of silicon chips, supercomputers and
minicomputers, and the creator of Bellcore.

From the ground up

All of his life. Terry has become accustomed to making something out of not much of anything. Back when
he was working in Nigeria, he wanted to own asailboat
but had "no funding," atypical state for young adults. So
in his spare time, using nothing but hand tools, Terry built
an 18'6" sailboat out of local mahogany. 'Today, if I
break my circular saw, Igo to the store and get another
one:' he notes. "But in those days, in England, you had to
save ayear if you wanted to buy atool like that."
First being christened off the coast of England, the boat
has followed Terry all the way to Georgia, where he currently resides with his wife of 32 years, Dorothy. An avid
sailor, Terry races both dinghies and catamarans, though
he notes that his wife prefers acabin cruiser to dangling
out over the water. His current projects include building a
kit PC, and constructing asolar heating system for his
pool—"That's what Ihave all laid out in the basement,"
he notes, which undoubtedly makes Dorothy very happy.
So the elder Terry, like his younger self, continues to
invent wonderful things out of spare parts.
—Dana Cervenka
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FRONTLINE

Chances are good that you may be reading this issue
of CED at the NCTA National Show in New Orleans.
On the assumption that you might want to know who
the hardworking people are who helped
to bring you this extravaganza, Ihave
decided to describe my co-workers at
the National Cable Television
Association (NCTA).
The National Cable Television
Association has made the trek to New
Orleans for its 47th annual convention
and exposition. We are expecting one
of our largest shows ever. The first one,
just for alittle historical perspective,
took place in ahotel, and all of 40 people showed up. I'm told that afine time
was had by all.
At NCTA headquarters in
Washington, D.C., the department that
is primarily responsible for the creation
and organization of this event is
Industry Affairs. This department is
headed up by Barbara York, who works
with avery talented team. And, they, in
turn, work with Dan Dobson and Carol
Sullivan of Dobson and Associates,
who manage the exhibition. This
department spends the majority of the
year getting this event into shape with
the help of anyone who it can nag,
whine or cajole into helping. No one,
thus recruited, does nearly as much to
make this show asuccess as Barbara and her staff.
Just because we are here in New Orleans with thousands of our closest friends doesn't mean that the dayto-day work of the NCTA stops. You will see members
of the NCTA legal department not only escorting
around important government officials, but they will
also frequently stop to discuss important regulatory or
legal issues with NCTA members who catch them
between assignments. The legal department is headed
by Dan Brenner, and it is said that he runs one of the
best, small inside law firms in the city.
The NCTA Government Relations department has a
similar set of duties at the National Show; that is,
squiring about important dignitaries. The head of this
department, Pam Turner, has adedicated and talented
staff. As you can imagine, hardly an hour goes by that
one or the other of their charges doesn't need something that is difficult to deal with. Pam and the crew
handle any and all challenges without complaint or
apparent effort.
One of the things that makes the NCTA successful
in the Washington arena is that we speak with one
voice on all important issues. This is remarkable, when
you consider that the membership of the association
includes operators, programmers and equipment vendors. The ability to find common ground among these
different entities requires that we do more than pay lip

The people
behind
the National
Show

By Wendell Bailey,
VP of Science
and Technology, NCTA
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service to their particular points-of-view. To that end,
we have acouple of departments that bear the extra
burden of representing the policy needs of such diverse
interests as the programming community and the
smaller system operators. Jadz Janucik (the most
senior in terms of service of the NCTA department
heads) runs Association Affairs and several subdepartments, each headed by asenior member of the
staff, that deal with the special policy concerns of
some of these constituents.
The newest department of the NCTA is the
Programming Policy department, which is ably run by
Jill Luckett. Jill has the sometimes daunting task of
trying to get all of the other segments of the industry
to understand where the programmers stand, and what
they need in order to help their side of the business.
All of the other departments work closely with both
Jadz and Jill, but the burden of making it work falls on
them. Here at the National Show, you will see these
two talking to awide array of industry leaders, and
Jadz will also run the annual membership meeting.

Getting the word out
The big show sheds light on alot of stuff, but the
cable industry and its leading companies are doing
important things all year long. Getting the word out and
helping the industry to help itself is the job of the Public
Affairs department of the NCTA. Tone Clarke and a
hard-working staff handle that job at home, and here at
the convention, they spend countless hours taking care
of the hundreds of press representatives. The stories that
come out of this effort will be with us for some time.
The exhibit floor and the education tracks (both technical and management) are the things that most people see.
They also see the registration booth and the other administration activities that are needed at an event of this kind.
Those items are handled by Phylis Eagle, NCTA's vice
president of administration. Day in and day out, this
department makes things run at the NCTA, and of course,
most don't notice. It's the same here at the show.
Then of course there is the Science and Technology
department. That's the one that Ihead. We (my small
but powerful staff and I) put on the technical program
(actually, Katherine Rutkowski does all of the work, and
Andy Scott and Ido what we can to help), and generally
handle anything that looks like aHertz or adB.
The department heads all report to June Travis,
NCTA's executive vice president. And of course,
Decker Anstrom is our president and CEO. All of these
people work for you all year long. They do not make a
single decision without you in mind. At the National
Show, they are busy, overworked and tired. They are
also unbelievably knowledgeable and helpful. If you
see them in the halls or on the floor (they wear green
ribbons), make them aware that you know who they
are, and what they do. This group and the other staff
members in New Orleans this week are hoping to have
alittle fun and put on agreat show. If anybody can do
it, this crew can. CIED
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FARMER'S M ARKET

T
he column planned for this month must wait. Last

Friday, Iheard the two discoverers of Comet HaleBopp talk, and Ican't get what they said out of my
mind. You surely know Hale-Bopp; its
closest approach to the earth will be on
March 22, 1997. By the time you
receive this magazine, it should be
bright in the evening sky.

The comet
is here: Are
you ready
to see it?

By Jim Farmer,
Chief Technical Officer,
Antec

Have acomment?
Contact Jim via e-mail at:
jfarmer@ix.netcom.com
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For the rest of our time on earth

Tom Bopp spoke first, of how he
discovered the comet on July 22, 1995.
An amateur astronomer, he had
planned acasual evening of stellar
observation with afriend at aremote
observing point (remoteness is ahazard of the hobby, because city lights
are anathema to astronomers). He
almost didn't go out that night,
because his car wouldn't start.
If his father had not agreed to lend
him his car, Bopp's name wouldn't be
on the comet for the remaining time
humans are on the earth.
That night, he was swinging his
telescope around to another place in
the sky because clouds were obscuring the area where he had planned to
look. His buddy had taken aturn
observing, and Bopp had started his
turn. Being incredibly familiar with
that piece of sky, Bopp knew something was wrong when he saw abit of light where
there should be none.
Had he not been observant, Bopp's name wouldn't
be on the comet for the remaining time humans are
on the earth.
Of the millions of objects visible in the heavens,
Bopp couldn't be sure he hadn't forgotten something.
He and his buddy consulted their charts to verify that
they weren't forgetting about something that had been
there all along. Had he not brought his charts with him
that night, Bopp's name wouldn't be on the comet for
the remaining time humans are on the earth.
That was when he began thinking that maybe he
had found something. But of course, he needed
proof. This required patient observation for along
period of time, to see celestial motion against the
fixed stars.
After they were sure they had seen motion, Bopp
was pretty sure he had acomet, but had no idea
whether anyone else had reported it (the first to
report avalid observation gets the credit). He had to
drive home to call in his observation, because every
attempt to phone before he got there ended in frustration. The phone was next to the bedroom, and his
wife was irritated that he woke her for some silly
phone call.
Had he not been persistent, Bopp's name wouldn't
CEO : C OMMUNICATIONS E NGINEERING &

be on the comet for the remaining time humans are
on the earth.
He collapsed into bed, only to be awakened in the
morning by his wife saying, "Someone's calling about
some comet thing." The call was to inform him that he
had, indeed, discovered anew comet!
Dr. Alan Hale just happened to look in the same
one degree or so of the sky that night. Again, being
familiar with the region of space, he saw something
unexpected. He was home, and simply sent in an
e-mail report. Had he not been familiar with that part
of the sky, had he not been observing that spot, and
had he not questioned what he saw, Hale's name
wouldn't be on the comet for the remaining time
humans are on the earth.
This story reminded me that significant discoveries
are often made by accident; someone was in the right
place at the right time. But, just as importantly, the
discovery is critically dependent on the observer's
alertness and ability to question what he or she is seeing. This is true of the discovery of acomet, but it is
just as true for the discovery of aleak in the plant, a
bad cable or aloose connector.
My friend John reminded me that an engineer
should never look at awaveform or asignal level
unless he knows what to expect. If he doesn't see what
he expects, he finds out why. If you are reading asignal level, know what it should be. If you read something else (outside of tolerance), then question why.
The fact that the level is not as expected is probably
trying to tell you something important. It may be that
your understanding is wrong, but more likely, it is
telling you that something is wrong.
When something's not working, listen to what it's
telling you. Ionce heard of atech who was trying to
get apiece of two-way gear running. It ran fine at
most locations, but the installation at one house
wouldn't work, no matter what.
He got everyone all excited about the "fact" that
the gear wasn't good enough to work at this particular
house. Had our friend thought about what the symptoms were trying to tell him, he might have avoided
the embarrassment he suffered later. He had forgotten
to install the reverse module in one line extender.

Missing important clues
Often, we tend to concentrate so much on the
problem that we are trying to solve, that we miss the
solution, or we miss something that's even more
important. We do much better work when we really
know the job well, and when we think about everything we see, hear, feel and even smell. If it doesn't
seem right, it probably isn't, and it had better be
investigated. If you're observant, inquisitive, prepared with the proper materials and equipment, and
persistent, you might not discover acomet, but you
can clean up apicture. Your name might be on that
repair for the remaining time humans are on the
earth! Right. CED
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C APITAL C URRENTS

I

nthe past, I've written that technical standards are strategically important to companies because they can be used
to achieve or maintain market leadership. But standards
are also important to industries, because
they can be used to maintain or to move
industry boundaries and competitive relationships. This column explains the
strategic value to the cable industry of the
standards activities of the Society of
Cable Telecommunications Engineers
(SCTE). Although these activities have
only been underway ashort period of
time, they have already produced
extremely valuable strategic benefits to
the industry in digital video transmission
standards and cable modem standards.

Standards,
strategic
value and
the SCTE

Strategic role of standards

By Jeffrey Krauss,
technical standards
strategist and President of
Telecommunications and
Technology Policy

Have acomment?
Contact Jeff via e-mail at:
jkrauss@cpcug.org
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Technical standards are potentially
very important to high-tech companies.
In order to participate in amarket, either
your products must comply with existing
standards, or you must be big enough
and powerful enough (like Microsoft) to
create your own de facto standards. A
company that invents anew technology,
and gets that technology adopted as a
standard, wins in two ways. First, it can
charge royalty fees to others that use its
technology. Second, it has better technical know-how than its competitors
because it has more experience using the
technology, and can bring products to market sooner.
Standards that cut across industries can have important
strategic implications both for the industries as well as for
the companies within those industries. One recent example was the fight between the broadcasting and computer
industries over interlace vs. progressive scanning. It might
not have been apparent to everyone, but what they were
really fighting over was eyeballs—viewership—not merely technical issues. The hottest new "product" on the
Internet now is "Webcasting," aname given to services
like PointCast that automatically gather information on
topics that you select and deliver it to you along with
advertising. It is customer-tailored, special-interest broadcasting. The computer industry believes you will be more
likely to watch this computer industry product on your
digital TV if the TV uses progressive scanning, rather
than interlace scanning. But progressive scanning is more
expensive for broadcasters, because progressive scanning
cameras are more expensive than interlace. The industries
will continue to fight that battle, in one forum or another,
because it is strategically important to both.
Until recently, the cable industry didn't have an accredited standards organization to develop industry standards,
but now it does—the SCTE. ("Accredited" means
approved by the American National Standards Institute;
approval requires that the standards development process
be open to the public and no standards be adopted without

"due process" procedural safeguards. In contrast, there are
non-accredited standards bodies like DAVIC and the
ATM Forum, which are open only to paying members.)
The SCTE really displayed its value to the cable
industry when it adopted QAM as the modulation
method for digital TV on cable. Remember the dispute
between VSB and QAM modulation for digital video
transmission? Broadcasters will use VSB because that's
what the Advanced Television Standards Committee
(ATSC) adopted, but cable can use higher order QAM
modulation because it operates within abetter-controlled
closed transmission medium. As astrategic matter, cable
TV could have been hobbled by arequirement to use the
more robust but less efficient modulation required by the
noisy, hostile, over-the-air transmission medium. Cable
TV capacity would have been constrained, and cable's
ability to innovate would have been stifled.
A dispute existed so long as it was merely afew large
cable operators who said they wanted to use QAM.
Once the SCTE adopted QAM as astandard, QAM had
a"seal of approval." The dispute went away. It was that
simple. Nobody can argue with astandard that has been
adopted by an accredited standards body. This is particularly true at the FCC, where the current philosophy is
that technical standards should be developed by industry,
not by the government. The FCC is not about to create a
fight between two industries, with itself in the middle.
Similarly, the SCTE has played an important role in
cable modem standards. Until recently, cable modem
standards were being developed by acommittee sponsored by the IEEE and dominated by computer industry
interests. While they may have understood the strategic
significance of acable system's large bandwidth, the
IEEE failed to appreciate the problems of the return channel or the value of commonality of components with digital video equipment. Nor did they ever consider that the
cable industry might decide not to implement technical
solutions thrust upon it by outsiders. Now that the SCTE
has taken the lead in cable modem standards, downstream
specs have been adopted having much in common with
digital video standards. More work is needed on the
return channel, and perhaps asingle standard is too much
to hope for. But at least the work is in the right hands.
The SCTE has more work to do, particularly in digital
video standards. Not all the specifications for the digital
broadcasting signal are appropriate for cable. For example, according to the ATSC standard, emergency messages
are carried on digital broadcast signals in away that
would require complex equipment to perform insertion of
the messages at cable headends. A simpler, more reliable
approach is under review at the SCTE. Another area that
the SCTE might look at is auser-friendly way to number
and navigate around the multiple standard definition video
programs that are carried within adigital TV channel.
Meanwhile, the strategic value that the SCTE has
achieved for the cable industry in less than ayear is quite
remarkable. If they keep it up, the SClt's management
and the standards committee chairmen will deserve the
highest accolades from the industry. CIED
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We may now define an RMS modulation
index, µ, analogous to that used for forward
traffic [2-4].

,u =

Pc,may be determined by
Pc
.

(5)

Statistical model oldie reverse signal
It has been shown [5-6] that the probability
density function, pi(/), and characteristic function, (I), (0, of the signal current of the form
associated with ith subcarrier are given by

1
pi(1) =L0
it 11

-A<I<A

12

(6)
other

Clew) = Jo (Ai Id)

9

(7)

where J0 is the Bessel function of the first kind
of index zero. The composite density function,
p0,(/), is given by

P comp (

=

Pi (I) *P2(1)*•••*pN(1)

= Fr

•

f
I cbcornp (œ)e jœidw (8)

-1°comp
p.

(1)d1

(10)

Consider the output of the optical link. This
output results from the detection of the laser
output optical signal and is composed of the
desired signal plus clipping noise and broadband link noise. For simplicity of analysis, we
have assumed that below clipping, the link has
unity current gain. The pdf of the desired output is identical to p(!). as shown in Figure
1(c). It has
been shown in
[5] that the
pdf resulting
from the output of ahard
limiter (such
as the laser
transfer characteristic)
consists of a
truncated version of the
input signal
pdf plus an inpulse of amplitude equal to the
area under of the deleted portion of the input
signal pdf. If we apply this technique to the
components of the optical link output, we find
that the pdf of the clipping noise signal, p,,, is
given by

Assume clipping

noise power

falls with aflat

spectral density
across the

passband

pelip(1) = [pc.
omp (-I -10)•U(I)]

where *represents convolution in the 1
domain and 11),„./
,(w) represents the composite
characteristic function, given by

+(1)(

1°"' pcvmP (1)d1)]
1
0

(11)

where U(1) is the unit step function and 8(1) is
the unit impulse function. A sample clipping
N
noise pdf is shown in Figure 1(d).
The ratio of composite output signal power
(Ai Id) (
9)
i= 1
to composite output clipping power, (P/C), is
given by

comp(w) =Hop» =
rpo
N

i= 1

A graph of asample composite density
function is shown in Figure 1(b). Numerical
methods may be used to evaluate p0(/).
Either convolution of the individual p,(/)'s or
inversion of the composite characteristic
function may be used for this evaluation.
Once the composite density function is
calculated, it is possible to determine the
probability that the peak value of the composite current will exceed agiven limit.
Clipping occurs when the peak negative
excursion of I
cong,
exceeds IB ITH ,as shown in
Figure 1(a). The probability of laser clipping,
-

GuideLines
Classics. It's like
a graduate
course in
fiber-optics.

( p\

p comp

(1)d1

-f_:12p
dip (1)dl

(12)

Based on the nature of the digital modulation used for reverse system traffic [7-8], we
assume the clipping noise power falls with a
flat spectral density across the passband of the
reverse signals. We define fas the ratio of
clipping power that falls within the reverse
signal band (typically 5MHz to 40 MHz for
subsplit systems) to the total clipping power.
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The individual carrier-to-clipping distortion ratio of the
ith subcarrier, CND,, will be given by
Pi
CND..
1

P

rc

BWREv
Bwi

IlY
k= 1Pk)

(13)

where BW REv is the reverse signal bandwidth. Now
consider the broadband link noise, 1‘10,in watts per Hz.
The primary sources of this noise are laser relative
intensity noise (RIN), shot noise and receiver noise current. The carrier-to-link noise ratio of the ith subcarrier,
CNL„ will be given by

Asimilar

Pi
(14)

CNLi= (BW;)(A10)

From equations (13) and (14) it can be seen that CNL,
increases and CND, decreases as RMS modulation index,
p, increases. CND, and CNL, may be used in conjunction
to determine the overall carrier-to-noise ratio, CNR,.

Atypical example
Consider the case of reverse subcarriers consisting
of one high-speed data carrier (QPSK at T-1 rate with
Figure 2: The composite probability density function resulting
from one high-speed data carrier and 25 telephony
carriers. The high-speed data carrier is at an amplitude 19 dB
higher than the individual telephony carriers. Note that this
pdf is clearly not Gaussian.
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Figure 3: BER vs. RMS modulation index (µ) for alink carrying
one high-speed data carrier and 25 telephony carriers.
The predominant factor limiting performance when µis less than
0.01 is broadband link noise. The predominant factor limiting
performance when µis greater than 0.15 is clipping noise.
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BW=1 MHz) and 25 telephony carriers (QPSK at 72
kbps with BW =50 kHz). The subcarriers are transmitted across an optical link with broadband link noise at a
level of -122 dB/Hz with respect to asingle carrier
with peak current 4. We choose alevel for the data carrier that is 19 dB higher than that of the individual telephony subcarriers. This difference in level is based on
two factors. The first factor is the relative bandwidth of
the carriers and results in an amplitude difference of 13
dB. The second factor results from the combining of
the outputs of multiple reverse optical receivers in the
headend. For economic reasons, it is desirable to use
certain individual reverse signal demodulators to
receive signals from multiple optical nodes.
Consequently, the RF
outputs from multiple
optical receivers may
be combined before
demodulation. In our
example, we assume
that the outputs of four
optical receivers are
combined before
demodulation. The
resulting noise funneling dictates acarrier
power increase of 6
dB. The overall difference in carrier power thus becomes 19 dB.
For the purposes of the analysis in this article, we
have utilized atechnique developed by Mazo in [9] to
determine the amount of clipping distortion power that
falls within the reverse signal band. A typical result
from the Mazo technique is Gamma =0.475 for the 5
MHz to 40 MHz subsplit band when p=0.3. However,
an error is introduced by the use of the Mazo technique
because of its assumption that the input signal has aflat
power spectral density. A Monte Carlo simulation of
the clipping noise and the associated power spectral
density was carried out for this example to determine
the magnitude of this error. The error was analyzed
from p=0.1 to p=2. The worst-case error of 20 percent (< 1dB) occurred at p=2.
The resulting composite probability density function
of this scenario is shown in Figure 2. A technique proposed by Shi [2] is used to determine bit error rate
(BER). BER vs. RMS modulation index, p, is shown in
Figure 3. Based on this figure, arange of acceptable p
may be determined for agiven BER requirement.
A similar analysis was done with 25 equal amplitude
telephony carriers. The resulting composite pdf and
BER are shown in Figure 4. The composite pdf does
indeed approach Gaussian. Therefore, in this case, the
Mazo technique of determining (will result in no error.
The BER curve for this example differs substantially from that of the previous example. Clearly, the
Gaussian pdf assumption that is normally applied to
forward path subcarriers gives an incorrect result
when applied to certain combinations of reverse path
subcarriers.
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analysis was
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Ingress considerations
The introduction of additional signal loading by
ingress must also be considered in the design of the
HFC reverse path. A detailed study of the reverse
path ingress problem has been carried out by
CableLabs Inc. [10]. This study indicates that the
ingress consists of both narrowband interference and
electrical impulse noise.
Shi has proposed atechnique in [11] to consider the
effects on ingress in modeling the reverse path. Shi
suggests that the equations given in [2] be modified by
replacing the overall RMS modulation index by p=Pc
+p,, where pc is the composite signal RMS modulation
index, and piis the overall RMS modulation index of
the ingress interference across the upstream spectrum.
The total signal-to-noise (Gaussian background noise
plus ingress noise) is given by

This technique
permits the
generation of a
more accurate
probability
density function

(15)

model

where r, represents the carrier-to-ingress noise ratio,
and 5represents the fraction of ingress noise power
that falls within the band of interest.

Conclusion
It has been shown that it is inappropriate to use a
Gaussian probability density function to model the

Figure 4: Probability density function vs. Iand BER vs. RMS
modulation index (1) for alink carrying 25 equal amplitude
telephony carriers. Note that the pdf is substantially different
than that shown in Figure 2. Similarly, the BER curve differs from
that shown in Figure 3.
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subcarriers and to predict levels of clipping in the
reverse optical link of HFC networks where the number of subcarriers is small, or asmall number of subcarriers may take on amplitude significantly greater
than the remaining subcarriers.
A technique has been shown that permits the generation of amore accurate probability density function model and the determination of bit error rates
based on this pdf.
An examination of the bit error rate (BER) requirements and predictions for each type of traffic will
yield arange for the RMS modulation index that is
optimum. cED
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The 'four Os':
More style
than
substance?
It's within

reach, but is
it needed?

By Roger Brown

36

I

t's every cable operator's nightmare: It's Super Bowl
Sunday. Millions of viewers are camped out in front of
their TVs. Parties have been organized around what is
arguably the premier TV event of the year. Then the
cable goes out.
A scene like that could cost acable company dearly in
its fight for respectability in the customer service war,
undoing several years of efforts to improve network reliability, picture quality and service levels. It's the type of
problem newspapers and TV stations love to report, and
contributes to cable's image as an outage-plagued service.
It doesn't have to be that way. Improved products
and components, fiber-rich architectures, back-up
power supplies and new policies and craft procedures
are now putting the 99.99 percent reliability benchmark
within acable operator's grasp. But is that important?
Do cable systems have to actually reach that lofty mark
to be perceived as reliable? And where did this perhaps
unrealistic goal come from, anyway?
Addressing the latter question first, the 99.99 percent figure came from specifications written by
Bellcore as agoal that manufacturers should engineer
their equipment to achieve. But the number was chosen
arbitrarily as opposed to being mandated by either government regulation or carrier request.
Nevertheless, the telephone companies have done a
masterful job of implying that their networks routinely

reach the "four 9s," but in reality, they probably don't
even come close to achieving that mark, which equates to
53 minutes of outage time per year. No one outside of the
telephone companies knows for sure, because they're not
required to report overall availability figures to anyone.
In fact, when measuring system availability, telco
mathematicians factor out the network switching fabric, as well as the customer premise equipment.
Problems with commercial power also don't count.
And the clock doesn't start ticking until the first customer calls to report an outage.
The cable industry, on the other hand, is faced with a
number of challenges before it will ever be perceived as a
reliable network. First, people watch TV much more than
they use the telephone, so they're more likely to notice a
cable outage. If there's aproblem with the phone, the
caller is greeted with afast busy signal and simply redials
to re-establish aconversation; but with aTV outage, the
viewer has forever missed aportion of the event.
Research and some early studies of cable systems
has shown that significant strides can be made in network availability by shoring up four major areas: plant
power, network architecture, replacing aging coaxial
cable and simply altering craft practices and procedures to be more mindful of their effects on the plant.
By far, the biggest bugaboo for operators is power.
Commercial power quality varies greatly by location,
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and many areas are prone to short outages that might go
unnoticed by consumers, but can interrupt bitstreams or
telephony conversations.
"Most of our outages are of short duration," notes
Tony Werner, vice president of engineering at TCI
Communications. That's where strategically-placed
standby power units come into play. "A lot of times,
just by converting 10 percent to 15 percent of your
plant to standby power, you can make ahuge impact."
But adding standby power is just half the equation.
Proper maintenance of the batteries that are used for
backup is critical, too. Engineers contacted for this article routinely tell of stories where the standby unit kicked
on properly, but the batteries were either dead, or so
weak that they offered no backup. One person even said
that he knows of cases where batteries were removed to
be serviced and then never returned to the cabinet.
Other power-related issues include proper grounding
and bonding, using surge arrest devices and proper documentation, according to Tim Wilk, director of strategic
planning and technology at Scientific-Atlanta.
In late 1995, S-A undertook astudy of three large, twoway active hybrid fiber/coax (HFC) networks that were
located in different parts of the country. The sample areas
covered about 3,600 miles of plant (3,000 miles of coax,
and 600 miles of fiber) and passed about 375.000 homes.
All had been recently upgraded, and management at each

system emphasized good repair and maintenance.
"We were flat surprised at the level of reliability these
guys were already achieving:' says Wilk. On average, the
three systems were achieving 99.98 percent availability.
Translated to outage time, these systems were only offthe-air for about 123 minutes per year. The main outage
culprits were power-related failures (27 percent). followed closely by hard-line coax and drop failures (see

Figure 1: Summarized HFC network outage factors from
sample test locations.
Drop
25 minutes
Coax
28 minutes

Powering
34 minutes

Taps
3minutes

Amplifiers
8minutes\
Fiber Tx/Rx
9minutes
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16 minutes

HFC availability survey results: 123 subscriber outage minutes
(99.98 percent). source: screestmese
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Table 2: Availability
Typical MS0 design
Measured outage minutes

minutes

LEC fullservice design
123 minutes

Design improvements:

Node-size reduction to 500 HP

48

48

Power improvements

4(with 3hour stand by)

9 (centralized generator)

New coax

4

4

Redundant fiber system
Drop improvements

12 (fully redundant)

16 (MTTR and 50%
fiber connection)

Net minutes improved

72 minutes

Projected subscriber
outage time

51 minutes

18 (MTTR and 75%
fiber connection)

32 minutes

These NOCs will enforce change control procedures for
all network maintenance activities and make sure that
service restoration is being performed within the prescribed timeframes—all while continuously tracking and
reporting network performance.

Generally, it's safe to say that most cable operators track outages and their root causes, but few
see aneed to quantify network availability on a
percentage basis. In fact, while overcoming outages is ahigh priority for most cable systems,
most don't have the software or modeling information it takes to quantify how they're doing,
according to Wilk at S-A. Equipment manufacturers and some consulting companies can take
the raw data and come up with anumber, but the
formulas are not typically available off-the-shelf.
Reaching 99.99 percent availability "is agoal
that most (MS0s) are talking about, but it's not
driving their day-to-day business," notes Wilk.
"Most operators have aton of data about outages,
but no idea how to convert it into availability figures." Not that they need to. Outside of using it to
gain acompetitive advantage against telephone
companies and other competitors who tout their
reliability, there is currently no reason to calculate
network availability. But then, even the telcos
don't do agood job of it—because they don't have to.
In preparation of apaper he presented during the
1996 SCTE Conference on Emerging Technologies,
TC1's Werner sought information about how the local
telephone companies actually perform against their
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Communications. That's where strategically-placed
standby power units come into play. "A lot of times,
just by converting 10 percent to 15 percent of your
plant to standby power, you can make ahuge impact."
But adding standby power is just half the equation.
Proper maintenance of the batteries that are used for
backup is critical, too. Engineers contacted for this article routinely tell of stories where the standby unit kicked
on properly, but the batteries were either dead, or so
weak that they offered no backup. One person even said
that he knows of cases where batteries were removed to
be serviced and then never returned to the cabinet.
Other power-related issues include proper grounding
and bonding, using surge arrest devices and proper documentation, according to Tim Wilk, director of strategic
planning and technology at Scientific-Atlanta.
In late 1995, S-A undertook astudy of three large, twoway active hybrid fiber/coax (HFC) networks that were
located in different parts of the country. The sample areas
covered about 3,600 miles of plant (3,000 miles of coax,
and 600 miles of fiber) and passed about 375,000 homes.
All had been recently upgraded, and management at each

system emphasized good repair and maintenance.
"We were flat surprised at the level of reliability these
guys were already achieving," says Wilk. On average, the
three systems were achieving 99.98 percent availability.
Translated to outage time, these systems were only offthe-air for about 123 minutes per year. The main outage
culprits were power-related failures (27 percent). followed closely by hard-line coax and drop failures (see
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excludes power from the equation shows
that fiber transmitters and receivers are
also major contributors to downtime (see
F
AI
N
Fide!!!
-4Ymiles of
Transmitter
Receiver
Figure 3). But with power as the biggest
F
fiber non-redundant
cause
of outages, HFC operators must use
FO
..4,_ X miles of _i.
backup power to achieve the Bellcore
Receiver
fiber redundant
SIM
benchmark of 99.99 percent. In fact,
FO
FO
according to apresentation made by AD
¡add&
Receiver
Little's Stu Lipoff during the SCTE/IEEE
HFC '96 reliability conference last fall,
Z feeder miles
W trunk miles
HFC network operators would need in
Coax, amps, splitters,
Coax, amps, splitters,
taps, power supplies
power supplies
-leexcess of 12 hours of backup power to
& connectors
& connectors
meet the 53 minutes per year goal.
North of the border, Rogers
Cablesystems undertook ayear-long outSS
age study of its system in Newmarket,
Ont., where the Rogers "Wave" data service was rolled out. As outlined by the
Canadian Cable Television Association's
Figure 1). "It's surprising how many times per year that
guidelines, the goal for Wave service availability, after
commercial power just isn't there," summarizes Wilk.
accounting for all service interruptions, is 99.9 percent, or
Although those availability figures were good (and
amaximum of 525 minutes of downtime per year.
some would argue were abnormally high), Wilk was
Eventually, the goal is to reach 99.99 percent reliability.
able to identify some areas, outside of the addition of
While the results of the Newmarket availability
standby power, where significant improvements could
study were mixed, Rogers officials seem to be encourbe made. One chief area was reduction of node sizes.
aged. Network availability ranged from alow of 99.13
By reducing node sizes to roughly 500 homes, the
percent to ahigh of 100 percent. Annualized, the netdowntime of all components within anode could be
work achieved 99.79 percent availability, or nearly
reduced by 39 percent, according to amodel that exam1,100 minutes of downtime for the year.
ines component failure rates and mean time to repair
Factored into the availability calculations were outages caused by network maintenance, new plant
construction activity, headend and fiber-related
equipment failures, trunk and distribution failures, reverse noise and power failures.
A high percentage of downtime was attributable
to human intervention. In Rogers' case, mainteDFB transmitters
15.1%
1.6
2.7%
0.2
3.7%
2.2
7.1%
1.3
nance activities accounted for 21 percent of all
and receivers
incidents resulting in network downtime.
Although
Wave scheduled maintenance is restrictFiber cable and
2,.1%
1,1
passive (miles)
ed to Sundays between 2a.m. and 6a.m., it still
accounted for much of the downtime. Other major
Optical node
6.2%
1.0
8.3%
0.3
3.0%
1.8
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1.0
contributors were trunk and distribution problems
(24 percent), power outages (22 percent) and
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0.8
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1.1
3.6%
1.2
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1.0
Power supplies
excessive reverse path noise (15 percent).
Power company
24.0%
1.0
30.4%
1.0
19.4%
3.9%
1.1
1.0
Of course, one key component to limiting outpower outage
age time is mean time to repair (MTTR) statistics. The faster an outage is detected and service
Amplifiers
2.8%
1.0
.1%
1.2
2.6%
0.5
2.8%
is restored, the better. Rogers' track record was,
Coax cable (miles)
1.6%
1.4
15.7%
1.2
9.3%
1.0
36.3%
1.2
generally, quite good, but was skewed by asingle construction-related incident that caused a
three-day outage. But that was clearly an anomaly: roughly 70 percent of all equipment failures
statistics for network devices in an HFC network.
that caused outages were repaired in less than one hour.
Why? Primarily because the reduction in node size
Although the Rogers network is one of the few that is
eliminates the need for asecond power supply.
actively supervised by asophisticated network manageTaken together, Wilk's research and modeling shows
ment system, executives there have realized that anew
that HFC networks as presently architected for cable-TV
model for network management must be implemented to
applications can indeed be brought up to 99.99 percent
reach high reliability levels. To gain improvements,
availability (see Table 2).
Rogers intends to establish anetwork of regional netSimilar work performed by Arthur D. Little that
work operations centers to monitor the HFC network.

Figure 2: From the point-of-view of asingle customer the reliability model for typical HFC plant would look
like this. Some: AD Little.
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Not all cable ad operations. are as big
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communities across America.
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Until now.
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down. It's called Virtual Capital.
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Call 1-800-759-2583 today and ask
for aquote.
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Convention, Hall C, Booth 2945.
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Table 2: Availability sensitivity analysiurntrialy. Source: S-A
Typical MS0 design
Measured outage minutes

123 minutes

LEC full-service design
,123 minutes

Design improvements:
Node-size reduction to 500 HP

48

48

Power improvements

4 (with 3-hour stand-by)

9 (centralized generator)

New coax

4

Redundant fiber system

12 (fully redundant)

Drop improvements

Net minutes improved
Projected subscriber
outage time

16 (MTTR and 50%
fiber connection)

Generally, it's safe to say that most cable operators track outages and their root causes, but few
see aneed to quantify network availability on a
percentage basis. In fact, while overcoming outages is ahigh priority for most cable systems,
most don't have the software or modeling information it takes to quantify how they're doing,
according to Wilk at S-A. Equipment manufacturers and some consulting companies can take
the raw data and come up with anumber, but the
formulas are not typically available off-the-shelf.
Reaching 99.99 percent availability "is agoal
that most (MS0s) are talking about, but it's not
driving their day-to-day business," notes Wilk.
"Most operators have aton of data about outages,
but no idea how to convert it into availability figures:' Not that they need to. Outside of using it to
gain acompetitive advantage against telephone
companies and other competitors who tout their
reliability, there is currently no reason to calculate
network availability. But then, even the telcos
don't do agood job of it—because they don't have to.
In preparation of apaper he presented during the
1996 SCTE Conference on Emerging Technologies,
TCI's Werner sought information about how the local
telephone companies actually perform against their

IMIMMI

18 (MTTR and 75%
fiber connection)

2 minutE,,

L91 minutes

51 minutes

32 minutes

These NOCs will enforce change control procedures for
all network maintenance activities and make sure that
service restoration is being performed within the prescribed timeframes—all while continuously tracking and
reporting network performance.

After amillion miles of broadband networking, ncw there's

professiUlicit services

NETadvantage is your complete resource for broadband
networking on the cutting edge. No other company in the world

network management

can match the depth and breadth of GI's analog and digital HFC

software solutions

In today's competitive broadband landscape, you need the best

call 1-888-GEN-INST

networking experience.

networking support you can get. From experts who've been there,
seen it, done it. And, in amillion miles of broadband networking,
we've learned afew things along the way.
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own objectives. He came up mostly empty.
The FCC and PUCs mostly gather data about lengthy
outages and how quickly installations are performed, and
the local companies, while acknowledging they didn't
actually get four 9s, were reluctant to offer much else.
According to one Bellcore document, digital loop
carrier availability in 1988 was reported to be equal to
99.94 percent availability, or about 316 minutes of
downtime, Werner says. And that number, it should be
noted, did not factor in any power-related failures.
To sum up, it's clear that cable's HFC networks are
capable of providing high service levels, even when compared against atelephone network, which is actually used
only about one-tenth as much. But there are additional
strides that can be made, in both powering and internal
maintenance policies. The former can be addressed with
standby powering, use of better components, improved
grounding and bonding and fusing. The latter will require
diligence, strong policymaking, documentation and training—and perhaps improved network monitoring.
"With surveillance technology, we know if atechnician interrupts the communication path," notes Werner.
"Without it, you don't know that atech is out there,
pulling apad or something."
But all those people gathered to watch the Super
Bowl sure will. CED
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HDTV
very vulnerable position for everybody."
While some may dispute various HDTV
standard particulars, most agree its wide-ranging flexibility, especially when it comes to the
conflicting (and non-mandated) video formats,
puts agreat deal of faith in the forces of the
marketplace.
And that marketplace, says Cripps, has a
massive vested interest in the NTSC status
quo. That represents amassive installed base
(with an average of 2.7 televisions in 98 percent of American homes) that is fueled by
sales of 25 million television sets ayear, representing an $8.5 billion market.
With such amassive monetary stake in this
entrenched market, and with no real grasp on
how much the HDTV conversion is going to
cost, let alone how it will be accepted by the
public, it's no wonder those involved are just
beginning to inch forward along the HDTV
path. While the FCC's ultimate anointing of
the standard may have finally given HDTV the
push it needs to get started, the path is far
from smooth.

Aflexible standard?

Stretching the HDTV
envelope
with astandard
Nagging regulatory,
technical issues still exist

By Michael 14ferty

D

epending on one's view, the FCC's
Christmas Eve ruling on ahigh definition television (HDTV) standard was either the tastiest
gift the telecommunications industry received
this past holiday season, or it is arecipe that is
doomed to failure because it has been spoiled
by too many cooks in the HDTV kitchen these
past nine years.
Not surprisingly, those involved with the
North American research consortium that
developed the standard (the Digital HDTV
Grand Alliance) claimed it as a"major victory
for American television viewers." Speaking
with one voice, as alliances are prone to do,
the Grand Alliance partners—General
Instrument Corp., Lucent Technologies, the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Philips
Electronics North America Corp., the David
Sarnoff Research Center, Thomson Consumer
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Electronics and Zenith Electronics Corp.—
boasted the FCC's approval of the Alliancebased standard "means that the United States
has entered the digital television age, and will
lead the world toward delivering the benefits
of the technology for consumers."
Yet, there are those who take issue with this
"innovative and uniquely flexible system," as
the Alliance describes it. Dale Cripps, publisher and editor of the HDTV Newsletter
(http://web-star.com/hdtv/hdtvnews.html/), has
been following the HDTV saga for nearly a
decade and doesn't believe it's such aclear-cut
victory for those involved in the effort, or
more importantly, for consumers in general.
"Let's put it this way," states Cripps, "you can
be areal schizophrenic character with this standard. You can take the public line of the (television set) manufacturers, broadcasters and even
the computer people, which is 'Well, we've all
won on this one.' But, what they've won is a

For some, the idea of aflexible standard is
an oxymoron. For many in the telecommunications industry, aflexible HDTV standard not
only makes perfect sense, it's aprerequisite if
the new technology is to succeed.
The American effort in HDTV started in
1987 as aknee-jerk reaction to Japan's development of the "MUSE" system, an interlaced,
1,125-line HDTV system that was being proposed as aworldwide standard for the next
generation of television. That year, at the
request of American broadcasters who feared
Japanese domination of afundamental new
technology, the FCC initiated its HDTV rulemaking and created the Advisory Committee
on Advanced Television Service (ACATS) to
recommend abroadcast standard.
The various factions within the telecommunications industry who felt they had avital
self-interest in the outcome, began weighing
in on the issue. It wasn't long before terrestrial
broadcasters, cable operators, consumer electronics manufacturers, computer manufacturers and even Hollywood movie interests started drawing lines in the digital sand, staking
out their various areas of concern.
By September 1988, ACATS had 23 system
proposals (with six actually building prototype
hardware) on its desk. In 1990, General
Instrument became the first to announce an
all-digital system. It wasn't long before others
(MIT, the Philips/Thomson/Sarnoff consortium, and Zenith/AT&T) joined the high definition fray with their own versions of an all-
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e HDTV
digital HDTV system.
In 1991 and 1992, six systems (including
the four all-digital systems) underwent extensive testing at the Advanced Television Test
Center (ATTC) in Alexandria, Va. Testing participants included CableLabs, which tested the
systems over acable test bed at the ATTC, and
the Advanced Television Evaluation
Laboratory in Ottawa, Canada.
In 1993, ACATS limited itself to studying
the four all-digital systems. They also encouraged the remaining participants to find away
to merge their four systems into one "best-ofthe-best" system. By late May that year, the
Digital HDTV Grand Alliance was formed to
carry out the consolidation task.
By March 1995, the Grand Alliance had a
combined system ready for testing at the
ATTC facility. After eight months of exhaustive tests, ACATS unanimously recommended
that the FCC adopt the entire Advanced
Television Systems Committee (ATSC) standard based on the Grand Alliance system as
the basis of anew digital television broadcast
standard for the United States.
Finally, after atentative approval in May
1996, the Commission gave its final OK on
Christmas Eve this past year. What have the
Grand Alliance and the FCC wrought?
V The Grand Alliance/ATSC standard will feature adigital compression system based on
MPEG-2 (Moving Pictures Experts Group) Main
Profile parameters, including the use of B-frames.
V Likewise, the approved standard includes a
packetized data transport system that allows
for the transmission of virtually any combination of video, audio and data packets that will
concentrate on features and services of MPEG2that are applicable to HDTV and provided
for in the MPEG-2 transport layer.
V The approved standard will employ the 5.1channel Dolby AC-3 audio technology.
V The Grand Alliance settled on the modulation subsystem developed by Zenith
Corporation. The 8-VSB (vestigial sideband)
transmission technology, says proponents,
assures abroad HDTV coverage area, reduces
interference with existing analog broadcasts
and provides immunity from interference into
the digital signal.
One of the most hotly debated issues, interlace vs. progressive scanning, came out as a
regulatory draw with both scanning technologies just being "referenced", not mandated, in
the standard. The formats are 24-, 30- and 60frame-per-second progressive scan with apixel
format of 1280 x720 (number of active picture
elements per line times the number of active
lines); and 24- and 30-frame-per-second progressive scan with apixel format of 1920 x180.
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The system will also be capable of 60-frameper-second interlaced scan with apixel format
of 1920 x1080. These formats are expected to
provide agood foundation for the migration to
a60-frame-per-second 1920 x1080 progressive
format as soon as technically possible.

Nagging questions
Some of the biggest areas of concern with
the standard deal with the interlace/progressive
scan issue and, especially important for cable
operators, the insistence of the standard to support the VSB modulation technique. While one
issue will likely be decided by the marketplace, the other will probably be taken care of
by cable engineers and the vendors who supply them with technology.
The interlace/progressive dispute almost
scuttled the standard effort at the last minute.
According to Brian James, vice president of
the TAC Test Centre for Rogers Cablesystems

When you get to aflat panel display, you
probably have to go progressive. And the standard, as it was written, accommodates this."
James says during the testing of the Grand
Alliance standard they transmitted interlace
images that were then converted to aprogressive format, and vice versa. "The conversion:'
says James, "can be done both ways and
works quite well. They did an analysis to
determine how much extra cost it would be to
do that conversion, and it was deemed to be a
reasonable price to pay to give people flexibility. The expectation was that the TVs will have
the convertors in them."
At least one television manufacturer sees no
problem with that and likes to remind people
there is adifference between receiving and
displaying either format. The ultimate display
decision, says John Taylor, vice president for
public affairs and communications at Zenith,
will be made by the marketplace.
"Remember, you have to separate in your
mind the concept of receiving all formats and
displaying all formats," states Taylor.
"Receiving all formats, we think is agiven
based on the voluntary process at the ATSC.
We will make receivers that receive both formats. There's no question.
"The display is really more of amarketplace issue. Will the market gravitate toward
full progressive displays? Are there opportunities, especially in smaller screen sizes, to stick
with interlace because it is less expensive?"

To be VSB, or not to VSB

Source HDTV Newsletter

The human ocular system is particularly
keen in the center for high detail (NTSC 4:3
ratio). HDTV's 16:9 ratio includes peripheral
vision for a heightened sense of reality.

Ltd. and amajor participant in the HDTV testing effort, this was because both camps had
entrenched reasons for insisting their scanning
technique was best for them in particular, and
HDTV in general.
"The computer people," said James, "took
the attitude that they didn't think interlace
would work for them, so therefore, no one
should use it. The consumer electronics manufacturers took the view that the larger the
screen, you are better off with an interlace display because it requires less power and produces abrighter picture. It's the way to go.

For cable operators, the VSB/QAM modulation situation is amore immediate concern.
While there are many arguments both for and
against each modulation technique (See
"Which is the best modulation? QAM vs.
VSB," CED, December 1994), the fact is that
the cable industry has settled on QAM as the
defacto modulation of choice, in large part
because of its efficiencies in creating more
capacity in the cable pipeline.
"To the extent that we can," says Dick
Green, president and CEO of CableLabs,
"obviously we want to carry the modulation
that's best for our systems. Since we can carry
higher data rates, we want more aggressive
modulation than broadcasters can use. We
want to optimize our networks, and that would
vary from what would come in over the air.
"It (VSB) uses capacity unnecessarily, and I
think the FCC clearly understands that. So
what we want to put on our cable systems is
optimum modulation. We believe that modulation is, in the end, 256 QAM."
The option to just pass the VSB signal
through the cable pipe exists (possibly with some
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1000 MHz Headend Grade
Spectrum Analyzer
Blonder Tongue proudly announces the introduction of its new
high dynamic range (70 dB) headend grade spectrum analyzer
model BTSA 8558C. The BTSA-8558C analyzer is alight
weight, battery operated spectrum analyzer that has awide
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areal time swept display. With this
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improvements on the display. We addicts call this "chasing
beats in the grass in real time". This is the first instrument I
have seen with this capability, yet priced so that the technician
can personally afford to own one.
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Interdiction system installation and maintenance also presents
the unique challenge of separately verifying the jammer and
visual carrier levels. The 8558C is particularly useful for
making this difficult measurement. The technician can easily
observe both levels simultaneously in real time.
The BTSA-8558C is housed in acompact, rugged case that
is at home in the field, on the bench, or in aheadend.
Bob Pallé
Blonder Tongue Laboratories, Inc.
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e HDTV
error correction), and in fact could be assisted by
acircuit developed at CableLabs. The circuit,
which could be put in televisions economically,

ogy for Rogers Cablesystems Ltd., "is that if
you leave it in a(VSB format) of 6MHz for
one HDTV channel, many (cable) companies

would allow sets to receive either VSB or QAM
modulated signals. But that circuit doesn't
address the capacity VSB signals waste.
"The reason why you try to push toward a
QAM format," says Nick Hamilton-Piercy,
senior vice president engineering and technol-

just don't have the capacity for that. If you put
it into the QAM format, you can go to 256
QAM, which allows you to squeeze two
(HDTV) broadcasts into one 6-MHz slot. Of
course, that's very important."
Hamilton-Piercv notes that managing the

Broadcasters: The inevitability of HDTV
beginning to take hold?
Just six weeks before the FCC's Christmas
Eve acceptance of the fluid HDTV standard, an
independent study conducted for Harris
Corporation showed that amajority (79 percent) of the nation's broadcasters plan to convert to digital within five years after an FCC
standard is established.

The two-month study, conducted by
Systems Research Corporation (SRC) of
Rochelle Park, N.J., questioned 400 television
executives, representing 479 of the 1,551 stations in the United States. Harris Corporation is
an international communications and electronics company with worldwide sales (including
digital transmitters) of
more than $3.6 billion.
Officials at Harris found
the study's results to be
somewhat surprising.
'The point that we found
to be the most interesting," said Neil Stein,
media relations specialist
at Harris, "was the fact
that an overwhelming
majority of the respondents wanted it to happen. And also, the overwhelming majority, in talking about the timeframe,
said they will be converting to digital television

Figure 1: In how many years do you think digital TV receivers
will be available on the market? (Average 4.5 years)
Source: Systems Research Corp: Harris Corp. Digital TV Survey-Stations.

within the next few years."
Of the 79 percent who
expect to change within
five years after the government sets aconversion timeline, 28 percent
expect to convert within
two years, while 51 percent of that total expect it
will take them between
two and five years to
make the digital conversion. And, while 17 percent believe it will take
them more than five
years to make the
change, 4percent said

Figure 2: How much do you think the conversion will cost your
station? Source: Systems Research Corp: Harris Corp. Digital TV Survey-Stations.
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they may never convert.
The idea of arequired

modulation conversion at the headend (possibly through amodified transcoder/IRT), while
important for those who have the money to
optimize their system's capacity, may be too
expensive for smaller operators. "The best for
everyone, of course, is if the TV set manufacturers have what they call adual mode receiver, which does QAM and VSB," says
Hamilton-Piercy. "If they do that, then the

timeline for digital conversion was not rejected
out of hand by those broadcasters surveyed.
While 31 percent believed there is no need for a
digital conversion mandate, amajority seemed
to accept the concept. Only 7percent believed
the mandate should be less than five years. Of
those questioned, 32 percent stated the mandate should be between five and seven years,
while the remaining 30 percent believe a10year digital conversion mandate was in order.
What's motivating these broadcasters to go
digital? According to the survey, it's not more
ad dollars (3 percent), araise in the ratings (3
percent), pioneering anew market (5 percent)
or even providing abetter signal (17 percent).
What's got abig majority (72 percent) of these
broadcasters contemplating the digital dash is
their urge to be aviable competitor in the
rapidly evolving marketplace.
The broadcasters' bullish attitude on their
digital changeover seems to be reflected in their
belief that they will actually have some digital
receivers to broadcast to when their conversion
is complete. While avery optimistic 8percent of
those questioned believe digital television
receivers will be available on the market within
ayear (see Figure 1), the vast majority (75 percent) believe it will take between two and five
years for the receivers to hit the market.
Of course, going digital is going to cost (see
Figure 2). Of those broadcasters questioned,
only 9percent thought the entire conversion
would cost $1 million, while aquarter of the
broadcasters were on the other end of the
scale, saying they believed it would cost more
than $8 million to make the change. However,
the majority seemed to fall somewhere in
between those two extremes with 55 percent
saying it would cost between $2 and $5 million.
and 10 percent stating the digital price tag
would be between $6 and $7 million.
Yet, long before the survey results were
released, the Harris Corporation and others
began lining up future digital broadcasting customers. Given the recent FCC acceptance of a
standard, digital equipment manufacturers may
finally be seeing the dawning of their, and
everyone else's, digital future.
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o HDTV
small cable operators can pass the signal right
through at VSB and the TV set will sort it out.
The larger cable operators can convert to
QAM, and the TV set will still sort it out.
Except it will be far more efficient for the
(larger) cable operator."
He estimates the cost of just passing the VSB
signal through the system may be $1,000 a
channel, vs. several thousands of dollars achannel for converting VSB to QAM at the headend.
That cost difference, says Hamilton-Piercy,
causes "a real messy situation, because it doesn't
give them (small operators) any flexibility for
migrating into further channels later on."

Vital decisions on HDTV
Yet the decision whether or not to manage the
VSB signal at the headend may be moot by as
early as next month (April) when the Supreme
Court is expected to hand down its decision on
the validity of existing must-carry regulations.
"Say that must-carry is upheld," explains
Hamilton-Piercy. "The definition is that you're
not allowed to change in any way the format
of the broadcasted signal. You have to pass it
through. If that occurs, you may have to leave
it in VSB format until it hits the TV set, and
then the TV set does the necessary processing.
"However, there is the argument that cable
has always actually tampered with the format
of off-air broadcasts. In particular, what
they've done is adjusted the aural or sound
carrier level. So, we've already tampered (with
off-air signals), and you probably could use
the same argument of why we should put it in
QAM (at the headend) rather than leaving it in
VSB. Basically you're saying, 'I know it's
changing the format, but it's not changing the
content, and it's making it suitable for retransmission in cable — .
The must-carry conundrum gets confused
even further if broadcasters are allowed to use
the new spectrum that was originally designated for HDTV to multicast avariety of lower
resolution digital NTSC signals. This, according to Jeffrey Krauss, president of
Telecommunications and Technology Policy,
raises adisturbing question. "If abroadcaster,"
says Krauss, "is doing six channels of video,
and one of them is free television, and the
other five are pay or scrambled services, then
does must-carry require the cable operator to
carry all six of those channels? Or is it OK just
to carry the one that's free?"
Broadcaster multicasting in the new spectrum, whether must-carry is upheld or struck
down, may also add to operator headend costs,
says Hamilton-Piercy. "One of the things that
may add to an operator's capital costs," notes
Hamilton-Piercy, "is if abroadcaster decides
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to provide four or five channels of regular definition digital signals when they're not doing
HDTV. In all likelihood, one or more of those
channels will be in direct competition with the
cable operator's existing service. So acable
operator may have to strip off those additional
channels. And that will require an add/drop
multiplexer. And that's afairly expensive piece
of equipment."
Cripps notes that FCC Chairman Reed
Hundt has already expressed the opinion that
the government should not mandate how the
new spectrum should be used. There are those
who strongly disagree, including
Cripps, who
believes digital
multicasting by the
networks will complicate HDTV's
roll out.
Hamilton-Piercy
expresses acommon concern about
Zenith's prototype
HOW with a 16:9
the issue: Once the
aspect ratio
networks are
allowed to multicast more of what's already being
provided by others like cable and DBS, there's little incentive for them to do anything else.
"From aregulatory view," states HamiltonPiercy, "if they're (the FCC) looking at the
overall picture, it would be good for them to
push it in that direction (mandated usage).
Because if the broadcasters are allowed to
have multiple channels, they can very easily
get used to doing that, and will never launch
an HDTV signal. And Ithink that's the worry
for Congress, aworry for the FCC, and Ithink
it's aworry for us from atechnical point-ofview as well. It's very easy to get complacent
and just do multichannel (broadcasting) and
hope to get more market share that way."

Acable-ready HDTV?
While everyone is waiting for the various
spring rulings from the FCC and the Supreme
Court, Hamilton-Piercy and his NCTA high
definition television committee and CableLabs
are busily working to help TV manufacturers
prepare for an HDTV future.
"The first thing we have to do:' says
Hamilton-Piercy, "is to work with the committees that are interfacing with the EIA/consumer
electronics people and develop anarrative definition of acable-compatible HDTV receiver.
It's hardly aspec, but it describes what's needed from our point-of-view. That has to happen
literally in the next couple of months or so.
"We need to get that to the TV manufacturers sooner rather than later because they're
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starting their development cycles now. Their
resistance to any changes is low now, and anything we might suggest still has achance of
being included. If we wait another six months
or ayear, they will be too entrenched to get
any changes in."
There seems to be agrowing consensus
among set manufacturers, broadcasters, cable
operators and content providers that the first
wave of HDTV products and content will
break anywhere from mid- to late 1998. The
January 1998 Consumer Electronics Show
should see the unveiling of anumber of
HDTV sets. In fact, asenior executive from
Thomson Consumer Electronics recently told a
National Association of Broadcasters (NAB)
conference that annual sales of digital high
definition TV receivers are likely to reach an
impressive one million sets by the year 2002.
Meanwhile, ahandful of broadcasters (e.g.,
WRC-TV/Washington, D.C.; WCBS-HD/New
York, N.Y.; WRAL-TV/Raleigh, N.C.; and
KOMO-TV/Seattle) have already launched or
have announced near-term plans to launch
limited HDTV broadcasts. Hamilton-Piercy is
confident that cable will be right in the middle
of it with everyone else next year.
"I think we'll have at least one, possibly
two, HDTV signals carried on cable networks,
at least in the larger cities, by the last quarter
of 1998:' says Hamilton-Piercy. He says he
has talked to anumber of programmers and
"they may even do aclosed feed to start with
by giving us adirect connection. If they do
that, then the VSB/QAM issue won't be there,
because they'll be giving us afeed which we
can do QAM with:'
Which programmers? He prefers not to
name names, but "all Ican say is that movies
and sports seem to be on the leading edge:'
Of course, he explains, "that's all assuming
that there will be at least avery small population of commercial TV receivers available
then. You'll probably be able to get some sort
of 50-inch projection-type TVs. That will
probably be the first market, and you'll probably see that sports bars might have some of
these sets at first. Ithink some people (in the
industry) see this scenario as one of the drivers
to get it (HDTV) moving, and they may underwrite that initiative in some way. That's about
all Ican tell you."
Anyone who's actually seen an HDTV display (CableLabs has agreat viewing room
with cable, DBS and HDTV displays all lined
up in arow), knows that Hamilton-Piercy's
scenario will more than likely do exactly what
it's supposed to do—start whetting the public's
appetite for atechnology that could quite literally change the face of television. CIED
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ENGINEERS' ROUNDTABLE
networks that feature a"ring" design that eliminates asingle point offailure? Are you using
Sonet technology anywhere, or do you plan to?
Best: As far as Iknow, we are the only cable
operator who has deployed fiber optics in aroute
diverse or ring fashion, down to a1,000-homenode level. And before we offer telephony. we
would activate both sides of the ring....
We are deploying Sonet in three ways. One is,

around fiber rings in large systems from headend
to hubs to interconnect the switch to all the hubs.
Secondarily, in CAP networks, we use Sonet for
voice. Thirdly, for large MDU complexes where
we offer shared tenant services, we use Sonet to
deliver the voice services to the MDU.
Chiddix: We use rings to what we call distribution hubs. Distribution hubs are points where
we then feed an area of up to about five miles in
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radius. We do not run rings out to each node. We
don't think that is justified in terms of cost vs.
reliability. We are using Sonet rings, or are building Sonet networks in afair number of our markets in order to provide telecommunications services, primarily to businesses. Alternate access to
long distance points-of-presence, and other kinds
of high-speed data services to commercial customers. Where we have such facilities, we take
advantage of them to provide interconnection for
our Roadrunner service, for example.
CED: Which of the new revenue opportunities
(i.e., telephony data, new digital video services)
is the highest priority for .
1.our company?
Best: Iwould put data as number one, for several reasons. There are
no regulatory hurdles.
It offers aservice—
meaning high-speed—
that is just unavailable
anywhere else. The
modems are available,
and with the access
issues that are occurring using dial-up
modems, cable
modems look especialChiddix
ly attractive.
Digital video would come in second. Once
again, no regulatory hurdles. The primary hurdles
are programming, which of course, is now available from HITS, and boxes, which are now available from GI. The reason Iput telephony third is,
you have to have interconnection agreements;
you need number portability sooner or later, or it
will limit penetration; and you need to overcome
the powering issues.
Chiddix: It's hard to say that one dominates
the others. Residential telephony is something
that we are not deploying in additional markets
because of regulatory uncertainties. We are not
sure when that will be clear. Having said that, we
are proceeding aggressively with it in Rochester
to learn all we can about that business.
The most immediate business for us is the
cable modem business. And we are going to
roll it out in afair number of cities this year.
We also think that digital video roll-out is
extremely important. It won't happen quite as
soon as the modem rollouts, but when it hits, it
will be amuch more broadly-based service.
Werner: All three are apriority with us. but
Iguess we think that digital TV is ahuge
opportunity. Telephony and data, we are still
putting significant efforts into those. But they
are going to be aslower market to harvest. In
the short-term, we can get digital set-tops out
in aubiquitous manner, because you don't need
HFC two-way plant to operate them, where for
telephony and data, you do. CIED
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CABLE/TELCO COOPERATION

Arch-rivals •
work together on
I bony Mails
Cable and telcos scale the standards barrier
By fumes Careless

I

npublic, they're arch-rivals, but behind closed doors, Canada's

cable and telephone industries are quietly working together, developgstandards for local competitive telephone service.
The reason they're doing this—in league with other long distance
and wireless telephone service providers—is because aregulator has
told them to. That's because the Canadian Radio-television and
Telecommunications Commission (CRTC) has decided that the
fastest way to get competition opened up in both local telephony and
cable is to get the players together to hammer out as many mutually-

a

agreed upon standards as they can.
"There's an awful lot of technical stuff that has to be figured out
for local competition," explains Don Bowles, the CRTC's director of
Competition and Social Policy, "and it's going to take along time to
do it. So we initiated the industry working groups to work on 1he

local number portability was the most complicated thing that had to
be done for local competition."
It's worth noting that the CRTC uncharacteristically established
these working groups before it released its rules on local telephone
competition, says Ken Engelhart, vice president of Regulatory Law
for cableco Rogers Communications Inc. "In this case, they decided
to have their technical interconnection
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issues related to) local number portability. It was considered that
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meetings start even before the decision is
out—that is the carrier interfaces proceeding—which is going on right now," he says.
"It's looking at how the network and operational interfaces will work for local telephony." That this unique state of affairs has even
taken place is ameasure of how intense the
pressure is to get local competition on-line,
while getting the rules right for governing it.
Still, this approach comes with acost,
which is that the working groups can't tackle
any of the policy issues still being considered
by the CRTC. However, Engelhart says that, "I
anticipate the decision to be out by May, so if I
take an optimistic
view of the world,
I'd say that between
now and April we
work as hard as we
can on the things that
we can agree on; the
decision comes out in
May, and then we
work on those things.
But yes, it would be
much more logical,
and better, if we had
Engelhart
the luxury of being
able to work on all of this once the decision
came out. We don't have that luxury, so we
can't."

covered in the various subcommittees include
operator services ("If you're calling your sister, her line is busy, and you want to barge in
on acall—which you can do today—how does
that work if you have adifferent phone company than she does?," asks Engelhart.), directory
issues, 911 access, transferring customers
between phone companies, local number portability and billing/ordering.

So how are things going? Well, when the
process started last year, "There were something like 35 issues that we had identified,"
says Jacques Sarrazin. "We've come to consensus on about 15 of them."
He adds, "I must admit that alot of those
are technical issues such as the routing algorithm we're going to use, the switch generic
document, types of components that will be

Lindsay Electronics
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What they're doing
As chair of the Business Systems Working
Group, Engelhart is in the thick of this
process. So is Jacques Sarrazin, Stentor's general manager of Local Network
Interconnection and Numbering (Stentor is the
coordinating alliance formed by Canada's nine
major established telephone companies), who
heads up the Networks Working Group.
"The Network Working Group is really
looking at the physical connection of the wires
and the components of acompetitive network
to the phone company network," says
Engelhart.
"As well as the network interface standards,
they're also looking at network planning
issues—how do the two carriers communicate
to each other about their plans without revealing what those plans are, but at the same time,
giving enough information that each one can
plan appropriately—and also network operations: when something breaks, how do we
decide if it's on their side of the line, or our
part of the line?"
."In the business systems group, which I'm
doing, we're looking not at how the networks
connect together, but at how the business systems connect together," he adds. Issues being
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C ABLE/TELCO C OOPERATION
included in the cost recovery, and so on. So
it's primarily technical issues."
A case in point: according to Engelhart,
right now, the telcos and their potential rivals
can't agree as to whether the telephone company should be given advance warning when one
of its clients is about to switch. The reason is
simple: if Stentor is warned, it will have time
to unleash its marketing people on wavering
clients, begging them to stay with the promise
of special deals and discounts.
"However, we can both agree that there are
some circumstances where there must be
communication," says Engelhart. "Three that
leap to mind are where number portability is
taking place, where the new entrant is a
reseller, or where the new entrant is using an
unbundled local loop from the phone company. In all three of those cases, there has to be
coordination between the new carrier and the
old carrier, so we are working out how the
details of that communication will take place,
while we're agreeing to disagree whether
there needs to be any communication in other
cases." Other areas of agreement include
making sure that 911 works for all telephone
customers, whatever their carrier; directory
services and operator assistance. As Engelhart
says, "Our operators have to be able to talk to
their operators."

the telcos have been handling this issue. — Or,
at least, if we do talk about it, we want to
leave that for the last issue, so we don't give it
any priority'." That's aposition the other
working group members are willing to accept,
if only for the sake of maintaining good relations overall.

How it's going
The calmness with which both Sarrazin and
Engelhart discuss the differences within their
groups tends to downplay aremarkable fact:
namely, that the cable and telephone industries
are sitting down together at all.
What makes this remarkable is the long

Neutral territory

Still, there are other technical issues
where the subtleties of an old monopoly
fending off new competitors is hampering
agreement. For instance, there's the issue of
interconnection between networks: how will
the old and new telephone companies link
with each other? The newcomers, such as
cable, favor what's known as a'central meet
point,' where everyone trunks their networks
into anew and likely third-party operated
neutral interconnection point. However,
"Stentor doesn't really support that architecture," says Sarrazin. "I think that if you look
at the efficiency of interconnection, in our
view, it would be more efficient if competitors interconnected at each individual central
office." Of course, the competitive carriers
would have to pay for this access—and pay
dearly, fears Engelhart, which is why he and
other potential telco rivals want neutral
meeting points instead.
Obviously, this is the sort of divisive issue
that could tear the working groups apart.
That's why both sides take avery hands-off
approach in dealing with them.
— Since we don't agree that there should be
meet points, we don't want to talk about it',"
says Engelhart, when asked to describe how
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Ultimately, these
recommendations will be
tested in aunique joint
industry trial
history of bad blood between the two, one
that goes back to the early days of cable and
disputes over access to telephone poles for
stringing coax, to the current day when both
sides snipe at each other regularly in the public press. It would perhaps be overstating the
situation to compare it to the Mideast peace
talks, but the sense of simmering distrust that
hampers those meetings exists between
Canadian cable and telephony as well.
Which brings us to the big question: just
how well are the two sides getting along?
"Actually, it's working very well," says
Jacques Sarrazin. "I think there's been asort of
healthy discussion and healthy conflict, which
was expected, but Ithink that it's been—let me
say that it's been alot better than Ithought it
was going to be from the beginning."
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"I don't want to tell you there haven't been
any fights and arguments; there have been,"
says Engelhart. "There have been some good
ones. There have been some differences of
opinion, and there are some things we're
never going to agree on, and that the CRTC
has to decide. But, in the general context of
my experience in negotiating these kinds of
things with the phone company and with
other parties, Iwould say the level of cooperation has been good.
"There have not been any final reports or
final process maps to date, so nothing has
been concluded or resolved," he adds.
"However, the phone companies have been
good about sharing some information on
how their existing processes work, and making, Ithink, realistic proposals about how
things should work in acompetitive environment."
Sharing information doesn't come easily
for Stentor, which doesn't want to tip its
hand more than necessary to its competition.
That's why ironing out mutually-agreed upon
standards "is difficult from the perspective of
information that could be sensitive in certain
cases," says Sarrazin. "I think what's important, though, is to understand what could be
sensitive information, and what isn't sensitive information. So once you've sorted
through that process, Ithink it becomes alittle easier."
In short, despite occasional disagreements,
the consensus process is working, says
Engelhart, thanks to "a good level of cooperation to date." He adds, "I think that alot of
that can be attributed to the wisdom of the
government policy makers in their convergence policy, because what they've said is the
phone companies can't get into cable until all
of this stuff is done.
"So instead of having an incentive to perpetually drag their heels, they now have an
incentive to make all this stuff happen,
because they're so anxious to get into the
cable business. I'm very worried that if there
was ever arelaxation of the convergence policy and arelaxation of the Head Start rule, we
might see the cooperation that has existed to
date begin to evaporate."

What's next
So far, there's no sign of the government
changing its strategy, however, and so the
working groups continue to make progress
toward making recommendations for local
telephony standards.
Ultimately, these recommendations will be
tested in aunique joint industry trial. Says
Engelhart, "We will be proceeding to form a
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D IGITAL SET- TOPS

Stylized photo of Scientific-Atlanta's Explorer 2000 set-top.

Getting ready
for
cable's digital era
Set-tops begin
their roll-out

By Roger Brown

P

ity the poor cable TV set-top box. For at
least the past 10 years, everyone from consumers to legislators have been trying to rid
the planet of the devices, but "the box" that
resides on top of millions of TVs refuses to go
away. They have remained ubiquitous simply
because of their utility—first as away for
operators to offer more than 13 channels, then
as amethod to provide volume control. Now,
the newest thing is the digital set-top, and this
time, it's bringing more than just TV. This
computer on top of aTV is atrue service
enabler.
Cable operators were the first video
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providers to boldly announce that they were
embracing the digital revolution and would
offer the equivalent of a500-channel universe.
They were beaten to the punch by DBS
providers, but, true to form, operators are now
rolling out digital boxes that are so fully featured, they promise to rewrite the way systems
roll out new services.
General Instrument is now about six
months into its production cycle for the
DCT1000 digital set-top, and has shipped
roughly 200,000 units to several MS0s,
including Tele-Communications Inc., Cox
Communications, Comcast and several others
that prefer not to be identified for competitive
reasons, according to Denton Kanouff. vice
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president of marketing at GI's digital network
systems business unit.
Waiting in the wings to take its bow is
Scientific-Atlanta, which won amajor contract
from Time Warner Cable to deploy the
"Explorer 2000" set-top, which features realtime reverse for interactivity.
And of course, Zenith is busy developing
and manufacturing adigital set-top for the
Americast consortium of telephone companies. while Hewlett-Packard is awaiting an
opportunity to show its stuff. And finally,
companies like Pioneer, Toshiba and Pace
Technologies are now signing up as licensees
of either GI or S-A to second-source set-tops,
now that the industry has developed astandard
set-top design around the MPEG-2 protocol.

Not plug-and-play, yet
Predictably, TC1 and some of the other
operators are still getting used to deploying
the new-fangled digital boxes. Although the
nation's largest MSO is rolling out in
Hartford, Conn., the process is still far from
plug-and-play installs, according to one source
familiar with the roll-out, who asked not to be
identified.
Nevertheless, there are no major concerns,
1997
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• D IGITAL SET- TOPS
according to Kanouff, who reports that the
roll-out is progressing "very well." In fact, by
the time this article is read, GI will have
shipped 200,000 set-tops and installed at least
30 digital headends, he adds.
In fact, GI believes the market has already
matured alittle—at least to the point where a
wider range of digital products can be supported. That's why the company intends to show
two new digital set-tops at this month's
National Cable Show in New Orleans.
Slated for debut are anew, broadcast-only
box that could sell for $50 less per unit than
the DCT-1000, and anew, "advanced interactive" box that will sport anext-generation
microprocessor and aTDMA-based return
channel that is more conducive to file transfers
and session-oriented gaming, Kanouff says.
These set-tops are so new that names hadn't
even been decided for them by the time
Kanouff was interviewed for this story.
In the meantime, S-A is busy developing
the Explorer 2000 for Time Warner, who
bought 550,000 set-tops, all headend and network control software and system integration
expertise from the Atlanta-based manufacturer
and expects to begin deploying units by the
end of 1997. This unit features real-time
reverse and has been built from adata-centric
point of view, according to Bob Van Orden, SA's Digital Video Systems business unit director. "We focused our efforts on (helping operators) build adigital network to match DBS
first, while providing aplatform to offer even
more services," he says.
S-A isn't going to be as aggressive as its
arch-rival in its plans to offer asuite of digital
products, says Van Orden. He says S-A has no
intention to pursue the low-end portion of the
market.
Instead, S-A's efforts will be focused
toward designing cost out of the box components. But that doesn't mean anyone will soon
see aless-expensive device—instead, buyers
will end up getting more features, greater
graphics and better processors for their money.
Included in the Time Warner purchase is the
PowerTV set-top operating system, which
recently announced anew release of its software that supports near-video-on-demand applications, secure digital broadcasting and ahost
of other audio and Internet Protocol compliant
features. Release 1.1 especially adds more
Internet capability—the company has already
worked with Spyglass to develop aWeb browser and has shown acomplete Java environment
operating over the new software release. "We
have made significant improvements over the
past 12 months that will make advanced television applications even easier and more powerful
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"Our fate rests in the hands of the cable
operators," says Casey Sheldon, brand manager for interactive broadband products at
HP. She says cable operators' digital deployment plans are apparently in flux, given that
even TCI issued arequest for proposals as
late as last October seeking aset-top that
would pass through analog signals offered
by TCI, and receive Primestar digital signals
as well.
"We responded in depth to that," says
Sheldon. "Cable operators seem to be changing their plans—their thinking has changed.
We simply need to know what they want."
But Sheldon is quick to point out that the
demand for more service offerings hasn't fallen
off. "We don't see consumer interest waning at
all," she says. But while cable operators go
back to the drawing board to decide if highspeed data or digital video is the key priority for
their new-service rollouts, HP is content to wait.
"We have become masters of living with
ambiguity," Sheldon says light-heartedly. "We
are eager to get started, but willing to wait."
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Scientific-Atlanta's 8600x set-top.

to implement," says J. Bowmar Rodgers Jr.,
chief operating officer at PowerTV.
The new release builds on PowerTV's first
offering, which was specifically designed for
the set-top and advanced TV applications.
That release was small in footprint, yet
offered advanced graphics support, especially
when married with the company's Eagle
graphics chip.

Some new faces, too
Included in the Time Warner deal were
orders for S-A licensees Pioneer and Toshiba,
who intend to provide atotal of 450,000 more
set-tops based on the SA/PowerTV platform.
But GI also has afew licensees
that stand poised to build digital
set-tops for the burgeoning market. Just last month, Pace Micro
Technology plc, aLondon-based
manufacturer of set-top hardware.
licensed GI's MPEG-2 system,
including its DigiCipher II conditional access system.
Pace, which is already producNecessary
ing DVB-compliant receivers for
deployment in Europe, intends to
pursue the U.S. cable TV market
as asecond-source of GI hardware.
Pace officials recently disclosed
that they have been holding
exploratory discussions with
MSOs and can now move forward
with development, with an eye
toward having product available by
the end of 1997, according to a
statement released by the company.
Apparently left out in the cold,
at least for now, is HewlettVan Orden
Packard, which made quite a
splash acouple of years ago by licensing the
GI system for its Kayak set-top. In fact, HP
had aletter of intent from TCI to purchase
roughly 250,000 boxes. But, to date, that
agreement has not advanced beyond the LOI
stage.

CED : C OMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING & D ESIGN M ARCH

Are the MSOs ready?
So, if the vendors are ready and willing to
provide product, what are the
operators' plans?
While TCI and Time Warner
have made very public announcements about backing off their
telephony plans, digital TV
deployment continues to be ahigh
priority for them. At TCI, which
has been suffering lately through
severe economic hardships, digital TV has become the numberone project.
In fact, while TCI intends to
do less telephony, it will more
than make up for it by deploying
digital video systems, according
to insiders. Internally, TCI engineers are working to understand
everything they can about digital
bitstreams and how they are
affected by cable networks. Once
those parameters are understood,
TCI will roll out digital boxes in a
vast majority of its systems, an
inside source said recently.
The rest of the Top 5MSOs,
which control the lion's share of
the cable subscribers, also have aggressive
rollout plans. Cox, for example, plans to place
digital set-tops in front of about 5percent of
its subscriber base by the end of 1997, and
will double that to 10 percent by the end of
1998, according to Alex Best, senior vice pres-
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The world's
biggest
information
pipeline...

Philips Data
Services Platform

First we gave you the pipeline itself.
Then we developed asystem that funnels video, voice and data through the pipeiine.Today, we're harnessing the
power of these services with the introduction of our Data Services Platform, anew broadband management
system that enables HFC network operators to manage and deliver interactive data and multimedia content at
unprecedented speeds.
As you make decisions that will transform the destiny of your business, Philips Broadband Networks is doing
its parr to take your HFC pipeline wherever you want it to go. Our integrated systems comprise atotal infrastructure for video, voice and data, as well as powerful management software to monitor and control all of
your services.
Visit booth #3319 at the NCTA Shcw or call 315-682-9105 (in the U.S., call 1-800-448-5171) to learn how we're
making the world's biggest information pipeline even bigger.
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CONNECT WITH THE FUTURE:
ANEW ERA IN COMMUNICATIONS

SUPERCOVN 11

J
UNE 1-5,1997

10-Year Anniversary

N
EORLEANS

Exhibits Open June 3-5
Includes Committee TI •ICA •IEC •IEEE Computer Society
•MMTA •Phillips Business Information •TIA •USTA

THE BOOR TO THE FUTURE OF COMMUNICATIONS
OPENS WIDE AT
How will the communications technologies of the
future shape your business? You don't need to wait years
for the answers. Not when you can attend SUPERCOMM '97
and explore the whole world of communications —all under
one roof.
SUPERCOMM '97 is the most strategically important
event for you to attend this year. It is the world's largest
annual communications exhibition and conference. And
one of the industry's most successful. If you were among
the 38,000 professionals who attended the record-shattering
SUPERCOMM '96, then you know it is the only event that
showcases every segment of leading-edge communications
technologies. And helps you solve today's most critical
business problems and prepares you for tomorrow.
SUPERCOMM Is Helping Shape
a New Era in Communications
The phenomenal pace at which communications
technology is evolving and converging presents aworld
of challenges. At SUPERCOMM you will learn how to turn
these challenges into opportunities. And apply them in the
context of your business needs to gain the competitive edge.
How will the overwhelming demand for greater bandwidth be satisfied? Will wireless become the infrastructure
of the future? What does the convergence of the cable and
telco industries mean for today's public networks? What
will Voice Over Internet mean to the long-distance business?
How is the expansion of network technology, on-line content
and high-speed access driving the development of interactive
multimedia services?
Answers to these questions
and many more can be found
Make plans to explore the
only at SUPERCOMM '97!
whole world of communications
There,
you will discover real
today! SUPERCOMM 97 takes
solutions at SUPERCOMM's
place June 1-5 at the Ernest N.
educational programs,
Morial Convention Center in
seminars
and workshops.
New Orleans! For more informaSee the full spectrum of 21st
tion, call 1-800-2-SUPERC or,
century technologies, products,
outside the U.S., 1-312-559-3327.
services and applications
presented by 650 leading
manufacturers, suppliers and service providers. And network
with 40,000 communications professionals from more than
90 countries.
World-Class Educational Opportunities
Only at SUPERCOMM will you find such awide array of
programming that covers every aspect of communications.
Executives and technical professionals alike can choose
from 200 programs to tailor an educational experience that

meets their specific needs and plans. These forums add a
new dimension of expanded programming opportunities,
making SUPERCOMM the most comprehensive annual
communications conference in the world.
SUPERCOMM '97 programming will cover every major
communications topic and issue: technology privatization,
global competition, new applications, operations, customer
service, international infrastructures, regulatory convergence,
services and much more.
Affiliated Programs Enhance the
Educational Value of SUPERCOMM
SUPERCOMM affiliated programs are developed and
presented by industry-leading experts from these renowned
organizations:
The International Communications Association (ICA)
presents the 1997 ICA Annual SuperConference designed
to provide telecom/IS managers and end users with
high-level training and strategic solutions.
The highly respected Communications Forum is produced
by the International Engineering Consortium (IEC) and will
feature topics most critical to the future of the communications
industry. Returning for
asecond year is IEC's
Register today using the enclosed
prestigious SUPERCOMM
form and save the $50 exhibition
Executive Program,
fee! You'll receive the latest news
which attracts key
about the SUPERCOMM '97
industry leaders and
educational programs and exhibition.
decision makers.
The IEEE Computer
Society launches its first-ever Internet Computing Conference
(IC '97) at SUPERCOMM. IC '97 offers full- and half-day tutorials focusing on current and future Internet and intranet
applications.
SUPERCOMM will place special emphasis on how
businesses benefit from multimedia telecommunications
and computer telephony integration during the MultiMedia
Telecommunications Association's New Annual Conference.
SUPERCOMM and Phillips Business Information will
premiere the Global Telecom Market Forum, aconference
that will spotlight the international telecommunications
market and give advice on implementing global strategies.
The Telecommunications Industry Association (TM)
and Standards Committee TI, sponsored by the Alliance
for Telecommunications Industry Solutions (ATIS), will
present acollaborative one-day seminar on wireless
standardization issues.

EXPLORE THE WHOLE WORLO OF COMMUNICi1.110Nc..

'SUPERCOMM '97
SUPERCOMM '97: On the Leading
Edge of Communications and Beyond

Tap the Minds of Industry Leaders

If it's new, you'll see it all first-hand at SUPERCOMM,
where you will experience the most comprehensive
demonstrations of tomorrow's hottest technologies.
A complete list is on the back cover of this brochure.

tap into the minds of the industry's most outstanding

A Special Invitation to International Attendees

will feature:

SUPERCOMM offers many opportunities for you to
leaders and technologists. Free general sessions,
plenaries and keynotes take place June 3-4 and

Every day, communications technology is changing
the way we live and work. Quantum advances are being
achieved in shorter time frames, and global competition is
placing even greater demands on how organizations communicate and serve their customers. How do you explore
the vast world of communications without taking an expensive,
time-consuming tour around the globe? SUPERCOMM '97
is the only event where you can explore the whole world
of communications —all under one roof. And meet industry
attendees from more than 90 countries.
SUPERCOMM '97 is endorsed by the U.S. Department
of Commerce International Buyer Program and offers
international attendees and delegations special amenities.
As part of this program, SUPERCOMM provides an
International Business Center where international guests
can conduct meetings, have access to computer and office
equipment, and make new business contacts with representatives from other countries. Trade specialists and translators
will be available at the center. An International Orientation
Session will be held June 1. Don't miss this truly global event.
Make your plans to attend today!

F. Duane Ackerman
«wit>

President & CEO
Oracle Corporation

Raymond W. Smith
Chairman and CEO
Bell Atlantic
(IEC Industry Luncheon Keynoter)
Thomas A. Beaver
Corporate Vice President
& Assistant Director
Motorola

Hottest Technologies

•Components Pavilion
•Computer Telephony
Integration Pavilion
•Fiber Optics Pavilion

Exhibits Open June 3-5
The SUPERCOMM conferences
and exhibition bring the whole
world of communications directly
to you! Educational programs
begin Sunday, June 1and conclude Thursday, June 5.

•Internet Pavilion
•Multimedia Pavilion
•Software Pavilion
•Wireless Pavilion
Also featured will be an End-User Zone that offers a
comprehensive display of leading products and services
available to this market segment.

BellSouth Corporation

Lawrence J. Ellison

Pavilions Spotlight the Industry's
One of the biggest attractions at
SUPERCOMM '97 will be seven specialty
pavilions where the industry's best and
brightest innovators showcase their very
latest products and services:

Chairman and CEO

"th

CI

John Black
Senior Vice PresidentTelecommunications
Oracle Corporation
Gerald J. Butters
President-North America
Lucent Technologies
Michael W. Reene
Vice PresidentTelecommunications & Media
IBM
Casimir S. Skrzypczak
President
NYNEX Science &Technology

1 For up-to-the-minute information about the
SUPERCOMM '97 exhibition and conferences,
visit www.super-comm.com!

Exhibitor list as of December 20, 1996

LIST
3COM (formerly OnStream Networks)
3M Telecom Systems Division
4-1-1 Systems, Inc.
A.C./Data Systems of Idaho, Inc.
Abacon Telecommunications
ABB CEAG Power Supplies
Absolu Technologies
AccessLine Technologies, Inc.
Accugraph Corporation
ACE .COMM, asubsidiary of Am.
Computer & Electronics
Acoustics Development Corp.
ACT Communications, Inc.
ACT Networks, Inc.
ADC Telecommunications, Inc.
ADS The Power Resource
Adtech, Inc.
ADTRAN
Advance Power, Inc.
Advance Technology Consultants
Advanced Fibre Communications
AG Communication Systems
AlMetrix, Inc.
AIMS Technologies, Inc.
Alcatel Telecom
Alcoa Fujikura Ltd.
Allied Comm. Eq. Supply Co. Inc.
Alpha/Argus Technologies
Alpha Equipment Co.
Amati Communications Corp.
AMO
America's Network
American Mobile Satellite Corp.
Americatel Corp.
Ameritec Corp.
Anritsu Wiltron
APDG
Applied Digital Access
Applied Innovation, Inc.
Applied Learning Systems
Architel System Corporation
ARGO Systems
Ariel Corp.
ARNCO Corporation
Ascend Communications
Ascom Nexion, Inc.
ATIS (Alliance for Telecom. Ind. Sols.)
AT&T Paradyne
ATx Telecom Systems
Augat Communication Products
Auspex Systems
Autodesk, Inc.
Aydin Telecom
B-Line Systems, Inc./Telecom Division
Badger Technology
Barco, Inc.
Barco Visual Systems
BatteryTest Inc.
Bay Networks
BEA Systems
Belden Wire & Cable Company
BELGACOM North America
Bellcore
Benner-Nawman Inc.
Bern Communications
The Berry Company
Bosch Telecom, Inc.
Bowman Manufacturing Co., Inc.
Bridgeway Corporation

Brite Voice Systems
BroadBand Technologies, Inc.
Bull Information Systems
Business Communications Review
Bussman, Div. Cooper Industries
C&D Charter Power Systems
Cabelcon Connectors
Cablewave Systems
CADTEL Systems, Inc.
Canoga-Perkins Corp.
Carlingswitch, Inc.
Carlon Telecom Systems
Carolina's Partnership
Carrier Access Corp.
Cascade Communications Corp.
Caterpillar Inc.
CEECO (Communication Equipment
and Engineering Company)
Celcore
Centigram Communications Corp.
Central & Southwest Corporation
CHA Systems
Champion Products, Inc.
Channell Commercial Corp.
Charles Industries, Ltd.
Chesilvale Electronics Ltd.
The Chilton Communications Group
CIDCO Incorporated
CIENA Corporation
Cisco Systems, Inc.
Citel America, Inc.
Clark Specialty Co. Inc.
Clauss Fiberoptic/Telecom Div.
Clear Communications
CMC Industries
CN-Communications News Magazine
CNA Insurance Companies
Cognitronics Corporation
COMDISCO, Inc.
Commercial Electric Products
Commscope-General Instrument
COMMSOFT —Communications
Software Consultants, Inc.
Communications Manufacturing Co. (CMC)
Communications Products
Communications Test Design, Inc.
Communications Week (A CMP Publication)
Communico Supply/Protel
Comps-Aire
Computer Products
COMSAT RSI Plexsys Wireless Systems
Comverse Technology, Inc.
Conductive Containers, Inc.
Consultronics
Cordell Mfg. Inc.
The Courtney Company
CrossKeys Systems Corporation
The Crown Divisions
Crystal Group Inc.
Crystal Semiconductor Corp.
CSI/Suttle Apparatus
Curtis Instruments Inc.
Cylink Corporation
Daleen Technologies, Inc.
Data Aire
Data Kinetics Ltd.
Datum, Inc.
Deutsche Telekom, Inc.
Diamond Lane Communications Corp.

Digital Lightwave
Digital Link
Digital Microwave
Digital Sound Corporation
Digitech Industries
DPS, Inc.
Drake Communications Products, Inc. (DCPI)
DSC Communications Corp.
DSET Corporation
DuPont
Dura -Line Corporation
Dynatech Communications, Inc.
E/O Networks
Eagle-Picher Industries, Inc.
Eastern Research, Inc.
East Penn Mfg. Co., Inc.
Eaton Commercial Controls
ECI Telecom Inc.
Elcotel, Inc.
ELDEC CORPORATION
Electric Motion Co., Inc.
Electrodata, Inc.
Electronic Tele -Communications, Inc.
Ellipsys Technologies, Inc.
ENA (Enterprise Network Applications)
Energy Electric Cable, Inc.
Enthone-OMI Inc.
Ericsson, Inc.
ESRI Inc.
Euristix Ltd.
Evans Consoles Inc.
EXCEL, Inc.
EXFO E.O. Engineering
Exide Electronics, Emerging
Technologies Group
Federation of Electronic Industries
Fiber-Conn Assemblies Inc.
Fibrebond Corporation
Force Computers
FORE Systems
Fortec, Inc.
France Telecom
Frost & Sullivan
Fujitsu
GE Capital
Generac Corporation
General DataComm, Inc.
General Instrument/Next Level
Communications
General Signal Networks-Tautron
General Signal Networks-Telenex
The George-Ingraham Corp.
GETAC
GFRC Shelters
Gilbert Engineering Co., Inc.
GL Communications
GLA International
Glenayre & Western Multiplex Inc.
GN Nettest Inc.
GNB Technologies
GNP Computers
Gnubi Communications, Inc.
Gordon Publications' Fiberoptic
Product News
W.L. Gore & Associates, Inc.
Granite Systems Research
Graybar Electric Co., Inc.
GRC International, Inc.
GTE Supply

Hadax Electronics
Haddcomm International
Harmonic Lightwaves
Harris & Jeffries, Inc.
Harris Corporation
Hartwell Corporation
Hendry Telephone Products
Henkels & McCoy Inc.
Hennessy Products, Inc.
Hewlett-Packard Company
Hughes Network Systems
IBM
ICBS/Inter-Commercial Bus. Sys.
IDB Systems
Ideal Industries
IEEE Communications Society/IEEE Press
IEX Corporation
IHS Communications Products
Inchcape Testing Services
Independent Technologies Inc.
InDepth Magazine
Industrial Technology, Inc.
Industry.net
INET, Inc.
Instruments SA, Inc.
Integrated Network CorporationMultimedia Division
Integrated Network CorporationCentral Office Products
Integrated Systems, Inc.
Intelect, Inc.
IntelliNet Technologies
InterDigital Communications
International Communications
Association (ICA)
International Engineering Consortium
IIEC)
Interphase Corp.
Intertec Publishing/Cellular
Business/WirelessWorld
InterVoice, Inc.
IPITEK
ISR Global Telecom
ITEC Solutions, Inc.
IXC Long Distance, Inc.
JUS FITEL Inc.
Johnson Controls, Inc.
KDD America, Inc.
Keptel, an ANTEC Company
Klein Tools, Inc.
Kluwer Academic Publishers
Kohler Co., Power Systems
Korea Telecom
Kullman Industries, Inc.
KVX Corporation
L-Com, Inc.
La Marche Mfg. Company
LaBarge, Inc.
Larscom
Larus Corporation
Learning Tree International
Leitch, Inc.
Level One Communications, Inc.
LEXCOM Telecommunications Co.
Libby Corporation
The Light Brigade, Inc.
LIGHTWAVE
Linear Switch Corporation
Linmor Technologies, Inc.

EXPLORE TFE WHOLE tint] OF COMMUNIUTIJNS

Litton-FiberCom
Litton Light Wave Products
Litton Winchester Electronics
Loop Telecommunication Intl
LSI Logic Corporation
Lucent Technologies, Inc.
Lynx Real-Time Systems
Magellan Systems Corp.
MagneTek
MAPCOM Systems, Inc.
Masterack Division of Leggett
& Platt, Inc.
Maxtech USA Co., Ltd.
McGrath RenTelco
McLean Engineering, AZero
Corporation Co.
MDSI (Mobile Data Solutions, Inc.)
Metalink LTD.
MetaSolv Software, Inc.
MET Laboratories, Inc.
Metro Tel
Metromail Corp.
Metrotech Corporation
MGE UPS Systems, Inc.
Microsoft Corporation
Microtronix Systems Ltd.
Midtronics, Inc.
MIL 3, Inc.
MIS Labs
Mite! Semiconductor
Mobile International Co., Inc.
Mobile Systems International
Molex Fiber Optics
Motorola Inc.
MPR Teltech Ltd.
Multielectrica Industrial S.A. De C.V.
Mustang Enterprises, Inc.
N.E.T. (Network Equipment
Technologies, Inc.)
NACT
National Cable Television Institute (NCTO
National Computing Centre
National Telephone Cooperative
Association (NTCA)
NEC America, Inc.
NetEdge
Network Analysis Center
Network Communications Corp.
Network Design &Analysis
Newbridge
NewNet
Newton Instrument Co., Inc.
NMF
NORD)(/CDT
Nortech Fibronic, Inc.
Nortel (Northern Telecom)
Northern Technologies, Inc.
Noyes Fiber Systems
NTT
Nuera Communications
NUKO Information Systems, Inc.
Objective Systems Integrators
Objectivity, Inc.
Odetics Telecom
Oki America, Inc.
Omnitronix, Inc.
Onan Corporation
OPASTCO
Open Development Corporation

OPTAPHONE Systems
Optelcom Pacific
Optical Solutions, Inc.
Oracle Corporation
Orckit Communications
Outside Plant Magazine
PACER International
PairGain Technologies
PanAmSat Corporation
Paramount Designs, Inc.
PCS Telecom, Inc.
Peco II, Inc.
PenCell Plastics
Performance Telecom
Periphonics Corporation
Philips Broadband Networks, Inc.
Philips Speech Processing
Philips Technologies —Airpax
Protector Group
Phillips Business Information, Inc.
Phoenix Contact Inc.
Phoenix Power Systems, Inc.
Photonics Spectra/Laurin
Publishing Co., Inc.
Pike & Fischer, Inc.
Pirelli
Plug-In Storage systems, Inc.
Positron Fiber Systems, Inc.
Power &Telephone Supply Company
Power Battery Company
Power Conversion Products Inc.
Powersafe Standby Batteries
Powertel Global, Inc.
Prairie Systems
Preformed Line Products
Premier Metal Products Co.
Premisys Communications, Inc.
Prentice Hall
Primex Manufacturing Corp.
Pro-Log Corp.
Progressive Electronics, Inc.
Proto-Tel Inc.
PSI Telecom
PTT Telecom Netherlands, US Inc.
Pulsecom
Pylon Electronics Inc.
Pyramid Industries, Inc.
(1-Tel Subsidiary of GTE
(1PS Technology
GUALCOMM Incorporated
QUINTREX DATA SYSTEMS CORP.
R.J. Enterprises
RAD Data Communications
Radiodetection Corporation
RCA Publications, Inc.
RE America, Inc.
REDCOM Laboratories, Inc.
Reference Point
RELTEC
Rifocs Corporation
Riser-Bond Instruments
Roadrunners International
ROHN
ROXSYSTEM
Royal Dutch Jaarbeurs
ryan.hankin.kent, Inc.
RYCOM INSTRUMENTS, INC.
Sage Instruments, Inc.
Samsung Telecommunications America

SaskTel International
SatCorp Communications Inc.
Sattel Communications
Schroff, Inc.
Securicor Telesciences Inc.
Seiscor Technologies Inc., aRaytheon
Electronics Company
Sequel Systems, Inc.
SHL VISION Solutions
Siecor Corporation
Siemens Stromberg-Carlson
Siemens TTE
SL Corporation
Smallworld Systems, Inc.
SNC Manufacturing Co., Inc!
SNI Innovation, Inc.
SONET Interoperability Forum (SIF)
Sourcecom
SOURCE, Inc.
Southwestern Bell
Specialized Products Company
SpectraLink Corp.
Speedware Corporation
Sprint North Supply
Stanford Telecom
Starvision Multimedia Corp.
STET-Societa Finanziaria Telefonica p.A.
StockCap
Stonehouse & Co.
Stratus Computer, Inc.
Sumitomo Electric Lightwave Corp.
Summa Four, Inc.
Sunbelt Telecommunications, Inc.
Sun Microsystems Computer Co.
Sunrise Telecom, Inc.
SV-Systems, Inc.
Swiss Telecom PTT
Syndesis, Ltd.
SyntheSys Research, Inc.
Syntu Technologies Corp.
System One
T-COM Corporation
Tadiran Telecommunications
Talarian Corporation
Technology Marketing, Inc.
Tekelec
Tekno Industries, Inc.
Tektronix, Inc.
Telamon Corporation
Telco Systems Inc.
telecom
Telecom Solutions
Telecomm Power Systems
Telecomms. Resellers Association
Telecommunications Industry
Association (TIA)
Telecommunications Magazine
Telecommunications Research
Associates
Telecommunications Training Division,
The Texas A& M University System
Teleconnect Magazine
Telecrafter Products
Telect
Telelogic
Telephone International
Telephony
Telesync, Inc.
Tele/Systems Inventory Mgmt.

Tellabs, Inc.
Teltrend, Incorporated
Tempo Research Corporation
Teradyne Software & Systems Test
Texas Instruments, Inc.
Texas Microsystems
Thinking Machines Corporation
Thomas & Betts
iii-Industries, Inc.
Traffic USA
TranSwitch Corporation
Trend Communications Inc.
Trilogy Communications, Inc.
Tripp Lite Manufacturing
Trompeter Electronics
TrueTime, Inc.
TTC (Telecomm. Techniques
Corporation)
Tut Systems
TUV Product Service, Inc.
TW Comcorp
Tyton Corporation
U.S. Dept of Commerce-Office of
Telecommunications
UMI Company
Underwriters Laboratories Inc. (UL)
Unisys
United States Telephone Association (USTA)
University Booth (ICA)
U.S. Robotics
Valpey-Fisher Corporation
Vari-Tronics Company, Inc.
Verilink Corporation
VERO Electronics, Inc.
Vertel (formerly Telegenics)
VFP, Inc.
Virgo Publishing, Inc./PHONE +
Magazine
VIA, Inc.
Visual Networks
VIVE Synergies Inc.
Voice Cue Technologies, Inc.
Voiceware Systems
W. H. Brady Company
Walker &Associates, Inc.
Wendel & Goltermann
Warren Power Systems
Wavetek Corp.
Weatherguard/Knaack Mfg. Co.
Weidmuller Inc., Paladin Tools
Westell Technologies, Inc.
West End Systems Corp.
Western Kansas Rural Econ.
Dev. Alliance
Western Rural Telephone Association
White Mountain Cable
Construction Corp.
John Wiley & Sons
Wiltron Telecom
World Access, Inc.
VVyle Laboratories
Wyle Laboratories Electronic
Enclosures Div.
Xinex Networks Inc.
Yuasa-Exide, Inc.
Yurie Systems, Inc.
ZMicrosystems Inc.
Zarak Systems Corporation
Zomeworks Corporation/Cool Cell, Inc.

SUPERCOMM
SCHEDULE AT-A-GLANCE
and Industry Updates that will focus consecutively on:
Broadband,Wireless,Software and the Internet —topics
of great interest to all facets of the industry. Each of the
Fundamentals will be followed by an Industry Update
session to provide more in-depth coverage of the four
topics. Be sure to explore the pavilions dedicated to
wireless, software, the Internet and other key technologies
when the exhibits open on Tuesday, June 3.

SUPERCOMM Free Programming
SUPERCOMM offers many free educational programs.
These distinctive sessions are designed to explore
leading-edge technologies and profit areas for the next
millennium.The top minds from academia, industry
organizations, government and business will discuss
their views and insights on anumber of topics central
to the world of communications. Take advantage of the
opportunities that these complimentary programs offer
on Monday, June 2:

Global Telecom Round-Up
As an adjunct to the Global Telecom Market (GTM)
Forum,TIA, the United States Telephone Association (USTA)
and Phillips Business Information will offer all SUPERCOMM
attendees afree introductory session to kick off the GTM
Forum's day-long packed agenda. The Global Telecom

Fundamentals and Industry Updates
Building upon SUPERCOMM's successful "primers"
format, SUPERCOMM and 1EC have created Fundamentals
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MONDAY, JUNE 2

EXPLifiE Ti-:E WHOLE WORLO OF UMMUN(CilIONS

10:30 a.m.- 12:00 p.m. MWBE Plenary Session
A noted MWBE leader will paint apicture of the directions,
challenges and opportunities for today's industry.

Round-Up will feature guest speakers who will give an
overview of today's global telecommunications trends.
The free session is from 9:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m. on
Monday, June 2.

1:30 p.m.- 3:00 p.m. Workshops
Select from two workshops to hear about actual
experiences, challenges and successes of partnership
with MWBE companies.

Minority and Women-Owned Business Enterprise
(MWBE) Program
It makes excellent business sense for information
industry companies to utilize the talent, quality and efficiency
of MWBE companies as suppliers of goods and services.
Many enlightened companies are doing just that and are
furthering the deployment of the information age in the
process. Attend the free MWBE Program on Monday June 2
to learn about partnerships, experiences and successes.
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Free SUPERCOMM Keynote Add ess,
F. Duane Ackerman. Chairman 8: CEO, BellSouth
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NOTE: See following pages for paid affiliated programming descriptions.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 4

TUESDAY, JUNE 3

8:00

3:30 p.m.- 4:30 p.m. Panel Discussion
Participate in the panel discussion to cap the day's
presentations and to focus on any issues you'd like
to raise with the experts.
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4:00
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4:00

4:30
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[ Ill 1 For up-to-the-minute information about the
."
SUPERCOMM '97 exhibition and conferences,
visit www.super-comm.com!
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International Communications
Association (ICA)
ICA Annual SuperConference
1-972-620-7020, ext 138
ht-tp //vvvvvv can et. corn
E-Mail. inticomatl:onramp net

1)

EDUCATIONAL

International Engineering
Consortium (IEC)
Communications Forum
SUPERCOMM Executive Program
1-312-559-3725
http://www.iec.org

PROGRAMS
The breadth and depth of educational programming at
SUPERCOMM '97 is unprecedented. More than 200 sessions,
seminars, tutorials and workshops will be offered by eight
prestigious organizations affiliated with SUPERCOMM. To
receive acomprehensive schedule of affiliated educational
programs and fee information, please indicate which
organizations you are interested in on the exhibition
registration form on the inside back cover of this brochure.
You may also request this information by contacting the
organizations directly (see above).
1.1 International Communications Association
The International Communications Association (ICA)
Annual SuperConference is your solution for gathering
information on the latest technology, public policy and
management issues that impact your operations and your
bottom line. Presented by the end user for the end user, it
is the premier technology management conference in the
telecommunications and information systems industries.
The program is clearly designed to provide telecom/IS
managers and end users with high-level training and strategic
solutions. In-depth coverage of important topics gives
attendees hands-on,"go home and use it the next day"
information. The conference also offers aconvenient
schedule and format, so that you can enter the SUPERCOMM
exhibition informed and better able to maximize your time.
Excellent social programs for informal networking with
your peers are another benefit of this event.

Monday, June 2—TecForums
The comprehensive program begins Monday with
full-day TecForums designed to present both business issues
and fundamental technical information in atutorial format.
TF1 8:00 a.m.- 5:00 p.m.
Full Service Networks: Services and Technologies
TF2 8:00 a.m.- 5:00 p.m.
Wireless Interoperability and Interconnection
Tuesday and Wednesday, June 3-4
Communications Forum
Tuesday and Wednesday will include focused seminars
on the information industry's most important topics.
These 90-minute seminars, 60 in all, make up the heart of the
Communications Forum. Presenters will represent all
industry sectors and include senior executives and managers
who are driving many positive changes and advancements.
Tuesday, June 3—SUPERCOMM Executive Program
Highlighting Tuesday's events is IEC's SUPERCOMM
Executive Program, featuring an exceptional workshop
designed for industry leaders. Panelists at the very top of
their field will provide valuable interaction with executive
participants. Bell Atlantic CEO Ray Smith will be the featured
speaker at the combined SUPERCOMM Executive Program
and Communications Forum Industry Luncheon.
Executive Program Workshop
9:30 a.m., Tuesday, June 3

The ICA conference program will consist of:
3Conferences Focusing on Intranets, Network
Management and Customer Care Solutions Call Centers
13 Tutorials Addressing Fundamental User Interests
and Industry Issues
28 In-depth Break-Out Sessions and "How-To"
(go home and use it the next day) Programs
MI International Engineering Consortium
The International Engineering Consortium (IEC) presents
ahigh-quality educational experience at SUPERCOMM '97.
This program brings together information industry managers
and executives for professional development and arich
exchange of ideas as acatalyst for progress throughout the
industry The Consortium's cooperative planning process
ensures that the program is focused on the topics most
critical to the future of the communications industry.

Featured Speaker.Jagdish N.Sheth, Charles H. Kellstadt
Professor of Marketing, Goizueta Business School,
Emory University
Panelists: Jeffrey A.Schlesinger,Vice President and Senior
Wireless Equipment Analyst,UBS Securities;
Jennifer Taylor, Partner-in-Charge -National
Telecommunications Industry, Price Waterhouse
Thursday, June 5—TecForums
IEC's educational program culminates with two
exciting and in-depth Forums on Thursday.
TF3 8:00 a.m.- 5:00 p.m.
Competing Internet Transport Technologies
TF4 8:00 a.m.- 5:00 p.m.
Surviving and Thriving in the Unbundled Network
Environment

IEEE Computer Society
Internet Computing
Conference -IC 97
1-202-371-1013
http://www.computer.org

TIA/Committee Ti
Wireless Standards Program
1-703-907-7735
http://www.tiaonlirie.org

MultiMedia
Telecommunications
Association (MMTA)
MMTA New Annual
Conference
1-202-296-9800
http://www.mmta.org

SUPERCOMM/Phillips
Business Information
Global Telecom Market Forum
1-202-383-1480
http://www.super-comm.com

EXPLORE TfiE WHOLE WORLO OF COMMUNICATIONS

1.1 IEEE Computer Society
IC '97, presented by the IEEE Computer Society will
feature tutorials on Internet-based computer applications
and supporting technologies. IC '97 offers full- and half-day
tutorials on Monday, June 2and Tuesday, June 3, for
engineers, scientists and technical managers. The tutorials
will cover Internet and intranet applications and development tools.
These sessions feature leading experts who will share
their expertise and offer atechnology road map with new
ideas, practical tools and informative case histories. Tutorials
will include applications of current and future technologies
in Internet computing such as World Wide Web services,
Java programming and Internet-based agents.
• MultiMedia Telecommunications Association
The New Annual Conference of the MultiMedia
Telecommunications Association (MMTA) will feature
sessions on these topics and much more:
•New product opportunities for the delivery channel —
from Computer Telephony Integration (CFI) to
wireless and Internet to voice messaging
•CFI market opportunities: Who offers them, who
needs them, how do you sell it?
•
Voice Platforms for Multimedia: What's new for PBXs?
What happens when voice is viewed as just another
"application" like E-Mail, video or file/image transfer?
What can voice LANs do and who can deliver them?
•Network Services Integration Opportunities: Sales
Agency and Resale
•Management and Partnership Opportunities for
Businesses in the Delivery Channel
•Emerging Broadband Networking Solutions
ill TIA and Standards Committee T1
The Telecommunications Industry Association (TIA)
and Standards Committee TI ,sponsored by the Alliance
for Telecommunications Industry Solutions (ATIS),
present aone-day seminar entitled "Looking Ahead:
Wireless Interconnection and Standards Issues in a
Post-Telecommunications Act Environmentr This seminar
focuses on the wireless standardization issues as aresult
of the passage of the Communications Assistance for Law
Enforcement Act of 1994 (CALEA) and requirements for
Enhanced 911 calling. The most recent developments in
wireless local loop and satellite Internet connections will
be discussed. An update on the Federal Communications
Commission's Network Reliability and Interoperability
Council will also be provided.

This seminar is offered on Monday June 2. Industry
experts from TIA and Standards Committee T1, the premier
developers of telecommunications standards, will present
the program, which is organized into three panels with
aluncheon presentation.
Panel I—Wireless Interconnection: Issues Raised
by the Telecommunications Act of 1996
Panel Il —Protection on the Airwaves: Safety
Security and Toll Fraud
Panel III —What's New: Emerging Technology
in the Wireless Market
• SUPERCOMM/Phillips Business Information
The worldwide telecommunications market is growing
at 20 percent annually with almost $600 billion to be invested in network infrastructure over the next five years. This
dynamism is fueled by anumber of interwoven trends.
The Global Telecom Market (GTM) Forum at SUPERCOMM,
co-organized by TIA, USTA and Phillips Business Information,
is an essential event for anyone who wants to capitalize on
these trends that are completely changing the landscape
of the global telecom marketplace. Questions that will be
answered include how the new multilateral telecommunications trade agreements in equipment and services will grow
opportunities for U.S. providers.
The GTM Forum will begin at 1:00 p.m. on Sunday,
June 1, with aseries of workshops devoted to topics such as
financing, global equipment certification deregulation and
export control reform. Monday,June 2, will commence with
afree Global Telecom Round-Up session that will set the
stage for afull day of three concurrent tracks on market
opportunities in the most dynamic regions in the world:
Latin America,Asia-Pacific and Europe-CIS. Each track
will give practical advice on how to take advantage of the
technology, regulatory and industry trends shaping the
marketplace.
On-site registration for the GTM Forum opens at noon
on Sunday, June 1.

m

For up-to-the-minute information about the
SUPERCOMM '97 exhibition and conferences,
visit www.super-comm.com!
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1. The on-site registration fee for exhibits
rrnLi June
is $50. All exhibits are free to pre-registrants,
as are plenary sessions and keynotes.
a [SUPERCOMM-affiliated
educational programs

DO [are offered at varying prices (specify which
education programs you'd like to attend on
the registration form at right).
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Hotel

Single Rate/Double Rate

Bienville House Hotel

2.

Bourbon Orleans

3.

Chateau Sonesta

$128/$128
123/123

4.

Comfort Inn Downtown

140/155
127/127

5.
6.

Dauphine Orleans Hotel
Days Inn/Canal

12 8/128

7.

Doubletree Hotel

8.

Embassy Suite

9.

Fairmont Hotel At University Place

15 5/175
157/157

10.

Hampton Inn

107/117

11.

Hilton Riverside & Towers

93/93
130/150

Std. 174/194
Exec. 189/209
Tws. 214/234

12.

Holiday Inn Chateau LeMoyne

139/162

13.
14.

Holiday Inn Crowne Plaza
Holiday Inn French Quarter

147/170

15.

Holiday Inn Select

16.

Hyatt Regency New Orleans

17.

Intercontinental Hotel

18.

Le Meridien Hotel

19.

Le Pavilion Hotel

20.

Marriott Hotel *

139/162
140/160
159/179
148/158
159/179
13 8/138
159/159

21.

Monteleone Hotel

22.

Omni Royal Crescent

135/170

23.

Omni Royal Orleans

135/170
110/110

155/155

24.

Radisson Hotel

25.
26.

Royal Sonesta
Sheraton

27.
28.

Westin Canal Place
Windsor Court

275/275

29.

Wyndham Riverfront Hotel

140/160

155/165
163/183
163/183

e

ll Hotel reservations should be made through
ITS., the official coordinator. Hotels cannot
fulfill requests for SUPERCOMM blocks. Deposits
are required at $150 per room, $300 for a
1-bedroom suite and $450 for a2-bedroom suite.
Credit cards are charged upon receipt of reservation. Confirmations are sent by ITS., not by
hotels. Changes/cancellations prior to May 5
should be made with I.T.S. Changes after that
date must be made with the hotels directly.
Note the name of any hotel employee with
whom you speak and ask for aconfirmation
number. Cancellation is 72 hours before
scheduled arrival for refund of your deposit.
Refunds for cancellations made after May 5
will be handled by the hotels.

Car Rental Discount
Alamo is the official car rental company
for SUPERCOMM. Special discounted rates
are guaranteed and offered from May 25,1997,
through June 12,1997, subject to car availability
Standard rental conditions and qualifications
apply, including minimum rental age.
For car reservations, call I.T.S. or Alamo at
1-g00-732-3232. Group I.D. #: 242434
Be aDay Tripper to SUPERCOMM!
Southwest Airlines offers low fares from
commuter cities such as Dallas, St. Louis,

Discounted Meeting Air Fare to
New Orleans, Louisiana

SUPERCOMM '97 has appointed LT.& as its
official air travel and housing coordinator.
I.T.S. provides attendees with personalized,

unbiased airline reservations and ticketing at the
lowest available fare with one easy toll-free call.

I.T.S. will provide:

WWR
5298
MO«

1.

To receive your badge by mail and secure
accommodations, respond by May 1. On-site
registration is also available beginning Sunday
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•Meeting discounts on Delta Air Lines
Special guaranteed fares that do not require
aSaturday night stay. Or a 10% discount off
unrestricted coach fares or 5% discount off
lowest applicable fares, including first class.
•Meeting discounts on United Airlines
10% discount off unrestricted coach fares
or 5% discount off lowest applicable fares,
including first class.
•Southwest Airlines E-Tickets
Lowest available fare on Southwest Airlines
and Electronic Ticket issuance. Or you may
call the airline directly to obtain 10% off
Southwest's regular unrestricted
individual fares.
•Guaranteed lowest available air fare
on all carriers
•Full mileage credit for all frequent flyer
club members
•Easy payment with all major credit cards
•Convenience of booking both housing
and air travel with one easy phone call

Call LT.S. Toll-Free
1-800-621-1083
Monday -Friday,
8:00 a.m.- 5:00 p.m. (Central Time)
Or you may call the following
airlines direct:
Delta Air Lines:
1-800-241-6760, Code L1273
United Airlines:
1-800-521-4041, Code 5141E
Southwest Airlines:
1-800-433-5368, Code C3317

Nashville, Orlando, Oklahoma City and
Birmingham, just to name afew.
No one under 18 years of age will be admitted
to the SUPERCOMM conferences or exhibition.

* ICA Headquarters Hotel

EXPLORE TF1E WHOLE WORLD OF COMMUNICATION':,

REGISTER BEFORE WI' 1

SUPERCOVVI

SAVE 50
On-site registration is S.50

JUNE 1-5, 1997
Exhibits: June 3-5, 1997

DO NOT USE THIS FORM IF YOU ARE WORKING AN EXHIBITOR BOOTH. For an Exhibitor Registration/Housing Form, call 1-800-2-SUPERC (1-800-278-7372).

1. REGISTRANT INFORMATION:

Register before May 1to waive the $50 exhibition fee and receive your badge in the mail.

NAME: LAST

FIRST

NICKNAME

SPOUSE/
GUEST NAME: LAST

FIRST

NICKNAME

ZIP/POSTAL CODE

COUNTRY

TITLE
ORGANIZATION
ADDRESS
STATE

CITY

E-MAIL

FAX

TELEPHONE

2. MUST BE COMPLETED:
1. Attendance Role
A. End-User

Please circle ONE in each category.

2. Best Description of Your Company/Industry
10. Local Exchange Provider
11. Interexchange Provider
12. International Carrier/PTT Provider
13. Wireless/Cellular/PCS Provider

B. Purchaser
C. Both End-User
& Purchaser

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

D. Other/

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

CATV/Radio/TV Provider
Competitive Access Provider
Satellite/DBS Provider
Internet Provider
Research & Development

Education
Finance/Banking
Hospital/Health Care
Insurance/Real Estate
Trade (Retail/Wholesale/Hospitality)
Transportation
Utility (Non-Telcol
Equipment Manufacturer

29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.

Dealer/Distributor/Agent
Contractor/Electrical Service
Consulting/Engineering
Government (Federal, State, Local)
Military
Association
News Media/Advertising
Spouse/Guest

27. Software Producer
28. Multimedia/Entertainment

3. HOTEL: DEADLINE MAY 1(Marriott is ICA Headquarters Hotel)
DO YOU REQUIRE HOUSING? J NO

HOTEL CHOICE BY: j RATE

LJ YES

ARRIVAL DAY

CI LOCATION
DATE

DEPART DAY

DATE

BE SURE TO PROVIDE SIX HOTEL CHOICES
1

2

3

4

5

6

ADDITIONAL OCCUPANT

(COMPLETE SEPARATE FORM IF OTHER THAN SPOUSE/GUEST LISTED ABOVE)

FREQUENT HOTEL TRAVELER MEMBER OF

MEMBER

AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT CONSIDERATIONS
ADEPOSIT IS REQUIRED:
'-I CHECK

J VISA

US150 ROOM

JMASTERCARD

'...I S300 1-BR SUITE

'..I $450 2-BR SUITE. MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO SC/I.T.S. CREDIT CARDS WILL BE CHARGED IMMEDIATELY.

LI AMERICAN EXPRESS

EXPIRATION DATE
(DIGITS MAY VARY BY CARD TYPE)
SIGNATURE

CARDHOLDER NAME (PRINT)

4. AFFILIATED PROGRAMS: Please check the groups you are interested in or contact the organization directly.
• International Communications
Association (ICA)
1-972-620-7020, ext. 138
http://www.icanetcom
E-Mail: inticoma@onramp.net
• International Engineering
Consortium (IEC)
1-312-559-3725
http://www.iec.org

U IEEE Computer Society
1-202-371-1013
http://www.computerorg
Li Mu)tiMedia Telecommunications
Association
1-800-799-6682
http://www.mmta.org

5. RESPONSE INSTRUCTIONS
11
:
5
t

ONLINE REGISTRATION:
http://www.super-comm.com

U TIA/Committee Ti
1-703-907-7735
http://www.tiaonline.org
j SUPERCOMM/Phillips Business
Information
1-202-383-1480
http://www.super-comm.com

MAIL: SC/ITS PO Box 825

FAX: Credit Card Only/24 Hours

PHONE: Credit Card Only

108 Wilmot Road, Suite 400

Within U.S.: 1-800-521-6017

8:00 a.m. -5:00 p.m. CST

Deerfield, IL 60015 U.S.A.

Outside U.S.: 1-847-940-2386

Within U.S.: 1-800-424-5249
Outside U.S.: 1-847-940-2155

TAI

EXPLJNE TFiE WHOLE WORLI1 OF COMMUNICAIIONS

Learn About It at the Conferences,

Who Can't Afford to Miss SUPERCOMM?

See It First-Hand at the Exhibition

Everyone involved in communications should register
now to attend SUPERCOMM '97. All Executives, Directors,
Managers, Planners,Administrators,Technical Staff and
Consultants in the following business disciplines should
not miss this once-a-year event:

The SUPERCOMM '97 conferences and exhibition will
cover every major communications topic and feature the
very latest technologies, products, services and applications.
A short list of subjects includes:
•
Advanced Intelligent
Networks
•ATM
•Broadband Networks
•Business, Marketing &
Economic Development
•Cable TV
•CDMA,TDMA & GSM
•Cellular
•Client/Server Computing
•Computer Telephony
Integration
•Digital Loop Carriers
•Enterprise Networking
•Fiber Optics
•Frame Relay/Fast Packet
•Information Management
& Content
•Infrastructure Evolution

•Internet/Intranets
•Interoperability & FullService Networks
•Multimedia
•Network Management
Systems
•Networking (LAN/MAN/WAN)
•Outside Plant & Operations
•Personal Communications
Services (PCS)
•Satellite Communications
•SONET/SS7
•Switched Digital
Video Systems
•
Voice Over Internet
•
Wavelength Division
Multiplexing (WDM)
•
Wireless Systems

SUPERCOMM Hotels Fill Early;
Make Your Reservations Today!
Register Now Using the Enclosed Form and You'll

SAVE THE 50
Exhibition Fee

EXHIBITS OPEN JUNE 3-5

•Cable/Broadcast
Television
•Cellular/PCS/Wireless
Networks
•Competitive Access
Providers
•Data Communications
•Engineering/R&D
•Fiber Optics
•Interexchange Carriers
(IXCs)
•Information Systems
•Internet Content
Providers

•Marketing & Sales
•Multimedia
•Network Solutions
Providers
•Operations
•Private Networks
•Public Networks
•Satellite Networks
•Software
•Systems Integrators/
Program Analysts
•
Telephone Companies
(LECs)
•
VARs/Resellers

Online Registration Makes It Easy!

11
El

For up-to-the-minute information about the
SUPERCOMM '97 exhibition and conferences,
visit www.super-comm.com!
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FAST-ACTING, AND Now AVAILABLE I
N

EXTRA STRENGTH.

Lectro ZTT

Lectro POWERNODE

When it comes to reliable power, leading system operators turn to the Lectro Zero Transfer Tir112. (ZTT) family of standby
power management solutions. And now, you'll find this tried and true technology incorporatec into the next generation
ns for power management. Look

I

€XIDE
ELECTRONICS

Tro

Strategic Power Management

A PRODUCT OF EX/DE ELECTRONICS CORPORATION

For more information on how
the Lectro Powernode family
can improve your network
reliability with proven technology,
call 1-800-551-3790,
fax 1-919-713-5350, or mail the
attached business reply card

YES! Ineed more information about how the Lectro Powernode
family can help me shape the future of cable telecommunications:

Name and Title
Company
Address

Visit us on the Internet at
http //www exide com or send
E-mail to info©exide.com

City
Phone (

State
)

Zip
Fax I

1

E-mail
CED

OHE KEY INGREDIENTS OFTHE LECTRO POWERNODE.
Pre-installed Options

Cabinet

Power inserters, utility disconnect, AC
distribution, Hf combining network can be
pre-installed in our factory to save you
time and money in field installation
•

Low profile. Aircraft grade welded
aluminum. Heavy-duty, lockable, and
removable doors. Technician-friendly
harnesses/connectors. Internal connections
for utility, coax, and natural gas.

•

Battery

Generator

Three roll-out drawers for easy
access. Parallel battery charging system.
Multiple DC breaker points for added
safety Up to 12 batteries enclosed in a
forced ventilated compartment.

Unlimited run-time for ultimate
reliability Can run on natural gas or
propane. Easy-access maintenance of
plugs, oil, and filter Low vibration and
low noise. AC or DC versions available.

Zero Transfer Time (ZTT) UPS
The industry's first true uninterruptible
power system. Field-proven technology
Status-monitoring ready Optional N+1
redundant module for added reliability

Robust and scalable, the Lectro Powernode's modular design can accommodate up to four ZTT modules allowing you to
increase your power capacity as you provide more advanced broadband services to your node locations. Easy access and
the flexible nature of the design mean service is easier and can be performed while the system is on-line. And it's backed
by the comprehensive support of Exide Electronics, aworldwide leader in power management solutions. All this provides
greater value in flexible, growth-oriented power protection.
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Why chance it? Fujitsu is synonymous
with SONET solutions.
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Need asavvy resource for broadband
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The FA(TR platform supports
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D IGITAL SET- TOPS
ident of engineering at Cox.
At the same time, analog addressable box
purchases will fall from 350,000 units to about
200,000 next year, Best says.
US West/Continental Cablevision hasn't yet
publicly disclosed its digital rollout plans in
detail, but is rumored to be close to deals with
both GI and S-A for purchase orders, which
could be announced by the National Show.
Naturally, cable operators say the digital
roll-out would accelerate with amore aggressive pricetag attached to the set-tops. While
some cost reduction can be expected from
greater integration that will reduce chip counts
and make manufacturing more efficient, as
Van Orden noted earlier in this article, the
industry shouldn't expect a$200 box anytime
soon. But that doesn't mean the operators
won't continue to press for one.
"I don't see why they should be greater than

try managed to hammer out astandard late
last year that allows cable operators to populate their systems with digital set-tops from
multiple vendors. By separating the core
encryption and access control from the modulation, compression and signal transport
layers, asystem can purchase set-tops from
rival companies and have them work in the
same system.
S-A's Explorer 2000 will feature a built-in
transmitter for real-time "reverse path"
communications.

$200 apiece," says Best. "Depending on the
bells and whistles, they can be twice that
today. We need multiple suppliers, and of
course, the vendors have to come down the
learning curve. So, I'm optimistic that someday we'll get there."
Someday got alot closer when the indus-

F-Connector Breakthrough!
•Designed with the
installer in mind.
Westlake Village, CA...Trompeter
Electronics has made the "impossible" possible with the introduction
of abreakthrough one-piece, reliable, field terminable F-connector
for rugged broadband applications.
According to Trompeter engineers and designers, the new onepiece body and integrated center
contact pin on its PL130C Fconnector provides high performance two-way transmission for
all indoor headend applications.
For the first time, installers not
only have an easier installation, but
also asolution to serious return loss
problems at the head end. The
return loss of the PL130C is -23dB
at 2GHz compared to the standard
-18dB at 1GHz.
Built to comply with both Bellcore GR1503 and SCTE indoor

specifications. The PL130C's
unique single piece design, with its
integral center pin contact and
crimp sleeve, accommodates standard strip dimensions and existing
industry crimping tools.
An insertion notch
guarantees aperfect mate
every

time and
true separation is provided
between dielectric and
braid.
For pricing and availability,
contact your local representative or
call the factory.

PLEASE SEND LITERATURE

/ISO 900/ Ceneed11

ATROMPETER
Quality doesn't cost...it pays!

ELECTRONICS.
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Service
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31186 LaBaya Drive, Westlake Village, CA, U.S.A. 91362
(800) 982-COAX •(818) 707-2020 •Fax (818) 706-1040
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Driving costs down
But perhaps more importantly, the standard
will attract additional manufacturers, which creates competition and lowers prices for end-users.
The interoperability spec "helps in acouple
of ways," notes GI's Kanouff. "Standards in
the industry drive the market and drive costs
down, because component companies are more
willing to jump in and build things (when) the
market is expanded."
As for other manufacturers, Zenith is occupied developing and manufacturing digital settops for the Americast consortium. The
Chicago-based electronics firm has teamed
with Divicom to build an MPEG-2 based,
QAM box for the telcos.
Meanwhile, the other, nearly defunct consortium, Tele-TV, will have to renegotiate its
contract with Thomson, now that Bell Atlantic
and Nynex have abandoned their plans to offer
video using MMDS technology.
Reportedly, Tele-TV took delivery of only
about 200,000 set-tops out of an order that was
originally projected to total as many as 4million units.
According to one source inside the company, however, set-top development efforts within Tele-TV continue. Specifically, Bell Atlantic
needs aset-top for its fiber-to-the-curb system
it plans to build next year. Tele-TV has reportedly chosen the vendor for the box, but hasn't
yet disclosed who it is.

Even analog wins

Despite all the movement—finally—on the
digital front, new, advanced analog boxes
remain popular among operators and will continue to be for some time, according to Steve
Necessary, vice president and general manager
of analog video systems at S-A.
In short, cable operators are less hesitant to
place aset-top on top of acustomer's TV
because they offer so many new services,
including messaging, virtual channels, onscreen guides and more.
"A year ago, all of that was wishful thinking" (that customers would see the value of
these new boxes), admits Necessary. "Now we
have some pretty good, hard facts to support
it." CIED
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ILLUSTRATION BY STEVEN HUN

Real-time reverse:
walsiitictrzns An upgradable
architecture for HFC
By William E. Wall, Ph.D., Chief Scientist,
Subscriber Systems Division, Scientific-Atlanta
Deployment of digital technology is beginning to advance more rapidly. The reasons:
Interactive trials have proven that the technology works; standards are emerging; costs are
coming down; and the success of digital
broadcast satellite (DBS) services proves that
digital television is in demand. Yet, operators
of hybrid fiber/coax (HFC) networks are still
determining what type of digital system or
architecture makes the most sense.
Early plans for deploying digital set-top
boxes on cable networks have focused on
"broadcast-only" solutions. The approach has
low initial cost and can take advantage of digitally-compressed satellite feeds. However, this
approach is only capable of one-way transmis-
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sion of digital and analog programming.
The broadcast-only approach gives HFC
operators few opportunities for incremental
revenue. Broadcast services alone, even with
the digital advantages of better image and
sound quality and greater choice for consumers, will not be enough to justify aset-top
that may cost up to $450. Furthermore, the
limited life span of broadcast-only set-tops
means additional investment will likely be
required in the near future to replace them
with more advanced terminals.
In essence, aone-way, broadcast-only solution attempts merely to match DBS services.
Therefore, the only competitive advantage the
broadcast-only architecture offers over aDBS
system is its ability to include local channels—and that advantage may be short-lived if
providers carry out plans to "spot beam" local

network programming to subscribers.
To surpass DBS offerings, MSOs need adigital system architecture that takes advantage of
their HFC capabilities and is designed to:
VEasily access awide variety of existing and
potential sources of broadcast content and programming;
VOffer data and Internet access services; and
VPrepare for true video-on-demand with
"VOD-ready" set-tops.
Until recently, the only alternative to broadcast-only systems has been acomplex, expensive "switched interactive" system. This
approach has yet to demonstrate that it is economically feasible for operators, manufacturers and consumers. From the outset, the
"switched" system architecture requires not
only aset-top with areverse path, but also
ATM switching and expensive servers.

Anetwork computer for the home
A new approach, selected by Time Warner for
its Pegasus deployment, is areal-time reverse
(RTR) system designed to achieve all three of
the above objectives. The RTR approach features
adigital terminal designed to serve as anew
home appliance: the first true television-centric
multimedia network computer. It is being built to
support existing analog services, emerging digital broadcast services, data services such as
Internet access and future interactive services in
amanner that allows the cable operator to
upgrade the infrastructure for each new service
only when it is economically viable to do so.
Real-time reverse means that the home terminal will feature abuilt-in RF reverse path
transmitter capable of transmitting back to the
headend instantaneously, or in "real time,"
over the HFC plant. The real-time, two-way
capability will give HFC operators an
unmatched competitive advantage vs. DBS
and other wireless competitors. When the
operator is ready, two-way services and
sophisticated network management and operational support applications can be activated.
The home device will truly be anetwork
computer able to communicate with the consumer. In addition to being avideo entertainment
device, it is also designed to act as aTV Web
browser or acable modem. So it seamlessly will
support both video applications and Internet
access via the PC or TV. Sophisticated communications modules within the operating system
controlling the RTR transmitter provide atruly
"wired" environment for application software.
The device will incorporate ahigh performance, 32-bit RISC processor with ahardware
graphics accelerator tailored to TV displays,
along with hardware MPEG-2 audio/video and
Dolby AC-3 audio decoders. A real-time, multi-
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For digital ad insertion, many people may be attracted to our VideoStore"" Multichannel Video File Server simply because its aSony.
That's true whether they're current clients, prospective clients or advertising directors. After all, the Sony name means superb image quality,
unprecedented reliability and optimum flexibility. Not to mention the latest in technological advancements. Like our Predictive Maintenance'
feature. It lets you know of potential problems before they become real ones so your commercials air without mishaps, chaos or apologies.
For the most efficient video clip distribution, our VideoStore system offers Wide Area Network connectivity. And as aresult of our agreement
with Channelmatic (the world commercial insertion market leader), you get peace-of-mind software that virtually eliminates mistakes.
For more, call 1-800-472-SONY, ext. ADS. Or visit us on the Internet at http://www.seLsony.com/SEL/bppg/videostore/index.html.
Once you learn how our VideoStore system can enhance

your operation, we're sure you'll be attracted to it, too.
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Figure 1: Real-time reverse system with digital broadcast and Internet access services.
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tasking, multi-threaded operating system will be
incorporated to provide true multimedia capability with playback capability. In addition to
MPEG, the device will be designed to play back
or execute other standard multimedia data types
such as HTML, or optionally, JAVA scripts. The
graphics accelerator will provide high resolution,
photo-realistic graphics, and full screen animation and video scaling capabilities. An open API
will allow avariety of applications to be developed by independent software developers.
The home terminal will include alocallycontrolled conditional access system featuring
public/private key security, message authentication and digital signatures.
The RTR architecture will provide operators
with apractical end-to-end solution for both the
home digital terminal and the supporting network. Designed to DAVIC and CableLabs/SCTE
standards (or DVB standards in international
markets), the system will support well-known
protocols at all levels of the communications protocol stack. The RTR approach features full
Internet Protocol (IP) connectivity with the home
terminal. To ensure high performance communications between the home terminal and the headend, the system will use a1.5 Mbps out-of-band
forward control channel and a1.5 Mbps reverse
channel with an efficient media access control
(MAC) protocol. The home terminal will also
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implement the Transmission Control Protocol
(TCP/IP), allowing direct compatibility with the
Internet.
Two other data paths will be supported within the home terminal. The analog channels may
contain VBI data; this data may be services
related to the analog video, or may be used as a
general data path. The home terminal will be
able to decode standard VBI formats such as
NABTS. The last, and largest data path is the
QAM path. Using either 64 or 256 QAM, data
may be carried imbedded in the MPEG
Transport Stream along with the video and
audio. Here, as in the case of VBI, this data
may be in the form of IP or other formats. The
application running in the home terminal, along
with the network control system, will determine
which data path is used in the forward direction.
The inclusion of the simple network management protocol (SNMP) in the home communications terminal (HCT) will allow remote
diagnostics of the HCT to be performed by the
network control system. These diagnostics
include not only HCT performance, but measurements of end-of-line cable performance as
well. Such methods will allow operators to
track system performance, allowing early detection of problems and minimizing truck rolls.
The system will encompass the necessary
technologies for both digital broadcasting and

high-performance data communications. The
building blocks of the architecture are all based
either on open standards or available licensable
technologies. The system will adhere to MPEG2standards for audio, video, systems and signaling—including decompression of Dolby AC3and Musicam audio—and will also support
the applicable standards of CableLabs/SCTE,
DVB, DAVIC, DSM-CC, ATSC, IP,
HTMUHTTP and SNMP.
An open-standards approach eliminates
dependencies upon asingle party; fosters competition and differentiation; increases the likelihood of interoperability and connectivity; and
encourages content creation by developers. All
of these combine to make new digital services
more attractive to consumers.
Because the data network is scalable, the
operator will need to deploy only the capacity
needed to support the number of installed
devices and the new applications. Then the operator can incrementally add network capacity as
the number of deployed devices and/or the number or type of applications increase. For example,
the system could be initially deployed supporting
broadcast analog and digital channels only, without incorporating any data network components
except asingle out-of-band QPSK transmitter;
the network components can be added when an
Internet access service is implemented.
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BUT AS FOR THE FUTURE OF MS NETWORK,
HE HASN'T GOT A CARE IN THE WORLD.
Most people in Steve's position are forever fretting
that their network will become obsolete. The stakes are
high. And, most of the time, confidence isn't.
Enter Siecor. Because just having asupplier isn't
good enough. Steve demanded more.
Siecor boasts athorough understanding of the CATV
industry and can anticipate where it's going. Then help

Steve get there first. This little alliance has enabled him
to design ahighly reliable, world-class network with
the capacity to handle his system's current needs. Yet
it's flexible. So if technology changes (gee, do you
think it will?), Steve can adapt quickly and effortlessly.
And how do you suppose Steve feels about all this?
Well, let's just say he's on cloud nine.
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What can we do for you?
0 1996 Siecor Corporation
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RTR's rich functionality gives operators considerable flexibility to deploy only those services that promise areturn on investment. By
following amethodical migration path, HFC
operators can retain high-revenue subscribers
by building apackage of services that wireless
competitors cannot offer.

for the return path. Moreover, all users nationwide must share the DBS provider's available
bandwidth for data transmission.)
To support two-way data services, the digital terminal in the home must have extensive
capabilities. It needs to have sufficient CPU
power, graphics and memory resources to
implement compelling multimedia applications. It must also have an open application
programming interface (API), contain apowerful operating system and support TCP/IP,
HTML, and optionally, Java.
The RTR home device is designed to meet
these requirements. It will enable Web browsing, Webcasting services and other data access
services to be deployed and displayed to subscribers on their television screens. The high
performance graphics capability of the HCT
yields the best possible rendering of Web content on atelevision. A built-in Ethernet port will
also allow direct connection to aPC. When
connected to aPC, the home device will per-

by near-video-on-demand. The only remaining
obstacle for YOD is getting system infrastructure costs down to an affordable level. When
that occurs, RTR is YOD-ready.
As noted, the RTR digital home terminal will
be anetwork computer. As such, it is asystem
designed to rely on the network, rather than disk
drives, to download applications. Two basic
Step one: Broadcast
methods will be used to retrieve applications or
Let's examine how the RTR architecture will
data from the network. The first is abroadcast
support alikely migration scenario. The first step
carousel, where the available applications or
in the strategy, let's say, is to match the key
data services are broadcast to everyone continuattractions DBS offers subscribers: dozens of
ously. When adevice needs to download infornew channels, and the superior quality of digital
mation, it listens to the carousel and picks out
video and audio.
the data that it needs. This method works very
As noted earlier, broadcast-only digital syswell for commonly-used data. For data that is
tems can accommodate an operator's desire to
rarely needed, or is specific to asingle user, a
merely match DBS. Even in abroadcast-only
client/server model will be used where the
environment, however, the RTR architecture
device queries adata server within the network,
will have superior capabilities because it is not
and that data is directed to the device.
limited to supporting just the nationally-distribFor the home device to be responsive to its
uted digital services.
user, the network must provide low latency and
With a"source
high-speed perforneutral" architecture
mance. The lack of
Table 1: Communications paths for home terminals
from the headend to
this performance has
the home, HFC
Path
Waveform
Bandwidth
Description
been adrawback to
operators can accept
other devices that
Standard format analog
Analog
6MHz
Analog video; vertical blanking
all types of feeds.
claim to be network
intervals (NABTS, WST)
Therefore, they can
computers, but rely
can support general data
create their own digon telephone connecDirect transmission
QAM
ital service tiers from
MPEG-2 transport stream can carry
6MHz
tions to the network.
channels
(64 or 256)
data as well as video and audio
contentelelivered
One of the keys to
from satellite serachieving this is
Forward data channels
1MHz
QPSK
1.5 Mbps "out-of-band" channels used
vices, and also from
for transporting data and system
DAVIC signaling
other sources, such
messages without interfering with
protocols and
subscriber's services
as multiplexed preupstream media
mium channels and
Reverse data channels
QPSK
1MHz
access control (MAC)
1.5 Mbps TOMA channel
server-based local or
protocols. RTR
regional programembodies both.
ming encoded real-time. This flexibility to
form the same functions as ahigh-speed cable
The reverse path that supports Internet and
accommodate all sources of programming
modem, allowing direct Internet access to the
YOD is further justified through alonger set-top
enables operators to select the best services for
PC, while simultaneously allowing the HCT to
life and additional revenue opportunities—such
specific markets and to negotiate better prices.
function normally for television viewing.
as games, local information services and elecAnother noteworthy advantage of the RTR
tronic commerce. When operators are ready to
architecture: It enables operators to continue to
Step three: YOB
move even further into the world of digital,
deploy addressable analog services to retain
HFC operators want to continually upgrade
additional services can be offered, such as:
the wider base of subscribers, while at the
their services as new digital services and applicahome shopping, interactive games and interacsame time, offering digital services to those
tions prove their revenue potential. Because the
tive education/distance learning.
subscribers who are most willing to pay for the
RTR architecture employs atrue network comFuture opportunities for digital services—parnew services (and therefore are most susceptiputer as adigital terminal, operators will be able
ticularly Internet access via broadband netble to DBS and other competitive offerings).
to migrate to interactive video services, such as
works—are expected to be lucrative, so operators
multi-location video games and YOD, without
need to develop migration strategies now.
Step two: Data
changing anything in the terminal. YOD, espeTo compete effectively with DBS providers,
As the next step in the migration using an
cially, is aservice that would clearly distinguish
the HFC digital/analog system architecture must
RTR architecture, our hypothetical HFC operator
an HFC network from DBS competition.
be capable of meeting today's early needs—and
will be able to surpass the capabilities of DBS by
YOD is singled out here because its conready to migrate to higher-end digital services as
implementing high-speed data services.
sumer acceptance has been demonstrated in
market demand and content increase. The real(Although DBS can now include an optional data
various trials. The evidence is growing that
time reverse, "two-way-ready" approach will
delivery capability, the downstream throughput is
YOD buy rates would be considerably higher
provide asound business solution for operators
limited, and atelephone line or ISDN is required
than the one or two buys per month generated
to begin digital deployment. amp
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Noise and ingress
t pedormance
in he return pat

monitoringSta
prrtogrngama

By Bill Morgan, R&D Project Manager,
Hewlett-Packard

T
he previous two parts of this series (in the

October and November 1996 issues of CED)
discussed the proper procedures for alignment
of the return path, and recommended proactive
maintenance practices to keep the return path
operating effectively. Cable operators are finding that ingress is the biggest roadblock to offer-

trum analyzer to the return path and check it
daily or whenever aproblem is reported. This
can hardly be classified as aproactive maintenance approach, but it is better than waiting
for the customer's complaint. As afirst level
of monitoring, this same spectrum analyzer
can be connected to acomputer and trace data
stored periodically to create ahistory of your
return path's performance. The analyzer can
be configured to keep the sweep rate as fast as

Figure 1: BER vs. C/I ratio
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ing the two-way services that customers are
demanding. This article will recommend several
ingress measurements to help quantify the
return's performance, discuss the relationship
between ingress and BER, and provide some
suggestions for data handling. Prior to starting
an ingress monitoring program, it is critical that
your return path be properly aligned and your
technicians understand the importance of maintaining proper gain balance. For more detailed
information on this subject, we have provided
references at the conclusion of this article.

Spectrum monitoring
The most common method of return path
monitoring in use today is to connect aspec-
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possible and still have the frequency resolution
necessary to identify problems. The data processing should include comparing the data to
thresholds and identifying alarm conditions, as
well as keeping arunning average of the data
to characterize the performance of the return
path over long periods of time.
By comparing the data samples which fall
below agiven threshold to the total test time,
the user is able to derive arough approximation of percent availability vs. frequency.
There are many things that can be done with
the results from this type of test, and there is a
potential for generating massive amounts of
data. Because of this, it is important to establish good methods for compressing the data

into usable archives. Programs designed for
this type of monitoring are currently available.

BER us. carrier/ingress
Although spectrum monitoring is agood
first line of defense, it is important to monitor
other key parameters in the return path and
repair problems before customers are affected
by slow response times or loss of service. Bit
Error Rate (BER) is often discussed as one of
the key parameters to use for monitoring
return path communication channels, because
this is atrue measure of the performance
delivered to the customer. Each of the services
(cable modems, telephony, VOD, LAN, etc.)
require varying levels of performance, anywhere from one error per 10,000 bits (10-4)to
one error per 10 million bits
(10- 7). BER is one of the measurements that
has traditionally been used in digital communications networks to monitor performance,
and in acompletely digital network, BER is an
excellent metric to monitor. But in amixed
RF/digital network such as the cable TV environment, BER has several disadvantages.
Figure 1is atypical example of the variation
of BER vs. the carrier/ingress ratio (C/I) for a
given type of modulation and error correction.
The horizontal axis will shift depending on the
type of modulation used, and the sharpness of
the knee will vary depending on the type of
error correction. The important characteristic to
notice is the rapid increase in the BER as the
C/I degrades near the knee of the curve. With
only a4dB drop in C/I from 28 dB to 24 dB,
the BER increases from 1x10-7to 4x104.In
an RF network, the advanced warning received
as the C/I degrades is limited if BER is the chosen parameter to monitor.
In addition, most of the digital services
being carried by the return path today do not
carry the reference bit stream required to make
aBER measurement. The time required to
make aBER measurement can be significant,
and is defined by the equation:
Time =
1
Data Rate X BER
Using this equation, we can calculate that
on atypical QPSK return carrier with adata
rate of 1.5 Mbps, the time to measure 1xl0BER will be almost 67 seconds. Because the
carriers are typically TDMA, the time required
to capture enough data is lengthened even further. Another drawback to measuring BER is
that it requires test equipment not currently
found in most cable systems.
Another method often used to measure data
transmission performance is monitoring packet
errors. This is ameasure of data packets (as
few as 64 or as large as several thousand
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NGRESS M ANAGEMENT

Noise and ingress
performance
in the return pat

Starting a
monitoring program

By Bill Morgan, R&D Project Manage;;
Hewlett-Packard

T
he previous two parts of this series (in the

October and November 1996 issues of CED)
discussed the proper procedures for alignment
of the return path, and recommended proactive
maintenance practices to keep the return path
operating effectively. Cable operators are finding that ingress is the biggest roadblock to offer-

trum analyzer to the return path and check it
daily or whenever aproblem is reported. This
can hardly be classified as aproactive maintenance approach, but it is better than waiting
for the customer's complaint. As afirst level
of monitoring, this same spectrum analyzer
can be connected to acomputer and trace data
stored periodically to create ahistory of your
return path's performance. The analyzer can
be configured to keep the sweep rate as fast as

Figure 1: BER vs. C/I ratio
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ing the two-way services that customers are
demanding. This article will recommend several
ingress measurements to help quantify the
return's performance, discuss the relationship
between ingress and BER, and provide some
suggestions for data handling. Prior to starting
an ingress monitoring program, it is critical that
your return path be properly aligned and your
technicians understand the importance of maintaining proper gain balance. For more detailed
information on this subject, we have provided
references at the conclusion of this article.

Spectrum monitoring
The most common method of return path
monitoring in use today is to connect aspec-

76

20

30

possible and still have the frequency resolution
necessary to identify problems. The data processing should include comparing the data to
thresholds and identifying alarm conditions, as
well as keeping arunning average of the data
to characterize the performance of the return
path over long periods of time.
By comparing the data samples which fall
below agiven threshold to the total test time,
the user is able to derive arough approximation of percent availability vs. frequency.
There are many things that can be done with
the results from this type of test, and there is a
potential for generating massive amounts of
data. Because of this, it is important to establish good methods for compressing the data

into usable archives. Programs designed for
this type of monitoring are currently available.

BER vs. carrier/ingress
Although spectrum monitoring is agood
first line of defense, it is important to monitor
other key parameters in the return path and
repair problems before customers are affected
by slow response times or loss of service. Bit
Error Rate (BER) is often discussed as one of
the key parameters to use for monitoring
return path communication channels, because
this is atrue measure of the performance
delivered to the customer. Each of the services
(cable modems, telephony, VOD, LAN, etc.)
require varying levels of performance, anywhere from one error per 10,000 bits (10-4)to
one error per 10 million bits
(10- 7). BER is one of the measurements that
has traditionally been used in digital communications networks to monitor performance,
and in acompletely digital network, BER is an
excellent metric to monitor. But in amixed
RF/digital network such as the cable TV environment, BER has several disadvantages.
Figure 1is atypical example of the variation
of BER vs. the carrier/ingress ratio (C/I) for a
given type of modulation and error correction.
The horizontal axis will shift depending on the
type of modulation used, and the sharpness of
the knee will vary depending on the type of
error correction. The important characteristic to
notice is the rapid increase in the BER as the
C/I degrades near the knee of the curve. With
only a4dB drop in C/I from 28 dB to 24 dB,
the BER increases from 1xla 7to 4x10-4.In
an RF network, the advanced warning received
as the C/I degrades is limited if BER is the chosen parameter to monitor.
In addition, most of the digital services
being carried by the return path today do not
carry the reference bit stream required to make
aBER measurement. The time required to
make aBER measurement can be significant,
and is defined by the equation:
Time =
1
Data Rate X BER
Using this equation, we can calculate that
on atypical QPSK return carrier with adata
rate of 1.5 Mbps, the time to measure 1xl0BER will be almost 67 seconds. Because the
carriers are typically TDMA, the time required
to capture enough data is lengthened even further. Another drawback to measuring BER is
that it requires test equipment not currently
found in most cable systems.
Another method often used to measure data
transmission performance is monitoring packet
errors. This is ameasure of data packets (as
few as 64 or as large as several thousand
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Some Leakage Problems
Are Pretty Easy To Identify..
and some are not always so obvious.
Being amodel is not as easy as it looks. At least that's what Ann Marie
Liberty learned on her first big modeling job. And besides, no one told
her about the stress other models put on agirl. Perfection is ademand
that's not easy to achieve, especially when you're looking for things that
aren't on the surface.
Cable Leakage Technologies has been in the RF leakage detection
business for over 6years and Wavetrackers have patrolled millions of
miles of cable all over the world. Wavetracker boasts positive
identification, 2-5 meter accuracy and one step prioritization. And di
of that because CLT invented the original Wavetracker...it's that simple.
Now the New Wavetracker makes it even more simple...and it
thrives on perfection.
All New:
•Trilithic Channel Tag Ready •2-5 Meter Positional Accuracy
•Windows Based •Solid State Memory •One Step Processing
•All New Hard/Software •Upgraded Digital Mapping
Standard:
•Work Order Creation •Quality Control •Proof
•Quarterly Monitoring/Comparison •Archiving
•Time Management •GPS Tracking

lit wine people, accuracy and consistency
are worth it...an original.

THE NEW WAVETRACKER

bytes) which were re-sent because of errors
detected by the receiver. Monitoring packet
errors has the advantage of measuring the performance of an operating link without requiring embedded test code sequences. But packet
errors also have asimilar sharp transition from
low errors to high errors as the C/I decreases.
A simpler and more effective approach to
monitoring data transmission performance in
an RF network is monitoring the C/I instead.
Once the type of digital modulation and the
error correction are defined, the relationship
between the measured C/I and potential BER
performance can be predicted. If necessary, a
specific digital link can be characterized by
measuring the BER as the C/I is varied. This
data will normally be provided by the test
equipment vendor, but should be verified anyway. The sensitivity and advanced warning
gained by monitoring Cil is significant.

How do we measure it?
The C/I ratio can be calculated directly by
first measuring the average power of the carrier, and then the average power of the noise in
the same frequency span. When measuring the
return path noise, you are actually measuring a
combination of many artifacts. They are, in
Iaddition to noise from amplifiers, common
path distortion generated from the forward
path signals, second- and third-order distortion
generated from excessive signal levels, and
impulse noise and inducted interference coming from the drop and home. In general, all of
these artifacts degrade the performance of the
RF/digital communications link.
Figure 2is an example of a64 QAM carrier
constellation in the presence of noise. As the
noise approaches the knee of the BER vs. C/I
curve, the points on the constellation spread far
enough that they become indistinguishable from
each other, and data errors occur.
The biggest difficulty encountered when
monitoring noise in the return path is the presence of carriers. One option is to measure the
noise in avacant portion of the return band.
Unfortunately, the magnitude of the noise in a
typical return path can vary quite abit with
frequency. This approach also misses narrowband signals which fall on the carrier. But
measuring noise offset from the carrier will
help identify noise problems which cover
wider bands, typical of impulse noise.

Gated spectrum monitoring
CL1I" CABLE LEAKASETECHNOLOGES
1200 Executive Drive, Suite 136
Richardson, Texas 75081
800.783.8878 •972.907.8100
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What is needed is amethod for measuring
noise in the presence of TDMA carriers. This is
an ideal application for ameasurement approach
developed specifically for bursted carriers. The
video gate was developed for the spectrum ana-
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lyzer specifically for measuring intermittent
events. In this case, the video gate can be triggered by the envelope of the detected data pulse.
An in-depth discussion of gated measurements is
beyond the scope of this article, but gated measurements are discussed in several articles referenced at the end of this text. In addition, gated
measurement application notes are available
from the spectrum analyzer manufacturers.
By using agated measurement approach, and
changing the video gating from the rising to the
falling edge of the burst detector, the spectrum
analyzer video can be gated both when the carrier is on for the carrier measurement, and when
the carrier is off for the noise measurement.
Using currently available test equipment.
there are several other tests which can be per-

at the average power of the carrier.
This same measurement can be used to measure the average power of wide bands of noise
simply by increasing the measurement span to
the full bandwidth of the return path. Figure 3is
an example of this measurement, with the start
and stop frequencies set to 5and 30 MHz,
respectively. If carriers are active in the measured band, they will be included in the average
power result, but this measurement can be an
effective method for comparing the performance
of multiple returns before there are active carriers. This measurement provides asingle number
for the result which is agood indication of the
average noise performance of the measured
path. This is not the best measurement for finding impulse problems or very narrowband inter-
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Figure 2: 64 QAM constellation with ingress.

formed to help quantify the magnitude of the
ingress in the return path.

Wide bandwidth average power
An average power measurement set up to
measure the entire return band will provide a
single quantity result (the ultimate in data
reduction) for the average noise performance
of the return path. This measurement algorithm is currently available in some spectrum
analyzers for measuring the average power of
digital carriers. To measure digital carrier
power, the analyzer samples the signal in predetermined increments across the bandwidth of
the carrier and integrates the samples to arrive
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ference. But it will help spot 2dB or 3dB variations in the average noise performance over
time, which are difficult to identify by looking at
anumber of spectrum analyzer traces.

Time domain burst event counting
There are several variations on tests which
tabulate burst events. A spectrum analyzer
becomes afrequency selective voltmeter with
the selectivity determined by the analyzer's IF
resolution bandwidth, when it is tuned to afrequency of interest and set to 0MHz span. The
analyzer's video output can be sampled at a
high speed by adigital oscilloscope. The samples can then be compared to auser-defined

threshold to locate impulse or burst events in
the return path which exceed the threshold. If
you keep alog of the number, amplitude and
duration of the events, you will have agood
picture of the burst noise performance of your
return path. Figure 4is an example histogram
from the results of a24-hour test.
The CW Testerro, developed by CableLabs,
is avariation on this test that measures the
interfering signal's impact on the amplitude
and phase of areference CW carrier. The storage of data by the CW TesterTm is triggered
by sensing when the reference carrier is shifted
far enough (in phase or amplitude) to cause a
data bit error. This additional phase information provides aunique signature of the burst,
which may make identification easier. There
are additional tests going on in which ahighspeed oscilloscope is being used to monitor the
return without frequency selectivity. This
approach also has merit because the highspeed impulse noise in the return quite often
has awide frequency spectrum. Tom Staniec
of Time Warner's Excalibur Group has even
gone so far as to capture these impulses with a
high-speed digital scope and re-create them
with an arbitrary function generator in the lab
to simulate return path disturbances.
Stay tuned to these trials, because the evolution of the methods for capturing impulse and
burst noise in the return path is just beginning.
The NCTA Engineering Committee is in the
process of writing an addendum to the
Recommended Measurement Practices which
will cover the return path. The goal is to provide
measurement procedures which rely on currently
available test equipment, when possible.

What should Ido with all of this data?

The goal of this effort is to provide different
methods of ingress measurement which can be
used as required, depending upon the nature of
the anticipated problems. Ideally, acombination
of all of the above should be used to give the
broadest picture of the return path's performance.
If these measurements are made on the return
prior to service activation, you can select where
carriers are assigned in the return band to provide
the best performance for that carrier. Some carriers, such as IPPV, can tolerate higher levels of
noise and can be placed in portions of the band
with higher noise/ingress. Telephony carriers,
which have the lowest tolerance to impulse
noise, can be placed in the portion of the band
where the impulse events are at aminimum.
The amount of data captured in agood return
path monitoring program has the potential of filling even the largest computer disk drive in a
short period of time. It is important to implement
data compression which will prevent storing
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massive amounts of data which will most likely
never be accessed. The spectrum analyzer scans
can be stored as the average, peak and minimum
of the data over specified periods of time.
Another approach to use when analyzing
spectrum scan data is to use awaterfall display,
which adds athird dimension to the graphs for
easier visualization of performance vs. time. A
good example of this was provided by John
Mattson and Joe Pendergrass of Arris Interactive
in apaper presented at the 1997 SCIE
Emerging Technologies Conference. But once
again, the amount of data stored is significant.
The wide-band average power data could be
stored as agraph of the average, maximum and
minimum over time, with time as the horizontal
axis in this case. This approach makes it easy
to see trends in the data which may indicate
gradual performance degradation.The best
method for displaying the burst event data is in
ahistogram, with event length in the horizontal
axis and number of events in the vertical axis.
Archival data from any of these measurements can be used to compare the performance
of the plant as it grows, and subscribers are
added. With ahistorical perspective of the
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return plant performance, gradual degradation
will not go unnoticed.
The successful delivery of interactive services

to your subscribers is contingent upon an efficient ingress management strategy. Know your
options for measuring ingress and be prepared to
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Figure 4: Burst event histogram results at 16.3 MHz.
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be creative. Effective ingress management, along
with proper alignment techniques and aproactive
preventive maintenance program, will assure that
you are ready to provide the new services that
your customers are demanding. CIED
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Developing a
GISianased
engineering Walt

tions support systems infrastructure to accommodate several significant changes in its operations and business climate:
V The rapid introduction of broadband and
other future technologies as they emerge.
V Network diversification and distributed
control.
V Rapid, in-house, product and service development.
V Full and open competition.
V The provision of wholesale access to the
network (a.k.a. unbundling).
At the foundation of this architecture is a
cess or failure of the metamorphosis of any
geographical information system (GIS)-based
By Brian Wade, Director of OSS Planning,
engineering toolkit that not only supports the
Southern New England Telecom; and Peter
telecommunications network.
Southern New England
design and engineering process, but also proBatty, Technical Director, Smallworld Systems
Telecommunications (SNET), atelecommunivides the necessary fuel, in the form of
Inc.
cations provider located in Connecticut, is in
derived data, to asuite of tightly integrated
the process of amajor overhaul of its operahe telecommunications industry is embracdownstream applications. These include systems for construction, inventory
ing afundamental transformation
from yesterday's narrowband netmanagement, element management,
Figure 1: Traditional feeder distribution model
work based predominantly on copnetwork surveillance, workforce
per pair transmission, to broadband
administration and assignment.
networks which employ complex
Narrowband networks are charmixes of analog and digital transacterized by the existence of highly
mission through both optical and
complex, highly integrated switching nodes interconnected to the
electrical media. At the heart of this
transformation are the engineering
customer base via vast amounts of
Central office
copper cables, constructed as feedand construction disciplines associated with outside plant. The fundaer and distribution networks. In
mental simplicity of copper distribcontrast, broadband technologies
are moving the boundary of the
ution compared with broadband
switching center to the customer's
technologies is the harbinger of an
doorstep. Remote terminals housobvious paradigm shift.
ing supervisory electronics will be
In addition to their transmission
Feeder/distribution
characteristics, however,
located on poles and
emerging broadband techpedestals only feet from the
Figure 2: Broadband distribution model
Service addresses
target customer's premises.
nologies, coupled with their
operational support systems,
In many instances, serving
Network
equipment will be located on
offer opportunities and chalserving
point
the side of the customer's
lenges which implicate all
building or within the buildother operational disciplines,
including: Cut-over (the
ing itself. In effect, the nettransition of the customer
work has become ageographbase to the new broadband
ically distributed infrastrucinfrastructure), service actiture subject to critical design
constraints which are afuncvation, service assurance,
workforce management and
tion of media, distance, transnetwork monitoring. These
mission characteristics and
challenges propel the engicost. Moreover, the geoneering discipline from the
graphical relationship
back room of current
between customers and the
telecommunications operaswitching centers which serve
them will change from a
tions to the very foundation
of the telecommunications
many-to-one relationship via
business. The approach to
ageographically predictable
distribution network (Figure
the engineering toolkit must,
therefore, become one of the
1) to amany-to-many relationship in which the serving
most fundamental decisions
Distribution
and will determine the sucterminal's geographical loca-

SNET overhauls its
OSS infrastructure

T
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management of address
tion is highly unpredictable
Figure 3: Initial and ongoing address grooming and administration
(Figure 2).
changes, equipment sites
The challenge of the
Address administration
will be logically linked to
engineering process is
the nearest address-bearing
twofold. Not only is the
entity and derive their
engineering tool responsiaddress attributes accordField data collection
ble for the placement,
ingly. This will enable the
—4-interconnection and configset of address changes at
uration of the outside
any point in time to be
plant, but it must also
readily determined and
establish the relationship
Existing service Pre-scrubbing
propagated to downstream
Engineering (GIS) toolkit
between all of the service
address records
systems.
addresses and the network
Spatial predicates offer
service points. The latter is
apowerful mechanism to
in fact the definition of the many-to-many
mation were made prior to its import into the
manage geographical ideas. Boundaries can be
relationship outlined above. This relationship
GIS base, then an opportunity to improve the
established to create and maintain attributes of
must be established prior to the engineering
assessment and administration of address
objects within the region they define. Consider
design process and must utilize existing serinformation would be missed. This can and
the following sequence of actions:
vice address records. This information is often
should be conducted against adetailed GIS
V Building information, including address and
inaccurate, having been created and mainbackdrop of towns, streets and so on. This
other geo-political ideas, is imported into the
tained by traditional (non-spatial) operations.
allows address information to be viewed and
GIS for each structure.
managed within apowerful geographical conV The GIS is subsequently queried interacManaging address information
text, and thereby maximizes its accuracy and
tively to establish specific ideas, e.g., highlight
The purification of service address informaconsistency.
all buildings in atown, tax area, wire center,
tion and its association with physical buildings
Daily operations require that field personnel
or area where two technicians need to be diswithin the engineering toolkit becomes afunnavigate to service addresses and equipment
patched for safety reasons.
damental prerequisite for doing an accurate
sites to perform service activations and routine
V Nodal boundaries are created around each
network design. But how are these relationmaintenance, and to perform necessary repairs.
set of highlighted entities.
ships established, and what role does aGIS
Equipment sites are locations which support
V Corresponding attributes are added to the
play? Consider the overview provided in
equipment but have no underlying postal
nodal boundaries and eliminated from the entiFigure 3. Existing service address records are
address. An equipment bearing pole is perhaps
ties contained therein.
pre-scrubbed and loaded into aportable unit in
the most obvious example. In order to elimiV The attributes of the entities contained
conjunction with the corresponding section of
nate address duplication and to optimize the
within such boundaries now inherit the charthe GIS database. Field operations
acteristics of one or more nodal
Figure 4: Address and inventory propagation
must provide:
boundaries which contain them.
Derived
V Information about missing and
Moreover, if the boundary size
Service
logical
new support structures, such as
management
or
shape is adjusted, attribute
inventory
poles and pedestals.
propagation occurs automaticalNelatyweorrk
V Associations between service
ly and obviates the need for
Derived
logical
management
addresses and structures, typically
much of today's laborious data
inventory
layer
buildings, on the GIS base.
administration.
Element
.
1
V Updates and corrections when
A typical flow of information
Den ved
physical
management
address anomalies are detected.
from the GIS into the operational
inventory
layer
Engineering (GIS) toolkit
If final corrections to this inforsupport system infrastructure is
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Figure 5: A section of a network designed using automated layout capabilities.

illustrated in Figure 4. The combination of
address administration capabilities, the underlying linking between parental and subordinate
structures, and spatial query and navigation
capabilities herald aparadigm shift from
today's operations in which the same process
occurs against aclassical, non-geographical
information base.

Engineering
Broadband networks are complex arrangements of digital terminals, optical, coax and
copper signal transmission media, power
cables, optical/electrical signal convertors,
amplifiers, taps, remote terminals, transform-
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ers and power inserters. The configuration of
these elements is subject to varied design disciplines and algorithms. Serving areas are
well-defined geographical regions served by
their own distribution infrastructure. The initial task entails the definition of these areas.
Well-defined serving areas will offer effective
subscription bases measured by an appropriate
balance between anticipated utilization, costeffectiveness and regional consistency. In addition to economic and engineering factors, serving areas may be constrained by town and
other political boundaries. Definition of serving areas is atask well-suited to GIS.
The placement of equipment within these

regions determines the overall behavior of the
resulting network, because virtually every
aspect of the equipment performance is governed or constrained by the physical distances
over which the signals must be transported. In
designing the network, good engineering performance needs to be balanced against cost.
The ideal solution to the network design
problem is the combination of powerful engineering design and analytical tools and geographical information system technology. The
former must be inherently flexible in order to
accommodate the rapid evolution of the broadband technology. The complexity of the network, and the need to frequently accommodate
new types of equipment, means that an objectoriented approach has significant advantages.
The development of effective designs is a difficult problem, and experience suggests that an
appropriate combination of automation and
human intervention provides the most effective
solution in terms of both design quality and
productivity. The design process consists of
the following five major steps:
1) Serving area assessment and geographical definition.
2) RF design of the distribution (fiber node)
area.
3) Powering of the distribution equipment
including RF adjustments, if necessary.
4) Fiber serving arrangements.
5) Central office power feeder design.
The first phase of the implementation at
SNET provides comprehensive solutions to
steps two and three, together with some simple
functionality to help with step one. The second
phase of the implementation will address steps
four and five.

Corporate equipment catalog
SNET has deployed an Oracle-based application which is used to create and maintain a
corporate equipment catalog. Information
stored about equipment ranges from basic
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attributes like model name and manufacturer,
to accounting information like labor class and
account code, and detailed engineering information like insertion loss at different frequencies. This catalog is interactively accessed
from the design tool. The implementation
completely encapsulates the underlying data
structure so that the toollcit can be easily modified to run with different underlying catalog
structures.
For example, an internal catalog can be
used instead of the SNET Oracle catalog with
no change to the rest of the application,
although the two catalogs use completely different table layouts. Within SNET's integrated
architecture, the use of asingle corporate
equipment catalog ensures that data flows
smoothly from
the design tool
to downstream
systems.
The most
time-consuming task in laying out an RF
network is the
placement of
the equipment
which directly
serves the customer (taps
and network
access units in
the current architecture), and the cables which
interconnect them. Fortunately, this is atask
which can be highly automated. Before the
design work is started, acombination of photogrammetry and field unit surveying will have
been employed to identify:
The structures available for equipment
placement (such as poles, pedestals and manholes).
sl All possible routes between these structures.
The customer locations, typically buildings,
to be served from these structures.
This body of information is known as a
strand map. One additional important idea
used by the automated tap layout function is a
connected network of street centerlines. This is
used to determine cable routes.
Once points have been placed at the
beginning and end of asection of cable, the
system automatically identifies the structures
along the route, the physical cable layout, the
customers which need to be fed from each
structure, and the appropriate equipment to
be placed at each structure. Equipment models are affected by various factors, including
the input signal level at high and low frequencies, the number of customers to be

served, any special services they may
require, and the length of the drop cables
which will run from the equipment to the
customer. For video-only networks, the customer is fed directly from atap; in full-service networks, the tap feeds anetwork access
unit (NAU).
Various parameters, such as the minimum
and maximum acceptable signal levels at the

customer's point of service, can be specified
by the engineer. The equipment catalog also
supports the concept of equipment practices,
an idea which constrains the use of apredefined subset of equipment for agiven design.
For example, equipment supplied by asingle
manufacturer may be used exclusively within a
specific fiber node area. Figure 5shows an
example of asection of anetwork designed
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7:

4
An overview plot for a fiber node serving area.
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DESIGN

Standard engineering practice establishes
RF amplifier output signals to apredefined
level which may vary depending on the type of
amplifier and its position in the amplifier cascade. This level needs to be achieved regardless of the input signal, which may vary significantly. The output signal is adjusted to the
required level by the insertion of plug-in components which modify the signal in different
ways. Typical plug-in components include
pads, equalizers, splitters, cable simulators and
flatness boards.
Amplifier technology is changing rapidly;
the latest generation incorporates complex
internal structures with many options for plugin components. Traditional engineering analysis tools have been based upon arelatively static and relatively simple amplifier model. In
order to accommodate the latest generation of
amplifier technology, apowerful and flexible
approach to handling amplifiers was developed. The approach modeled the internal
structure and internal connectivity of the
amplifier within the engineering design tool
using the concept of multiple worlds.
When an amplifier is created, its internal
representation is copied from atemplate for
that amplifier model. The appropriate plug-in
components are then automatically determined
by tracing through the internal representation
from the input port to each output port on the
forward path; and vice versa on the reverse
path. Plug-in selection from the equipment catalog ensures that the available input signal is
transformed into the required output signal.
Figure 6shows the internal layout of atypical
amplifier.

MARCH

After the initial RF network has been
designed, the design and validation of the
electric powering equipment is undertaken.
All active devices, including fiber nodes (also
known as optical network units or ONUs),
amplifiers and NAUs consume power.
Electrical power runs through the same coaxial cables which transmit the RF signal and is
supplied from one or more power nodes connected to the network via devices called
power inserters.
Software includes integrated powering validation tools, which run iterative calculations to
determine voltage and current at each active
device on the network, and check if the values
fall within the acceptable range for each
device. The system displays graphical feed1997
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back on portions of
Figure 8: Construction activity
struction application developed
the network which
Engineering support
can be powered sucby Bellcore. The
to field construction
cessfully, and those
corporate equip111111.11111.1119
which cannot. It also
ment catalog is
Data
distribution
displays alist of all
used to deterHartford
active devices with
mine information
Inventory
.Waterbury
Construction
their voltage and curlike the labor
management
activity
rent. This list can be
class
for aparticConnecticut
Command 4
used to navigate
ular
type
of
and
directly to any device.
control
equipment,
Engineering (GIS) toolkit
A bill of materials
which affects the
and aset of work
way in which the
prints is provided to the construction crew for
tion. Construction activity which cannot be
construction work is split into different tasks.
each completed design. In general, the area of
completed must be clearly differentiated from
atypical design is too large to fit legibly on a
work that has been completed successfully.
Cut-over and marketing
single map sheet, so multi-page plots can be
Subsequent requests for work completion will
Cut-over is the process by which existing
automatically generated. A typical example of
then differentiate between existing equipment
narrowband customers are transferred to the
an overview plot is illustrated in Figure 7.
and those elements which have been added or
new broadband network once it has been conThe overview map includes asummary of
temporarily deferred from aparticular work
structed. It entails intensive field operations
the materials required to construct the job. A
order. A viable engineering system must be
performed on acustomer-by-customer basis.
detailed bill of material is also generated. It
capable of generating work orders which are
As each customer is cut-over, the original
can be sorted and formatted based on financial
limited to additions and/or modifications to
copper drop is removed, and anew compound
and administrative criteria such as labor classextend or complete an existing portion of the
drop is installed between the serving equipes, construction type and account codes; and
network, respectively.
ment and the customer's premises. Broadband
supplies the necessary input to the resource
The efficiency of the engineering process
technology cannot be instantly deployed
and inventory management processes. All of
will inevitably be put to the test. If conditions
because of the scale of the work involved.
this information is drawn directly from the
in the field preclude the implementation of the
The effort will require the management of
corporate Oracle-based equipment catalog.
original design, rapid adjustment of that design
dedicated construction teams working in specand the development of revised work instrucified geographical areas in acarefully orchesConstruction
tion is necessary if the cost of prolonged sustrated manner. Construction will be completed
Network realization requires that the design
pension of work activity is to be avoided.
on agradual and progressive basis, concendeveloped during the engineering process can
At SNET. the design is passed to acontrating on aset of specific serving areas at any
be readily converted into construction
given point in time.
Figure 9: Cut-over and marketing planning views
activities. The complex nature of broadIt is extremely important, however, that
band networks requires that different skills
any installed base be leveraged as quickly
and approaches are applied methodically to
as possible, once construction is complete,
different parts of the construction process.
in order to gain the operational advantages
In addition, the necessary components
and indirectly generate the necessary capimust be purchased and made available in a
tal and human resources for the ongoing
timely fashion. The role played by the
construction program. Indeed, the cut-over
engineering toolkit is the development of
process is likely to become so pervasive
the necessary bill of materials and the
that it will be indiscernible from normal
development of the complete set of conongoing operational activity. Its challenges
struction detail. Downstream applications
are diverse and include:
are then capable of filtering and aggregatV The identification of the conversion
ing individual construction actions into
area. Once identified, both cut-over planCutover
meaningful work tasks for multiple conning and marketing preparations go into
Engineering GIS base
candidates
struction teams. In order to achieve this
top gear.
end, the engineering toolkit must be
V The identification of the cut-over
Figure 10: Propagation of serving opportunities
candidates within that area. Firstcapable of understanding the characteristics of the objects it uses to develgeneration operations support sysService
management
tems will not be capable of managop the design, not only from an operalayer
tional perspective, but also from a
ing the conversion and normal serconstruction view.
vice activity across the full suite of
Network
management
In ahighly object-oriented environproducts to which customers may
layer
ment, objects can be programmed to
subscribe. To prevent unnecessary
Element
behave in accordance with many opermanual operations, complex prodmanagement
ational concepts. The life cycle model
ucts such as DS-I data circuits will
layer
Engineering (GIS) toolkit
is crucial in the context of construebe temporarily maintained on copper
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facilities. In addition, construction may be
deferred where serving arrangements are complex and expensive. Antiquated underground
facilities are perhaps the best example. This
means that construction and cut-over for certain areas may be forced to be an iterative
process over time.
V The accurate selection of specific serving
arrangements for each customer, such as which

one of several possible remote terminals
should be used, which port on that terminal is
appropriate, and so on.
Unfortunately, real-world entities do not
always conform to conversion boundaries. For
example, part of astreet may be crossed by a
town or awire center boundary. As aresult,
the selection of cut-over candidates using basic
addressing mechanisms (e.g., all customers on
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aspecific street) is ineffective. The obvious
solution is to leverage the spatial query capabilities inherent in the GIS. As with engineering, construction will be managed according to
predefined logical nodes or geographical areas.
This process is illustrated in Figure 9.
Once construction is complete, these logical boundaries act as the input to spatial
queries which will output the conversion
candidates within the specified area. The
original boundaries defined during the engineering process become the perfect mechanism for managing cut-over.
Managers of the process will have direct
access to geographical information, clearly
identifying the scope for subsequent cut-over
and marketing activity.
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Service acti‘ ation lies at the core of
telecommunications operations. Consider the
database depicted within the service management layer of Figure 10 as asuitably replicated
copy of the many-to-many relationships
between serving terminals and service address.
This database constitutes the prime fuel for the
service activation process from which available network connections are drawn. Address
consistency with the engineering tool kit is of
paramount importance. Given the limited
capacity of broadband serving terminals, hot
spots of customer subscriptions may lead to
capacity exhaustion. When this is encountered,
service requests must be temporarily suspended while engineering undertakes the task of
capacity relief. Each held order must trigger
engineering activity because the addition of
additional serving may exhaust signal availability in that part of the network. As aresult,
engineering forms an integral component of
the service activation process and must be
capable of rapid reaction to satisfy the
inevitable demand for additional capacity.
While initial broadband deployments are
expected to be monolithic (i.e., using asingle
technology such as hybrid fiber/coax), the era
of multiple overlaying technologies is not far
behind. HFC or switched digital video (SDV)
technologies are not optimal for all demographic circumstances. It may be required to overlay
regions supporting different technologies, such
as HFC and digital loop carrier (DLC). Using
the spatial capabilities of aGIS-based engineering system, the regions where overlaps
occur are readily identified. Assignment rules
can then be established for such regions in
order to optimize network utilization on a
region-by-region basis. A typical assignment
strategy might direct the assignment process to
use HFC first, with DLC as the second choice,
1997

or to assign video on HFC while telephony is
provided on DLC, if capacity is available.
Element managers in atelecommunications
management networks (TMN)-based operations architecture are required to perform filtering and analysis of raw alarm information
they receive from the network. The process of
reducing this alarm information to unambiguous failure indications is known as root cause
analysis. Moreover, TMN guidelines also
require that element managers hide the physical details and characteristics of the network
elements or network domains they supervise.
These responsibilities require that each element manager possesses acomplete and
detailed structural view of network equipment.
In order to further understand the role of the
engineering tool kit, we must consider the likely circumstances for field operations in the
broadband era. These circumstances are further
predicated on the expected high reliability and
inherent defensive mechanisms being incorporated into broadband technologies. Based upon
this assumption, we can deduce that:
V The field workforce will be subjected to
significant reductions in numbers.
V Hands-on knowledge of the network's structure and geography will significantly diminish.
V Failures can affect large numbers of customers, and consequently, rapid diagnosis and
repair capabilities are essential.
V Other competitive serve providers will
offer their customers compensation for network outages and seek recourse from the network providers they leverage. Long outages
will have adirect and immediate impact on the
revenue stream.
V Typically, customers will be immediately
aware of network failures because of the
extensive holding times associated with entertainment services.
V Network failures which are inconsistent with
precise root cause analysis will require operational teamwork from inside and outside forces.
To meet these challenges, acomprehensive
network management layer must provide highly integrated GIS-based presentation services
for the following:
V Display of root cause alarm information
provided by element managers.
V Diagnostic services.
V Geographical information to direct the
workforce to the right location/s.
V Correlation between customers' complaints
and network failures.
V Service impact assessment for network failures.
V The current geographical disposition of
available crews.
Furthermore, next-generation presentation

services will be required to support both geographical views and schematic views of the
network. This should present no problem for
an object-oriented, GIS-based system with
inherent rendering on-the-fly capabilities.

Conclusion
This paper has described some of the major
challenges facing telecommunications

providers as they replace their existing networks with new broadband technology in a
rapidly evolving business climate of increasing
competition and deregulation. The operations
challenges are diverse and formidable.
Fortunately, state-of-the-art software engineering tools and GIS technology are providing
some of the necessary tools to meet and overcome these challenges effectively. aED
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CABLE '97

NM tech sessions
Sneak preview of the National locus
Show's technical seminars

ou

return path, modems

ILLUSTRATION BY PAMELA HAMILTON, THE IMAGE BANK

By Roger Brown

m

ore than 20,000 people from the cable
industry are expected to be in New Orleans
this month for the 46th annual NCTA convention, set for March 16-19 at the Ernest N.
Morial Convention Center. Attendance is
expected to meet or exceed last year's numbers, much like the physical size of the show.
Exhibit space for Cable '97 will total more
than 350,000 square feet, populated with more
than 300 companies displaying their wares.
Those on the technical side will make the
trek to see new technologies, determine how
much progress has been made to deploy new
services and to gather some useful tips.
As usual, some of the best information will
come from the eight technical sessions that
have been organized by NCTA Science and
Technology VP Wendell Bailey and acommittee of operating engineers. Subjects this year

98

in-home electronics to return path
management; high-speed data modems to network management; and more.
What follows is alisting of the planned
technical sessions, including moderators,
speakers and topics, and locations. Sessions
will take place in the convention center, on the
third level, in rooms 97/98 and 99.
(Information listed is subject to change.)
range from

Monday, March 17
3p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
"In-home electronics." An update on
changes in the cable subscriber's in-home
electronics because of deployment of digital
set-top terminals, the decoder interface and
cable modems.
Moderator: Brian James, TAC Test Centre.
Speakers: Gaylord Hart, XEL
Communications, "An evolutionary view of
ATM-based cable television residential archi-

tectures;" Joseph Glaab, General Instrument,
"Hardware and operating considerations of the
decoder interface:" Samuel Reichgott, General
Instrument, "Downloadable firmware in
advanced set-top terminals:" and Ralph Brown,
Time Warner Cable, "Pegasus set-top terminal."
"Network currency." Think you know
everything there is to know about crafting better, cheaper, newer architectures? Catch these
up-to-the-minute approaches to system design
for even more useful insights.
Moderator: Carl Podlesny, Scientific-Atlanta.
Speakers: C.M. Breevoort, Ph.D.,
Antec/ESP, "A new paradigm for amulti-services cable communications system:" Michael
Adams, Time Warner Cable, "Pegasus network
architecture:" and Farr Farhan, ScientificAtlanta, "Requirements of an advanced hybrid
fiber/coax transmission system to meet acertain quality of service."
Tuesday, March 18
Noon to 1:30 p.m.
"Foundations for interoperability." Will
multi-vendor set-tops call for multi-architectures in your system? Get recommendations
and standards updates on the technically challenging security and access control areas.
Moderator: Jay Vaughan, Time Warner Cable.
Speakers: Claude Baggett, CableLabs,
"Approaches to security and access control for
digital cable television:" Gerry White, Bay
Networks Inc.—LANcity Cable Modem
Division, "Security in hybrid fiber/coax-based
networks:" Michael Adams, Time Warner
Cable, "Multiple conditional access systems:"
and Paul Hearty, Ph.D., General Instrument
Corp., "SCTE's Digital Video Subcommittee:
Introduction and update."
"Return path management." Techniques
and tests for optimal return path performance.
Moderator: Robert Burroughs, Panasonic
Technologies Inc.
Speakers: John Kenny, Ph.D., Antec
Technology Group, "Characterization of return
path optical transmitters for enhanced digitally
modulated carrier transmission performance:"
Tony Werner, TCI Communications Inc.,
"Signal level optimization in the reverse
path—coaxial and optical transmission systems:"
Luiz Fernando Bourdot, Tele Design Co.,
"Power allocation strategies for the return path:"
David Large, Media Connections Group, "A
proposed method for quantifying upstream
ingressing carriers:" and Richard Prodan, Ph.D.,
CableLabs. "Results of return plant testing!'
Tuesday, Marcii 18
3p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
"Cable modems at warp speed."
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ifyou.com to this session (sic), you'll learn
everything in the World Wide Web that you'll
need to know about modems and the technology that supports them.
Moderator: Dan Pike, Prime Cable.
Speakers: Jonathan Fellows, General
Instrument, "High-speed Internet access using
cable modems with telephone return:"
Christopher Grobicki, Bay Networks
Inc.—LANcity Cable Modem Division, "IP
address provisioning in acable TV data network:" Robert Cruickshank III, CableLabs,
"Performance of cable modem systems:" and
Esteban Sandino, Rogers Cablesystems Ltd.,
"High-speed data services and HFC network
availability."
"Improving network management and
operations for delivery." Be prepared for the
future. Catch these talks on preparing the plant
for the reliable carriage of new services, strategies for reducing operating costs and the service profile for near on-demand video.
Moderator: Nick Hamilton-Piercy, Rogers
Cablesystems Ltd.

Mukta Kar, CableLabs, "Subjective effects of
bit error on MPEG-2 video:" and Joseph
Duggan, Waller Capital Corp., "Internet access
provider cable television business plan."
"Applied science." Explore the near-term
future with these techno-seers as they examine
possible cable uses of emerging enabling technologies.
Moderator: Alex Best, Cox Cable
Communications Inc.

Speakers: Walter Ciciora, Ph.D., Consultant,
"Digital data in analog signals:" John
Holobinko, ADC Telecommunications Inc.,
"Optical network technology: Future impact
on CATV networks:" Matthew Waight,
General Instrument, "Wireless telephone
industry opens doors for cable;" and Shahram
Ghandcharizadeh, Panasonic Technologies,
"Cable networks and distributed video repositories." CUD

CABLE
Your EAS Deadline Is Fast Approaching.

Speakers: Gordon Bechtel, Stout
Technologies, "An open specification for hybrid
fiber/coax outside plant status monitoring
equipment:" Dom Stasi, Request Television,
"NVOD—The premise behind the promise:"
Oleh Sniezko, TCI Communications Inc.,
"Fusing in modern HFC networks for improved
network availability:" and Louis Williamson,
Time Warner Cable, "Lower cost alternatives to
on-demand network architecture."
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Wednesday, March 19
9:30 a.m. to 11 a.m.
"Directing digital content." What does it
take to manage digits for dollars? Myriad decisions. These talks can help you draw the
smartest conclusions in the dawning digital
environment.
Moderator: Craig Cuttner, Home Box
Office.
Speakers: John Beyler, Home Box Office,
"MPEG-2 digital program stream compatibility: Programming to DCT/Pegasus/telcos;"
Yvette Gordon, Time Warner Cable,
"Operational management of digital content:"

have them at your
site and be
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coax cables can be constructed as a
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cables are also available
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The 1997 National Show
3Com Corporation

1085

408-764-5533
3Com will be demonstrating complete end-to-end system solutions for cable data networking services such
as Home Internet Access, Small Business Networking,
Telecommuting, and Metropolitan Area Networking at
the National Show. 3Com offers complete solutions
from the switches and routers in the cable infrastructure through the cable modem, Ethernet network interface cards and LAN solutions at the subscriber side.
Come and see our solutions at booth 1085. Call
(408)764-5533 for more information.

FTelecommunications

ADC Telecommunications, Inc,
612-938-8080 or 800-366-3891

1085

1173

1275

5219

ADC will display its Homewor xTM access platform, a
fully integrated broadband loop transport system. In
conjunction with the Homeworx system, ADC offers
cable data modems for data transport across HFC networks and the Osworx line of network management
products. In addition, ADC will feature its RF WorxTm
system, aline of modular, high-performance RF distribution and management products designed to meet
changing headend needs.
Alcatel Telecommunications Cable

4307

Ir
ALPHA

TECHNOLOGIES

Alpha Technologies, Inc.

5145

800-421-8089
Alpha Technologies is the world's leading manufacturer of power solutions for voice, video and data communication systems. Alpha's full line of power products include: standby, non-standby and uninterruptible
power supplies, surge suppressors, status monitoring,
enclosures and batteries. Visit show booth 5145 for the
latest-breaking news on broadband powering— including the all new Centralized, Power Systems.
AM Communications Inc

5600

Amphenol
Amphenol Communication & Network
Products Division

1145

800-881-9913
Amphenol Communication & Network Products
Division manufactures acomplete line of semiflex/hardline and drop cable connectors, adaptors and
tools for broadband communication interconnects
applications. Semiflex connectors feature aunique
non-rotational three piece design with aminimum 40
dB return loss at 1GHz. Meeting all SCTE, Bellcore
and other industry performance and environmental
specifications. Call 1-800-881-9913, fax: 203-7962032. Web: http://www.amphenol.com.

ANTEC
Antec Corporation

2719

847-439-4444 or 800-TO ANTEC (862-6832)
ANTEC Corporation is an international communications technology company that specializes in the
design, engineering and manufacturing of hybrid
fiber/coax (HFC) broadband networks and the engineering, manufacturing, product development and dis-

Ernest N. Modal Convention Center

A

1953
1145

1245
2149

2145
3030

1927
2719
2201
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3024

receivers, low noise block down converters, channel
converters, modulators, digital and analog IRDs,
demodulators, power supplies, signal processors,
broadband CATV and MATV amplifiers, preamplifiers,
passives, 18 GHz microwave systems, satellite dishes,
NTSC, PAL BIG and D/K modulators and processors,
RF test equipment and MDU interdiction products.

tribution of products for these networks. Publicly traded on the NASDAQ exchange with the symbol ANTC,
ANTEC has an employee base of 2,000 with several
office and warehouse facilities located worldwide.

Integration
Technologies
AntecAntegration
Technologies

3024

800-211-8424
Integration Technologies is avendor-independent network engineering, systems and software integration
firm focused on providing "best of class" solutions for
operators seeking to provide advanced services to consumers. We provide analog and digital network design,
facilities and applications engineering, technical services, industry research, technology review, project and
program management, and advanced software products
and Operational Support System integration services to
clients worldwide.
Applied Signal Technology
Arbitron
Arrowsmith Technologies, Inc
Augat Communications Product Division
Axicom

5111
4523
4301
1726
4565

Bay Networks
Bay Networks

Broadband Systems & Design
Business Systems, Inc.
1173

800-8-BAYNET
End-to-end Data Over Cable Solution Bay Networks provides acomplete, end-to-end solution for high speed data transmission over cable TV
networks. The Bay Networks solution includes the
industry's fastest cable modems, from LANcity, along
with the world's most advanced routers, switches, and
network management system. Implemented using existing cable infrastructures, this proven, scalable solution
is available today.
Belden Wire & Cable Company
Bellcore

1026
5655

e BLONDER
=TONGUE
I

LABORATORIES,INC.

Blonder Tongue

2145

4579
1959

akco

ELECTRONICS INC

C-COR Electronics, Inc

1245

800-233-2267
C-COR offers digital and AM fiber optics, RF amplifiers, network management systems, modems, passives
and 90 volt powering options. Services include network design, field engineering, technical training,
equipment repair, 48-hour emergency repair service
and a24-hour emergency hotline. C-COR is ISO 9001
registered.
C-SPAN
Cabelcon Connectors
Cable AML, Inc
CableData
Cadco Systems, Inc.

3335
4501
1965
4345
584

908-679-4000
Blonder Tongue is aquality manufacturer of afull line
of pre-fabricated headends. antennas, earth station
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CADIX®
Cadix International
Incorporated

4901

714-223-8881
CADIX International develops Fiber and RF cable
plant Design and Management Software. CADIX's
unique "Single Pass Design Process" combined with a
superior graphical user interface allows cable plant
design speeds up to 12 miles/day utilizing ascanned
base map. The management software uses the plant
design itself as the graphical interface into adatabase
containing inventory, network and subscriber information.
Channell Commercial Corporation
Channelmatic, Inc.
Cheetah Systems
Cincinnati Bell Info Systems/CBIS
Columbine JDS Systems, Inc.

o
Com21, Inc.

1718
4309
I953A
5345
5177

o
4553

408-953-9100
Please stop by booth #4553 for ademonstration of
Com2 l's ATM based cable modem communication
system which features QoS (Quality of Service), workat-home applications, high-speed Internet Access.
Com2 l's ComPORT cable modem system allows for
multiple services such as data, telephone and desktop
video to be delivered from one common cable modem
platform.

cE,

CommScope
General Instrument

CommScopeGeneral Instrument

2201

704-324-2200 or 800-982-1708
CommScope is an ISO 9001 registered quality manufacturer of cables for telecommunications and for
voice, video, data and other digital applications; the
only US manufacturer of acomplete line of coaxial
and fiber cables for use in RFC networks and aworld
leader in cable innovation. Products include; NEW
PowerFeed,rTM; aNEW family of Cables-in-Conduit;
QR ® ;Mlle; Optical Reach® and afull line of drop
cables including many that are available in EZ-Pak'
packaging. Web: http://www.commscope.com, Fax:
704-328-3400.
ComPath, Inc.
ComSonics, Inc
Comverse Technology, Inc.
Contec, L.P
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4513
2252
4383
H0500

CSG Systems, Inc
Data Voice Systems, Inc
Dialogic Communications Corp
DSC Communications Corporation
DX Communications, Inc
Eagle ComTronics
Eastman Kodak Company
Electroline Equipment, Inc

3960
458 I
5264
1479
2953
4634
4308
4801

ERICSSON

Headend In The Sky

Ericsson Inc.
5618
Broadband HFC Access System
800-431-2345
The Ericsson product brings your existing HFC plant
to life. With an upgrade to two-way transmission, you
can deliver telephony, video, data, and energy management services in one box -the Network Interface Unit
(NIU). Ericsson's system is integrated and incorporates
management. The subscriber tunes to one frequency
for all services which are transported using ATM.
ETC W/ TCI
EXFO E.O. Engineering
First Pacific Networks
France Telecom

co
FUeTSU

1072
1030
4871
5629

Fujitsu Network
Communications, Inc.

5609

972-690-6000
Fujitsu is committed to supplying afull range of narrowband and broadband transmission products, offering end-to-end full service network solutions over
advanced access and distribution architectures.
Survivable SONET rings provide the backbone for the
full service broadband network for voice, data and
video.
Furukawa Electric
GAD Line Ltd
GE American Communications, Inc
General Instrument Corporation
Gilbert Engineering
Graybar
GTE Main Street, Inc.

management systems for the delivery of video, voice
and data over broadband networks. Harmonic's fiber
optic products include the MAX Linkni 1550nm
Transmission System, the PWRLink TM DFB transmitter family, optical nodes and receivers with afull line
of return path equipment. Harmonic Lightwaves also
provides complete network element management with
the WindowsTm-based NETWatchTm element management system. In early 1997, look for Harmonic
Lightwaves to introduce the new TRANsendTm family
of digital video products.

5266
1022
3507
2201
1165
4664
1065

2245B

HEWLETT
PACKARD
Hewlett-Packard

4371

800-452-4844 xHPTV
Hewlett-Packard will have on display acomprehensive
offering of cable TV test and measurement products as
well as awide variety of products that will enable customers to enjoy two-way services in the home. At our
booth you will find the HP CaLan Sweep/Ingress
Analyzer and the 859IC Cable TV Analyzer as well as
our new data management software which will help
you to find trends and predict failures in your cable TV
system. Also on display will be cable modems, video
servers and more.
Hughes Communications, Inc.
Hybrid Networks, Inc
IBM Telecommunications & Media
ICT Group, Inc
ICTV Inc
Ikusi Telecommunications, Inc
'media Corporation
Intel Corporation
Interaxx Television Network, Inc.
International Billing Services
IPITEK
Jesmay Electronics Co. Ltd.
Jones International, Ltd.
Kennedy Cable Construction
LANcity Corporation
Lectro (Exide Electronics)
Lemco Tool Corporation
Lindsay Electronics
Lode Data Corporation
Lucent Technologies

1255
5664
3019
2165
4571
5727
1459
1561
5355
4564
4259
5709
5245
4606
1173
2158
4618
4500
5222
4045

I

MANOIISION
Protecting your image

Harmonic Lightwaves

Macrovision
Harmonic Lightwaves

1275

800-730-4099 or 408-542-2500
Harmonic Lightwaves is aworldwide supplier of highly integrated fiber optic transmission, and element

4519

408-743-8600
Macrovision develops technologies to protect electronically transmitted and prerecorded video programs from
unauthorized copying or viewing. The Company's digital set-top decoder technology is licensed by DBS and
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cable TV systems, providing subscribers with agreater
variety of time sensitive PPV programming.
Macrovision also offers scrambling technologies, components and systems for arange of broadcast, business
and military/law enforcement surveillance applications.
Matthews Studio Equipment
Microsoft Corporation
Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc.

5735
3501
4319

Repeater for cable PCS applications is also featured.

Phasecom
Phasecom Inc.

5335

1046
4365
1068
2153
4506
1234
5119
5125
1719

408-777-7799
Phasecom Inc., aCalifornia-based high-speed cable
modem manufacturer, is demonstrating various revenue
generating applications including high-speed internet
access, video-conferencing, telephony, on-line shopping and gaming, all over HFC networks. The demonstration highlights Phasecom's complete cable modem
product line including SpeedDemonn4,the Broadband
Bridge and the P446.

MEGA HERTZ
Mega Hertz

4545

800-525-8386
The Mega Hertz "Sub-Alert", on display, is the first
complete "Audio and Video" Emergency Alert System
specifically designed to interrupt baseband
"Audio/Video" sources, composite "IF" or separate
A/V "IF' loops, as well as, 4.5 MHz audio loops individually or jointly and simultaneously. The "Sub-Alert"
can be activated via touch tone telephone or automatically by the sage "ENDEC", encoder/decoder.

MOTOROLA

Philips Broadband Networks Inc
Photonic Components, Inc

3319
2264

TM

PICOTM

4601

Society of Cable Telecommunications
Engineers Inc. (SCTE)

5208

610-363-6888
SCTE is anational organization devoted to the training
and education of the broadband industry's technical
community. Training opportunities offered by SCTE
include its national Cable-Tec Expo hardware
tradeshow, regional technical seminars, local chapter
meetings, BCT/E and Installer Certification Programs,
and technical publications and videotapes. Stop by and
learn more about the wide variety of programs and services offered by the Society.
Sea Change International
SecaGraphics, Inc.

4807
4253

Pico Macom 818-897-0028 or 800-421-6511

Multimedia Group

Pico Products 315-437-7525 or

Motorola Multimedia Group

4845

800-2WAY-HFC
Motorola's proven CableComm technology has already
been deployed in over 50 cities worldwide. So visit
booth #4845 and see what all of the excitement is
about. TheCyberSURFRTm cable modem offers data
transmission rates of up to 10 Mbps and can download
information in afraction of the time required by conventional modems. See what it's like to race along the
infobahn at such speeds, and find out what new products are joining the CableComm family.
Multilink, Inc.
NEC America, Inc.
Nortel
Objective Systems Integrators

800-822-7420
Pico Products offers acomplete line of PT mini traps,
filters, tier traps, lifeline tier traps, low-pass and highpass filters, Promo Encode/Decode system, CATV
security accessories, low-noise drop amplifier line. At
the show, Pico will be featuring its new line of window
traps for return plan problems. Pico Macom offers a
full line of IGHz drop and installation passives, splitters, couplers, switches and connectors for
CATV/MMDS/SMATV. Pico Macom is afull line
manufacturer of headend components, and will be featuring anew agile modulator, commercial satellite
receiver/descrambler, agile demodulator, and an agile
signal processor.

1022
5663
5373
1075

New

Media

Technologies,

Inc.

Maldng Light Work For You

E

CORPORATION
4300

818-588-3753
Ortel Corporation's display includes the all-new
Platinum PerformanceTM Series of products, featuring
1310nm laser modules, laser assemblies, and photodiode receiver modules; the next-generation DFB return
path laser; 1550nm source lasers; 980nm pump lasers;
and 1550nm system products. The MirrorCell TM Fiber

Sencore Inc
5171
1-800-SENCORE (736-2673)
Sencore designs and builds afull line of CATV &
Wireless Cable test instruments for both analog and
digital technology. We also provide test instruments
designed for MPEG-2 stream analysis, digital video
analyzing and QAM digital video installation. Each
unit is designed to meet your system analyzing and
troubleshooting needs with exclusive tests. Sencore
offers the best after the sale service, with our exclusive
3Year Extended Warranty. For all your cable testing
needs call I-800-SENCORE (736-2673) today!

PIONEER'
Pioneer

Ortel Corporation

PowerCom Technology Co., Ltd.
PPC
Racal -Datacom
Raychem Corporation
Ripley Company
RR Enterprises USA
Sadelco, Inc.
Sanders, A Lockheed Martin Co.
Scientific-Atlanta, Inc

Pioneer New Media
Technologies, Inc.

1927

310-952-2111
In the rapidly evolving world of cable television.
Pioneer continues to make advances and develop innovative products. Pioneer will be displaying its latest
advanced analog set-top terminal with Wink applications and our new interactive digital set-top terminal.
Come and see how Pioneer is helping set tomorrow's
CATV standards today. NCTA Booth #I927.
Polotec Inc.
4610

SIECOR
Siecor Corporation

5465

800-743-2675
For years, the Siecor name has been synonymous with
quality optical fiber cable, interconnect hardware, termination and splice equipment, test equipment and
training for the CATV industry. Today, we offer even
more of the products and services you need to build a
broadband network. Contact us at 1-800-743-2675 or at
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www.siecor.com.
Sky Connect/Digital Equip. Corp
Sony Electronics Inc.
Southern Cable Telecommunications Association
Stanford Telecom, Tele. Corn. Prd

2945
5261
5228
5608

fPFIMIN
'41•11.11•1111111•1111111111111MB

Spectrum
4545
800-628-0088
The Spectrum "Sub-Alert", on display, is the first complete "Audio and Video" Emergency Alert System
specifically designed to interrupt baseband
"Audio/Video" sources, composite "IF' or separate
AN "IF' loops, as well as, 4.5 MHz audio loops individually or jointly and simultaneously. The "SubAlert" can be activated via touch tone telephone or
automatically by the sage "ENDEC", encoder/decoder.

etk
et,
Cheetah

TM

Tellabs
Terayon Corporation
Texscan Corporation

3945
4264
5429

TV/COM

A Subsidiary of Hyundai Electronics

MUMMY

i

Fc TiijiiiveissioFnib:frACmCrenUcrilCcaotripoonrsa;
Corporat ion

TV/COM International, Inc

Times Fiber Communications Inc.

1145

203-265-8500 or 800-677-2288
Times Fiber Communications, Inc. is an ISO 9001 registered manufacturer of coaxial cables for the telecommunications industry. Committed to quality, service
and technology, TFC is standardized on IGHz bandwidth for trunk, feeder and drop cables, featuring TIO
Semi-flex, TX 10 Low-Loss and TIO Drop cables with
lifeTime. With over 40 years of experience, we continue to lead the industry in product advancement and
innovation. TFC is proud to be apart of bringing information and entertainment into the homes of your customers in the United States and in over 30 countries
around the world.

1M1
"MIMI
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M
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MI
MI
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MM

WM

Synchronous Group Inc
Telecorp Sys., A Syntellect Co

TeleWire

1019
2244

3000

619-552-9797
Titan Broadband Communications provides security
solutions for the Broadband Communications Industry.
We design, develop and sell turnkey systems for Pay
TV and Private Network Systems. At Cable '97, we
will be featuring acomplete line of both our digital
and analog set-top boxes, subscriber authorization systems, encoding systems and conditional access.
4535
4535A
5131

'nog%
COMMUNICATIONS INC.

SUPPLY
an .[Mv-rec company

TeleWire Supply
3030
1-88 -TELE WIRE
TeleWire Supply, an ANTEC company, is aleading
nationwide distributor of products needed to build and
service communications networks. It stocks an expanded selection of brands from numerous manufacturers to
meet the changing requirements of today's communications networks. Acentralized National Service
Center, located near Denver, Colorado, and multiple
warehouse locations provide enhanced customer service capabilities to network providers.
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Titan Broadband Communications
Corporation

Toner Cable Equipment, Inc
Toner Cable Equipment UK Ltd
Tri -Vision Electronics, Inc

Trilogy Communications Inc.

5105

800-874-5649
Trilogy Communications manufactures acomplete line
of low-loss MC air-dielectric coaxial cables for the
CATV and Telecommunications industries. In completing the connection we also offer afull line of MVP
Drop Cables. For youLwireless communications needs
ask about the AirCee family of 50 Ohm air-dielectric
'cables for transmission line and radiating (RMC')
applications. All Trilogy manufacturing facilities are
ISO 9001 registered. Stop by our booth and we'll show
you how you can wire your system with the finest
cable products at alower cost.
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Universal Electronics, Inc

5100
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Superior Electronics Group, Inc.
1718
941-756-6000
Superior Electronics Group, through its Cheetah ®
product line, is the world's largest provider of network
monitoring systems. The Cheetah solution includes
CheetahNet, aUNIX or Windows NT software package for fault detection, resolution and analysis.
Cheetah monitors multi-vendor plant including headend and distribution devices, and fully integrates with
third-party operational support systems. Only Cheetah
provides afully integrated performance monitoring
system that includes non-interfering distortion measurements, return path analysis and automated FCC
compliance testing. Cheetah improves plant reliability
and facilitates the successful delivery of new revenue
generating services.

3363

888-998-8266
TV/COM International, Inc., asubsidiary of Hyundai
Electronics, is aleading provider of open architecturebased digital compression solutions for satellite, cable.
PC computer and terrestrial providers. TV/COM offers a
family of products for the commercial and consumer
markets that generate, transmit and receive compressed
video, audio and data services over satellite, cable or
PC/TV. All digital products are fully ISO MPEG-2 as
well as DVB-compliant, and can provide an end-to-end
solution or conveniently be integrated with existing
hardware. TV/COM will introduce its new P2040
Integrated Receiver Decoders.

M ARCH

Viewsonics, Inc.2149
800-645-7600
Viewsonics is amanufacturer and designer of high quality passives, actives and security devices for the communications industry. Products include amplifiers, splitters,
directional couplers, filters, combiners, oscillators, the
patented Lockinator Locking Terminators, etc.
Viewsonics now introduces its series of return path, multiple port isolators for high density combining of return
path services back to your headend.
VLSI Technology, Inc
Vyvx, Inc.
Wavecom Electronics, Inc.
Wegener Communications, Inc.

i ) WEST

4
35
56
251
5711
4665

END

ANewbridge Company
West End Systems Corp

5409

703-707-9600 or 613-623-9600
West End Systems, an affiliate of Newbridge Networks
Corporation, develops and markets access and transmission products for the Cable TV and Telecommunications
sectors. The WestBound 9600 Family of Broadband
Communication Products incorporates advanced RF
transmission technology (OFDM) to deliver robust, reliable VOICE, DATA, ETHERNET, INTERNET communications for businesses and residential applications via
HFC (Hybrid Fiber/Coax) networks. To complete the
picture, West End's 9600 Element Manager delivers full,
sophisticated NETWORK MANAGEMENT capabilities. Web: http://www.westendsys.com.
World Gate Communciations
Zenith Electronics Corp

1997
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FITH: Are Mims
headed
back to the future.
Cost-effective DWDM
technology is one enabler

A

By Fred Dawson

re the telcos headed back to the future, with fiber-tothe-home turning out to be proving in at about the
timeframe originally projected? The answer is yes, says
Pacific Bell CEO Dave Dorman. The RBOC chief sees
an aggressive fiber-to-the-home strategy taking shape
in the telephone industry, with "at least one major
telco" planning to deploy all-optical broadband networks in newbuild installations by sometime in 1998.
While hybrid fiber/coax network technology has

Photo courtesy of
Siecor Corp.

proven harder to implement than PacBell expected,
"fiber-in-the-loop is going to happen faster than previously supposed," Dorman says, adding, "HFC is
still emerging as abroadband infrastructure supporting all services."
More importantly and more accurately, given the
fact that HFC is certainly as close to prove-in as FTTH,
HFC also means dealing with localities to get permission to dig up the streets, which, says Dorman, "is not
easy, as we learned." And, all other things being equal,
there's the matter of the bandwidth capacity that comes
with an all-optical approach.
"By 2000, fiber all the way to the home will be used
to replace local loop routinely," Dorman says. "The

idea of 640 megabits (per second) to every household
isn't as far-fetched as it seems."
Pacific Bell, soon to be merged with SBC
Communications, if California regulators don't balk, is
rethinking broadband deployment strategies as wireless
cable as well as HFC hit technical and other strategic
walls. Pacific plans to launch an all-digital, multichannel multipoint distribution system across the Los
Angeles basin in April in agambit that represents the
first real-world showdown between next-generation
wireless and state-of-the-art cable. But win, lose or
draw in L.A., MMDS options elsewhere are limited or
non-existent, officials say.
MMDS is also alimited technical option in regions
less ideally suited for wireless propagation than Los
Angeles, where flatness of the terrain and minimal
building congestion are big pluses. And, in fact, there's
aquestion of how ideal L.A. will turn out to be, despite
its line-of-sight accessibility from towers positioned on
mountains northeast of the city.
"You've got to wonder how that's going to play in
an ocean-walled environment like L.A.," says aveteran of the wireless RF industry, asking not to
be named. "Atmospheric reflectivity (in
broadcasting) around San Francisco is what
made cable TV."
"There are going to be some hard decisions
to make," acknowledges Lee Camp, president
and CEO of Pacific Telesis Enhanced
Services, which has had long-standing commitments to hybrid fiber/coax and wireless
approaches to delivering broadband services.
Camp's comment is meant to apply to his own
company, but it also applies to other local
exchange carriers as ever more delays add up
to ever more option-sorting in the rapidly
changing network arena.
News of telcos changing course in broadband networking strategies is practically routine at this point in the 10-year, and counting,
rampup to broadband communications. The
twist this time is that the focus is moving
back to where it started, where the grand
vision was to deliver all the bandwidth the
world could use through asingle glass pipe.
Realization of that vision in aone-step
deployment may not be ready for prime time, but it
may be close enough to be worth waiting for, especially if telcos have the time, and they think they do.
"It's not going to be the same forced march we were
proceeding under before," Camp says. "Whether you
look at it from the standpoint of the implementation
pace of the Telecommunications Act or the circumstances affecting cable companies, it seems like
things have gone from being on ahigh vertical ramp
to amore moderate rate."
"For the companies we deal with, at least, the timeframe is still in question:' agrees Greg First, president
of Lockheed Martin Telecommunications, which is
acting as systems integrator for SBC
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Anumber of FTTH
concepts using
DWDM are on the

Communications' switched digital video (SDV) trial
in Richardson, Texas and for abroadband service trial
scheduled for next year by Toronto-based Telus Corp.
The company is also discussing abroader role with
americast, the joint venture into video programming
supported by SBC, BellSouth, Ameritech, GTE and
Southern New England Telecommunications.
Even if everything was ready to roll on the facilities
side, most telcos have along way to go before they're
ready to integrate service management and billing
across all categories in keeping with the business structure of broadband communications, First says. Until the
business structure is worked out, which means first
working out unresolved regulatory issues, there can be
no integrated management system, and without that, the
facilities question remains in play.
"The basic (software) technologies are there to do
everything you need to do at trial scales," First says,
noting that this now includes integration of internal and
external information and operations systems into an
overarching network management system. "But the
ways to achieving scalability to fully iterated systems
serving millions of people haven't been agreed on."
The issue isn't lack of tools. Even when there are no
off-the-shelf solutions, they can be invented using
established building blocks, as Lockheed Martin has
demonstrated in creating some of the "middleware" for
americast and SBC that allows their operating, billing

back is the emergence of cost-effective new technologies such as dense wavelength division multiplexing
and optical amplification, which are already building a
strong beachhead, along with adescending cost curve,
in the long-distance market. These and related technologies open the way for building relatively low-cost
passive networks where the price of the optoelectronic
conversion at each household is balanced by the elimination of some steps in the broadband time division
multiplexing and demultiplexing processes in the distribution plant.

DWDM in the local distribution loon?

A number of FTTH concepts using DWDM, which
combines several wavelengths over asingle fiber, are
on the drawing boards, says Vince Borelli, chairman of
Synchronous Communications, asupplier of optical
amplification and DWDM systems. But, first, suppliers
must be pushed into making low-cost components readily available, and that hasn't happened.
"We'd have to see atremendous drop in costs to all
of asudden start doing DWDM in the local distribution loop:' Borelli says. "And you need light sources
spec'd to the ITU wavelengths, which not many people are doing right now."
But, Borelli quickly adds, the technology is there to
build alow-cost foundation on if telcos are serious
about pursuing FTTH. "I don't see how you can do
FTTH unless you use WDM,"
Borelli says, noting that the con—
Modulator driver
Figure 1: Hybrid HD-WDM system with all optical channels
operating at 2.5 Gbps except one channel carrying
cept has been part of telephone
analog AM-VSB channels over 750 MHz
I
industry planning since Bellcore
bandwidth.
(
Modulator
issued its broadband loop specs
five years ago.
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But the concept has changed.
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transmitter
Where once the thought was that
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analog signals would be transmit(
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•
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at 1550 may mean that 1310, if it
Analog
is used at all, is used as the analog
receiver
video conduit, given the fact that
I
a
-1
Modulator :+
the usable transmission region
EDFA
around 1310 offers too narrow a
window for multiple wavelengths.
Moreover, 1550 signals are more easily amplified, repSource: Copyright 1996 and management systems to speak to each other.
Bellcore. This figure is
Rather, the issue is cost and necessity. "The impetus
resenting an opportunity to minimize optoelectronic
reprinted with permission. behind final decisions on the architecture is really a
conversion costs in the distribution branching process
matter of market timing requirements and (of) today's
by using various combinations of time division and
vs. tomorrow's costs," First notes. "You can wait, and
wavelength add/drop multiplexing.
save money in the long run by waiting."
One of the latest developments with the potential to
Even where telcos are moving aggressively with
drive all-optical communications involves use of polyone-way video services, the message is that the real
mers as substitutes for glass in active and passive comgame to watch is the waiting game. "Mostly, all of this
ponents. Where, in the past, thermal instability and
is about what's going to happen in the next decade, not
high attenuation have been barriers to exploiting the
what's happening now," Camp says.
cost advantages associated with polymer waveguides,
What makes FTTH much more realistic now than it
manufacturers are coming up with new compounds and
was in its heyday as the wave of the future afew years
processes that appear to overcome asignificant portion

drawing board
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of the drawbacks, while greatly improving the cost
equation for things like dense wavelength multiplexers.
"Multiplexers using polymers are starting to look
like credit cards laminated on both sides, though much
smaller," notes Earl Langenberg, atelecommunications
consultant who was formerly astrategic planner for US
West. "Based on what we're seeing in this area, it's
beginning to look like fiber deep to the home can
become avery cost-effective option."
One of the first companies to introduce next-generation polymer devices is alittle known Santa Clara,
Calif.-based manufacturer formerly named ROITech
Inc. and now called Lightwave Microsystems Corp.
The company said it will begin shipping a1x16 wavelength multiplexer in April priced at $12,000 per pair in
volume quantities, or less than half the per-port price of
silica-based waveguides.
"What we're doing is moving the potential for use of
DWDM into the local distribution and other networking niches," says George Ballog, senior vice president
of LMC.
"These products are compliant with all the ITU
(International Telecommunications Union) standards
for wavelength division multiplexers, including channel
spacing and isolation between channels, polarization
dependent loss, insertion loss and optical return loss."

Plastic optical fiber
LMC is coming to market in stride with what
promises to be asizeable outpouring of new polymerbased products in the months ahead. The Optical
Fiber Communications Conference in Dallas last
month featured anumber of special sessions and
events devoted to "plastic optical fiber" technology
in recognition of the sudden shift in status for polymers within the fiber optics industry.
"We see polymers as offering away to manufacture
relatively low-cost passive devices, so we're looking at
producing 16- and 32-wave multiplexers in the near
future," says James Bechtel, senior vice president for
Integrated Photonic Technology of Carlsbad, Calif. "It's
also important to note that polymer waveguide technology allows integration on asilicon substrate."
This facilitates the inclusion of electronic driver circuits and receiver circuits to provide avery high level
of component integration, Bechtel adds. Such capabilities lessen the cost of routing optical signals by eliminating optical-to-electronic conversions, opening ways
to marry DWDM with add/drop multiplexing.
This, indeed, is where the polymer concept really
gets interesting for DWDM, Ballog notes. "We're
developing an integrated chip to serve as an add/drop
multiplexer for DWDM systems that should be available commercially by the end of this year," he says.
The company uses aclass of polymers known as
"polyimedes," developed in conjunction with Hitachi
Chemical Co., to address the thermal and optical loss
problems. Fabrication entails etching of three-micron
"trenches" in silicon, amuch lower-cost process than
today's .35 micron state-of-the-art circuit fabrication,

and then adding the polymer at high temperature, forming acore matching singlemode fiber dimensions.
"We're able to produce acouple hundred devices per
silicon wafer," Ballog says. "The DWDM lx16 chips
measure three millimeters by six millimeters, which is
another big cost advantage when it comes to the
amount of space required to put these devices in the
field."
LMC has come up with away to make the waveguide reactive to electronic impulses generated from
circuits in the silicon substrate below the polymer
trenches by doping the polymer with materials known
as "chromophores." "There's adeep polarity sensitivity in the dopant, so that when you apply voltage, you
cause the index of refraction in the polymer core to
shift, creating aswitching mechanism," Ballog says.
One sign that the fiber solution is becoming ever
more compelling is the fact that, in the denser markets
of some telcos, the case is now being made for
deployment of broadband-capable fiber distribution
systems on acost-benefit basis tied to telephony
alone. Nynex, for example, is slated to install some
30,000 lines in the Boston area next year as part of a
one-million-home buildout over the next five years in
Boston and New York on the assumption that this will
cost less in the long run than it would to replace aged
copper with new copper links.
"First and foremost, the thing we're trying to
accomplish is an upgrade of our network for provision
of our basic product line," says Walter Silvia, vice
president of broadband. But the carrier will be able to
turn the platform supplied by General Instrument
Corp.'s Next Level Communications into abroadband
network offering video and high-speed data services
by inserting circuit cards at central and field switching
points, Silvia adds.
With PacBell clearly leaning toward fiber-deep
topology, and SBC, Bell Atlantic and Nynex already
there with FTTC deployment commitments, FTTH, as
the next logical step beyond FTTC, has apotential base
of market demand among telcos that could make it a
cost-effective option, perhaps even within the timeframe suggested by Dorman. And there's no guarantee
that telcos currently deploying HFC will stay on that
track if the fiber-deep picture changes.
BellSouth, for example, with 10 cable franchises
averaging afew thousand households each and plans to
deliver wireless cable in New Orleans, Atlanta, and
possibly, Miami, is laying dark fiber in its distribution
plant as it goes about its routine copper network
upgrades and replacements, notes BellSouth spokesman
Kevin Doyle.
"We're not closing any doors to fiber," he says.
So far, Dorman is the only top RBOC executive to
suggest FTTH will be afactor in widescale network
deployments by 2000. But, if he's right, companies
now making commitments to FTTC could find themselves doing the network strategy shuffle one more
time, only this time, from aposition where the engineering learning curves are alittle less steep. CUD
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BellSouth is
laying dark fiber
in its distribution
plant as it goes
about routine
copper upgrades
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HEADEND EQUIPMENT

CED Product/Service Showcase offers the latest
equipment and services available in the
broadband marketplace. Many of these will be
featured at upcoming industry shows.
Each showcase features a reader service number.
Additional information is available FREE by simply
completing the reader service card located
between pages 80 and 81. Make the most of this
special service by making your request NOW!

NEW
STEREO A/V SWITCH
model R-164

MA.

•

Universal rack mounted
A/B switch
Balanced Stereo
Audio-follow-Video

Reader Service 54
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from MONROE
For more information call us

1-800-821-6001
http.//www monroe-electronics com
e-mail -monroe @ monroe-electronics com
716-765-2254 • fax 716-765-9330
Lyndonville, NewYork 14098
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MONROE
ELECTRONICS
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ABC CABLE PRODUCTS
offers afull line of:
•Optical links for video, audio and data transmissions, return paths.
L.O. feeds, ethernet and distance learning. Campuses and many
other applications are served by the CBLinx line of optical products
•A complete line of quality OEM compatible and universal remote
control units.
8250 E. Park Meadows Drive. Suite 150
Littleton. CO 80124
Tel: (303) 792-2552: (800) 777-2259
Fax: (303) 792-2642
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B60 dBmV output
3 Available for T-7 to T-13
"

MI BTSC stereo compatible
II Composite IF loop

III Excellent audio and video a Rigorous quality control
linearity
a 2 year warranty

•I

In Stock For Immediate Delivery!!!
1-800-242-1606 (561) 998-0600 FAX: (561) 998-0608
http://Vvvvw.pdi-eft.com

JonPD1@aol.com
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Filter Prices
Cut 30%
on most popular models

e

1.

itrie

Now Microwave Filter Company offers the widest selection of filters at the lowest prices on
the market. So request our new Cable Catalog
Vol. 1#4 and price list today!
MICROWAVE FILTER COMPANY
6743 Kinne Street •East Syracuse, NY 13037
800-448-1666 •315-438-4700 •Fax: 315-463-1467
http://www.ras,com/mwfiller/mwfiltechtm
•
E-MAIL: mfc@ras.com

The E2520 and E2521
capabilities and is acomplimentary
provide economical
adjunct to the Sidekick 7E.
solutions to deploying
Call today for more information.
high performance TDR
testing. These mini TDR's
-offer features typically
TEMPO RESEARCH
found in larger, more complicated
~We ASaVer
and expensive TDR's but Ma
1221 Liberty Vey •Vista, CA 92083
fraction of the cost and learning
(619)598-8900 •FAX (619)598-5634
curve. Improves fault locating
(800)642-2155
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Looking for T Channel Modulators?
Avoid the Slow Boat to Chinas!!
Contact PDI Today
_..eipmempeoussun

To Build ABetter Network,

www.cedillagazinefom

Introducing CED Magazine Online
While there are thousands of sites to surf,
there's only one convenient place you need to
look to gather the information tools you need to
build tomorrow's network...loday—CED Magazine
•
Evaluate the hottest new products and request
info instantly with CEO's Literature 81 Source
Guide!

•
Build your reference library through CED's
Editorial Index of past feature articles!
•
Tackle serious network technical challenges
with this month's feature editorial!
•
Hyper-link to other technology sites as you see
them!
•
Subscribe online!

Check Out CED Magazine Online Today!
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The issue: On-the-job safety
Two years ago, OSHA passed afall protection
standard requiring workers who work at heights
above six feet to be protected from falls. Some provisions of the standard affect the cable industry today,

The questions:

and others will have afuture effect. This survey,
inspired by the SCTE's Safety Committee, examines
how your system approaches fall protection.

6. Are employees at your system certified, in writing,
as "competent" following aerial lift training?

1. Does your company/system require a"personal fall
arrest system" to be used by employees while they're
working on (check all that apply):

Yes

Commercial bldg. roofs

7. Are employees at your system provided with apersonal fall arrest system when working on roofs?

Utility poles

Residential roofs

Ladders

LI

Aerial lifts

Towers

2. My company/system provides training in (check all
that apply):

Pole climbing

Ladder use

Aerial lift operation

LI

Field OJT

Yes

Class & pole yard Pole yard only

Yes

Don't know

8. Are employees at your system provided with apersonal fall arrest system when working in an aerial lift
basket?

1:1

No

Don't know

Yes

No

Make acopy of this page
and fax it back to us at the
number above, or mail it to
CED, 600 South Cherry
Street, Suite 400, Denver,
Colo. 80222.
*Every month, we'll pick
one response from those we
receive and award $50. See
official rules below.
Names won't be published if you request your
name to be withheld, but fill
out the name and job information to ensure that only
one response per person is
tabulated.

Your name and tille

10. Were you aware that safety straps used for positioning (such as those used with abody belt or when
working on aladder) must be equipped with locking
snaphooks after Jan. 1, 1998?

Telco or power co. Other

LI
No

LI

Yes

System name:

No

11. Do your employees attend regular, periodic safety
meetings?

Don't know

5. Are employees at your system certified, in writing,
as "competent" following pole climbing and ladder
training?

1:1

No

9. Were you aware that traditional "body belts" cannot
be used as part of apersonal fall arrest system after
Jan. 1, 1998?

4. Does your climbing instructor have formal training
from atelco or power company climbing school?

LI

Don't know

LI

Yes

Yes

3. What type of training is provided? (Check all that
apply)

Classroom only

LI

LI

Fall protection

LI

No

Fax us at
303-393-6654

Weekly

Monthly

1:1

Other

No

Location:

Your MSO:

Your comments:
Your job function:

No

Don't know

Daytime phone It:
Official rules: No survey response necessary.

Enter by returning the completed survey via fax
or mail to the locations indicated above, or print the words
ED Return Path" on a3"x5" card and mail it along
with your name, address, daytime phone number and signature. To be eligible for the drawing, entry forms must
be received by 5p.m. on April 30, 1997. CEO is not responsible for lost or misdirected mail. One entry per person. Forms mutilated, illegible or not in compliance with these rules shall be considered ineligible in the sole discretion of the judges. Odds of winning depend on the number of entries received. Arandom drawing from eligible entries will be held on or about May 1, 1997. Winner will be required to provide his/her social security number and proof of identification and is solely responsible for all federal, state and local taxes incurred. Prize is not
transferable to any other person. Sweepstakes participants agree to waive any and alt claims of liability against

CEO magazine, Capital Cities Media Inc., Capital Cities/ABC Inc. and its affiliated and independent contractors
for any injury or loss which may occur from participation in this sweepstakes or receipt of the prize. Winner consents to publication of his/her name for publicity purposes without further compensation. Participants must be 18
years of age or older. Employees of CEO magazine, Capital Cities Media Inc., Capital Cities/ABC Inc. and its
affiliated and subsidiary companies, and their respective employees, agents and independent contractors, and
their immediate families are not eligible to participate. Void wherever prohibited, license required, restricted or
taxed by law. Sweepstakes sponsors reserve the right to change or modify the sweepstakes rules while the
sweepstakes is in progress. Participation in the sweepstakes constitutes acceptance of all sweepstakes rules.
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While it's obvious that
those who have actually
deployed some sort of network monitoring devices
are the ones who were motivated to respond to this survey, they nevertheless provided some good insight
into trends and motivations.
For example, all respondents said their system's
management sees the value
of such systems more than
they have in the past, and all
also said they believe that
network monitoring will be
highly important in the
future as operators move
beyond providing just entertainment video.
For example, system users
are deploying equipment that
either monitors the entire
system, or at least the end of
each line, so that hardware
problems can be more easily
ferreted out. Those who
don't deploy network monitoring devices have chosen
not to primarily because such
systems are costly.
In addition, the FCC's
mandate of regular system
proof-of-performance testing
has sparked alot of interest
in monitoring devices as
operators seek to automate
those tasks. Also, operators
appear to be interested in
"smart" systems that are relatively complex in nature
and can help them actually
manage the cable system, as
opposed to simply monitor
outputs.

The issue: Status monitoring
Monitoring network performance and achieving
unprecedented levels of reliability are the kingpins of
telecommunications networks in acompetitive environ-

The results:
1. Does your system presently utilize any network status monitoring devices?
Yes

88%

No

Don't know

12%

0%

2. If so, what type of status monitoring system is used?
Power supply

End-of-line

24%

38%

Entire system

Don't know

38%

0%

3. If not, why are such devices not used in your systern?
Too costly

Don't work

100%

0%

8. Which features of status monitoring systems are
more important: Internal hardware info (temperature,
bias, etc.) or external info (carrier-to-noise, etc.)?
Internal info

External info

0%

75%

Both

Don't know

25%

0%

9. Do you think astandard communications protocol
should be developed for all status monitoring systems?

Other

0%

4. How important will status monitoring systems
become to you in the future?
Very

Some

Not at all

100%

0%

0%

5. Is your system's management more interested in status monitoring as aconcept now than it was afew
years ago?
Yes

No

Don't know

100%

0%

0%

6. Have the FCC technical standards sparked an interest
in using status monitoring equipment in your system?
Yes

No

Don't know

62%

25%

12%

7. Would your system prefer to purchase amore expensive and complex monitoring system or aless expensive system that offers simple alarms?

112

ment. Yet cable TV operators have traditionally avoided
use of such monitoring systems. This survey was
designed to determine if that's changing.

Complex system

Simple system

Don't know

50%

38%

12%

Yes

No

Don't know

88%

12%

0%

10. Should amonitoring system just provide data, or
actually be able to control and manage asystem
through modules for fleet management, spare parts
inventory, etc.?
Provide data only

Help manage

Don't know

38%

50%

12%

Y
our comments on status monitoring:
"You must be careful when choosing astatus monitoring
system (because) some don't work with major manufacturers' equipment. Standby power supplies should also
be monitored, but it's expensive."
—Larry Langevin, Greater Media Cable, Ludlow, Mass.
"Monitoring hooks on equipment from different vendors
conflict with each other, or compatibility has not been
worked out yet."
—Laura Montagano, Continental Cable,
Jacksonville, Fla.
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W HAT'S AHEAD

MARCH
3-6 Hands-On Fiber Optic

Installation for Outside Plant
Applications, produced by
Siecor Corp. Location: Hickory,
N.C. Call (800) 743-2671, ext.
5539 or 5560.

4-6 Cable Television

Technology, produced by
C-Cor Electronics. Location:
Richmond, Va. Call C-Cor
Technical Customer Services
(800) 233-2267.

5SCTE Telecommunications

Vendors' Day. Location: Omaha,
Neb. Call (402) 466-0933.

5-6

Northern California
Vendors' Day. Location:
Concord, Calif. Call Steve Allen
(916) 786-4353.

20 Big Sky SCTE Chapter,
Technical seminar and testing session. BCT/E and installer certification exams to be administered.
Location: Jackson Creek Saloon,
Helena, Mont. Call Marla
DeShaw (406) 632-4300.
24-27 IN ComForum, produced by the International
Engineering Consortium.
Location: Orlando, Fla. Call (312)
559-4600.
27 Penn-Ohio SCTE Chapter,
Testing session. Location:
Sheraton Inn North, Pittsburgh,
Pa. Call Marianne McClain (412)
531-5710.
A
2-4

Philips Mobile Training,
produced by Philips Broadband
Networks Inc. Location: Dallas,
Texas. Call (800) 448-5171 (800522-7464 in New York State) to
register.

4Design, Test and Installation
of Cable Television Systems

Trade shows

seminar. Produced by Multicom
Inc. Location: Orlando, Fla. Call
Multicom at (800) 423-2594.

March
16-19 National Show '97.
Location: New Orleans, La.
Call NCTA (202) 775-3669.

9-11

April
6-10 NAB '97. Location: Las
Vegas. Call the National
Association of Broadcasters
(202) 429-5300.
May
5-9 Networld +Interop '97.
Location: Las Vegas. Call
(415) 578-6900.
June
2-5 Supercomm '97. Location:
New Orleans, La. Call the U.S.
Telephone Association (202)
326-7300.
4-7 SCIE Cable-Tec Expo
'97. Location: Orlando, Fla.
Call the SUE (610) 363-6888.
July
28-31 Jornadas de Television
por Cable '97. Location:
Buenos Aires, Argentina. Call
the Argentina Cable
Television Association (011)
54-1-342-3362.
August
18-20 Great Lakes Cable
Expo. Location: Indianapolis,
Ind. Call (317) 845-8100.
September
10-12 PCS '97 (Personal
Communications Showcase).
Location: Dallas, Texas. Call
PCIA at (703) 739-0300 for
more information.
21-25 NFOEC '97. Location:
San Diego, Calif. Call (619)
467-9670.
28-30 Atlantic Cable Show.
Location: Baltimore, Md. Call
(609) 848-1000.

Philips Mobile Training,
produced by Philips Broadband
Networks Inc. Location: Denver,
Colo. Call (800) 448-5171 (800522-7464 in New York State) to
register.

22-24

Global DBS Summit.
Location: Denver, Colo. Call
Globex (713) 342-9826.

22-24 Operating Hybrid
Fiber/Coax Systems, produced
by Scientific-Atlanta Institute.
Location: Atlanta. Call SAI (800)
722-2009, press "3."
22-24

Cable Television
Technology, produced by
C-Cor Electronics Inc. Location:
Seattle, Wash. Call C-Cor
Technical Customer Services
(800) 233-2267.

22-25

Fiber Optic Training,
produced by The Light Brigade.
Location: Cleveland, Ohio. Call
(800) 451-7128.

23-24

Fiber Optic Technical
Seminar, produced by ADC
Telecommunications. Location:
Cincinnati, Ohio. Call (612) 9463086.

29-30

Activating and
Troubleshooting the HFC
Return Path, produced by
Scientific-Atlanta Institute.
Location: Atlanta. Call SAI (800)
722-2009, press "3."

11-14

Aleo

Canadian Cable
Television Association's Annual
Convention & Cablexpo.
Location: Toronto, Ontario. Call
the Canadian Cable Television
Association (613) 232-2631.

13-14 Wheat State SCTE

Chapter, Testing session. BCT/E
certification exams to be adminisT HE PREMIER M AGAZINE OF B ROADBAND COMMU NIC ATIONS M ARCH 1997

le

tered. Location: Wichita, Kan.
Call Vicki Marts (316) 262-4270.

20-22

Broadband-CATV
Laboratory, produced by
C-Cor Electronics Inc. Location:
State College, Pa. Call C-Cor
Technical Customer Services
(800) 233-2267.

21

New England SCTE
Chapter, Testing session.
Installer certification exams.
Location: Worcester, Mass. Call
Tom Garcia (508) 562-1675.

22-24 SCTE Regional Training
Seminar: "Introduction to fiber
Optics?' Location: San Bernardino,
Calif. Call SCTE national headquarters (610) 363-6888.

26-29

Fiber Optic Training,
produced by The Light Brigade.
Location: Toronto, Ontario. Call
(800) 451-7128.

9-13 Broadband

Aft*

Communications Network
Design, produced by General
Instrument. Location: Denver,
Colo. Call Lisa Nagel at (215)
830-5678.

16-20 Plant Maintenance,
Proof of Performance and
Signal Leakage Training, produced by General Instrument.
Location: St. Loui, Mo. Call
Lisa Nagel at (215) 830-5678.
23-25 WCA '97, produced by

the Wireless Cable Association
International. Location: Anaheim,
Calif. Call (202) 452-7823.

25-26 Understanding Hybrid
Fiber/Coax Design, produced by
Scientific-Atlanta Institute.
Location: San Diego. Call SAI
(800) 722-2009, press "3."
25-27 Broadband

Communications Technology,
produced by C-Cor Electronics
Inc. Location: Providence, R.I.
Call (800) 233-2267.
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N THE N EWS
Sony, Channelmatic win Prime contract
MONTVALE, N.J.-Sony Electronics and
Channelmatic Inc., asubsidiary of IndeNet
Inc., have won acontract from Prime Cable to
provide ad insertion in the Chicago and
Washington, D.C. markets. The MVP (managed video playback) VideoStore digital ad
insertion system provides Prime Cable with
advertising spot management, distribution,
insertion and delivery through the IndeNet
Digital Spot Network.
The Chicago system includes atwo-zone,
24-channel, MPEG-2 digital ad insertion system consisting of Channelmatic's MVP products and Sony's VideoStore multichannel
video file server system. The Washington,
D.C. system will feature a60-channel, fourzone capability. Zoning allows different television commercials to run simultaneously on
asingle channel, in different geographical
locations.

Vyvx, IXC to swap future fiber rights
TULSA, Okla.-Vyvx Inc. and IXC
Communications Inc. have agreed to swap
rights to use fiber on future fiber optic routes,
adding new markets for each company.
IXC will swap rights to use dark fibers (i.e.,
fibers without optronics) in its new, 7,000-mile
system currently under construction from L.A.
to New York, for rights to use dark fibers on a
1,600-mile route which Vyvx plans to build
from Houston to Washington, D.C. During the

Frontline buys [AS product lines

Tellabs acquires optical tech from IBM

LISLE, Ill.-Tellabs Inc. has acquired certain
wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) and
optical networking technology from the IBM
Thomas J. Watson Research Center in
Westchester County, N.Y.
Under the terms of atechnology and related assets agreement, Dr. Paul Green and his
optical networking team from the research
center have joined Tellabs. Tellabs is also
now the owner of several patents and patent
applications related to WDM and optical networking technologies.
Other exclusive and non-exclusive rights to
IBM's patent portfolio in the field of wavelength division multiplexing and optical networking, including certain sublicense rights,
were also granted to Tellabs.

OptiVideo, Corning shake on distribution

BOULDER, Colo.-OptiVideo Corp. and
Corning Inc. have entered into an exclusive
distribution agreement for Asia. Corning's
Global Business Operations is now the exclusive sales agent for OptiVideo products in the
Asia Pacific markets, including: Korea, China,
Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singapore, Malaysia,
Indonesia, Thailand, Philippines, Australia,
New Zealand and India. Corning offices in
these countries will provide local sales service
and customer support on all OptiVideo switching products.
For more information, contact: Allen
Chien, regional manager, East Asia, Corning
Global Business Operations, Corning Glass
Taiwan Co. Ltd., 3FL, 64, Tun Hua North
Rd., Taipei, Taiwan; telephone 866-2-7213482; fax 752-4464.
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facturer ComSonics Inc. in Canada, according
to the terms of arecently-formed relationship.
White Radio announced that it will also
become Alcoa Fujikura's exclusive distributor
to the Canadian cable television industry (with
the exclusion of the Atlantic provinces).
And finally, White has been appointed as
the exclusive Canadian distributor and sales
representative for Allied Bolt Inc., amanufacturer of drop wire hardware, grounding hardware, and more, for the U.S. cable TV and
telco markets.

term of the agreement, the two companies will
have unrestricted use of fiber on the
exchanged routes.
"The new network will enable Vyvx to
expand its video and multimedia service area
utilizing the latest technology, while significantly reducing leased circuit costs and capital
investment," said Vyvx President Del Bothof,
in awritten statement.

PCS system earns FCC type acceptance
NASHUA, N.H.-The Federal
Communications Commission has granted
type acceptance to aPCS-over-cable system
developed and produced by Sanders, a
Lockheed Martin Company. In addition,
Underwriters Laboratories and Canadian
Underwriters Laboratories have approved the
system for listing.
With the FCC and UUC-UL approvals, the
Sanders system is certified to have met authorized frequency transmission and safety standards for commercial sale of the product.
Type acceptance is an equipment authorization indicating compliance with FCC technical
standards for conducted and radiated radio
frequency emissions as outlined in the FCC
Code of Regulations.
The system's Cable Microcell Integrator
(CMI) and associated headend equipment were
also approved for listing by UUC-UL.

White Radio forms rep relationships
BURLINGTON, Ontario-White Radio Ltd.
will exclusively represent test equipment manu-

SALT LAKE CITY, Utah-FrontLine
Communications has acquired the All Channel
Messaging System (ACM) and Dynagen product lines from StarNet Development Inc. (a
subsidiary of Lenfest Communications Inc.).
The ACM product, an emergency alert solution, has acurrent installed base of more than
250 systems, according to FrontLine. Dynagen
is aplug-in PC character generator for cable
and other multichannel messaging, text and
graphics displays.
FrontLine Communications was formed by
the core management team from SDI.

NextLevel signs wireless deals
HATBORO, Pa.-General Instrument Corp.
announced that its NextLevel Broadband
Networks Group has been selected to provide
digital wireless systems to People's Choice
TV Corp. (PCTV) and CS Wireless Systems
Inc., two of the largest wireless cable operators in North America. The two operators
have committed to ordering 600,000 DWT1000 digital wireless consumer set-tops and
associated headend equipment over the
course of three years. GI will also perform
systems integration.
The value of the award is about $240 million.

MCI deploys WDM system from Pirelli
LEXINGTON, S.C.-MCI has deployed a
Pirelli bi-directional 40 Gigabit-per-second
wavelength division multiplexing (WDM)
system in afield trial between St. Louis and
Chicago. MCI is testing Pirelli's new T31
2x2 BiDirectional Optical Line Amplifier
System, along with Hitachi's OC-192 Sonet
transmission equipment, which together,
allow an aggregate transmission of 40 Gbps
over asingle fiber.
"The Pirelli technology that MCI is deploying not only adds speed and capacity to MCI's
network," said Fred Briggs, MCI's chief engineering officer, in astatement, "but it does so
very efficiently and at asignificant cost savings over laying new fiber." CIED
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People on the move

Dr. Robert Hannemann has been appointed
president of Oak Industries Inc.'s Lasertron
subsidiary. Hannemann comes to Lasertron
after 18 years at Digital Equipment Corp.,
where most recently, he served as general manager of DEC's Printing Systems Business.
Coaxial International has named Gerald
Yutkin as president. In his new position,
Yutkin will direct day-to-day operations, as
well as consult with clients in the areas of
strategic planning, budgeting, new business
development, programming and operations
management. An 18-year veteran of the industry, Yutkin has held positions with several
Jones Intercable affiliated companies and
American Television and Communications
Corp. (Time Warner Cable).
Diba Inc. announced that Albin Moschner,
former president and CEO of Zenith
Electronics Corp., has joined the company as
its vice chairman and amember of its board of
directors. Michael Fitzpatrick, president and
CEO of Pacific Telesis Enterprises, has also
joined Diba's board of directors. A 22-year veteran of the high technology and consumer
electronics industries, Moschner is responsible
for business development from the company's
new Chicago-based office.
Kenneth Van Meter has been appointed
chief executive officer at Celerity Systems Inc.
Van Meter joins the company after serving
most recently as senior vice president at TeleTV Systems, where he led the development
and deployment of servers, set-top boxes and
other system components on ADSL, HFC and
MMDS networks.
Artel Video Systems Inc. has named
Thomas Ertel as vice president of engineering. In his new position,
Ertel will be responsible
for all engineering
development activities
and programs, as well
as new staff hires during
the department's expansion. Previously, he
served as engineering
fee*
director of Chipcom
Thomas Ertel
Corp., formerly Artel's
parent company, and now apart of 3Com.
Steve Hane has joined ADC
Telecommunications Inc. as vice president of
sales for the company's Network Services
Division (NSD), and Jim Marino has been
appointed account manager for the company's
Southeast region. Hane, who joined ADC in

1991, will lead anew sales group to serve
existing NSD customers and introduce the
division's products in the area of
ADSUInternet access, Sonet and ATM transport. Marino will be responsible for sales of
the company's broadband communications
products to the cable TV and CAP markets in
Tennessee, Kentucky, Alabama and North and
South Carolina.
General Instrument Corp. announced that
Randy Roberson has been named vice president, engineering for the company's
Communications Division, Western
Operations. In this San Diego-based position, Roberson will oversee the engineering
function for the company's Analog and
Digital Satellite Network Systems business,
as well as the Private and Commercial
Network Systems business.
Philips Broadband Networks Inc. (PBNI)
has named two new vice
presidents. John Caezza
has become the company's vice president of
engineering, and Carl
Buesking has taken
over as the company's
vice president of sales.
Caezza holds a
B.S.E.E. from Clarkson
John Caezza
University and has eight
years of experience in
PBNI's engineering
group, with subsequent
positions in sales and
product management.
Buesking began with the
company as aregional
sales representative, was
promoted to manage
inside sales activities,
and most recently,
Carl Buesking
serves as associate sales
director for major
accounts, helping design and implement organizational sales strategies.
Dan Donnelly has been promoted to the
position of vice president, service provider
business at StarSight Telecast Inc. Donnelly
will oversee the company's affiliate sales and
marketing efforts with cable operators, telcos
and wireless providers. He previously held two
positions with the company, including central
region director, and most recently, senior director of cable sales and marketing.
Superior Electronics Group Inc. has

•

appointed Chris Plonsky as director of engineering. He will be responsible for providing
technical direction to the engineering department in the development of hardware and software systems for video status and performance
monitoring products. Most recently, he was
manager of magnetics engineering for
Sensormatic Electronics.
Two new sales directors have been
appointed at Vyvx Inc. Mike Pirrone has
been named director of eastern area sales,
and John Peoples has been named director
of western area sales. Pirrone will be responsible for managing and directing the company's sales efforts in the Northeast, MidAtlantic and Southeast regions of the country. Peoples will oversee sales in the
Northwest, West, Midwest and Southwest
regions (including Alaska and Hawaii) in the
United States.
Jay Brown has joined Communications
Engineering Inc. (CEI) as senior design engineer. His responsibilities at CEI will include
system design and implementation, project
management and vendor interfacing. Brown, a
14-year veteran in the broadcasting industry,
was most recently senior compression engineer
with Tele-TV Systems' Digital Service Bureau
in Reston, Va.
Barco Inc. has announced the appointment
of Rhett Caltrider as sales engineer for cable
television products in the western United
States. Based in Denver, Colo, for this new
position, Caltrider was formerly aconsultant
with Antec Network Systems.
Brian Edwards has
joined Yuasa-Exide Inc.
as general manager of
its Energy Products
Group in Garland,
Texas. In this new position, Edwards will be
responsible for the engineering, manufacturing
and marketing of the
Brian Edwards
company's modular DC
power systems. Most
recently, Edwards, who holds aB.S. degree in
accounting, was regional manager for
Chemical Associates.
Noyes Fiber Systems has named Michael
Taylor as aregional sales manager. In his
new position, Taylor will be based in Kansas
City, Mo.
Mike Giampietro has been appointed vice
president and general manager for Cox
Communications in Springfield, Ill. Giampietro
will be responsible for all operations of the
company's Springfield cable system, which
serves nearly 50,000 customers. CED
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Network
monitoring
MANLIUS, N.Y.—AM Communications Inc.
and Philips Broadband Networks Inc. have
jointly developed network monitoring products
which support the Diamond Hub and Diamond
Net optical node products.
The newly-released monitoring products are
based on AM's OmniStat Control System;
specifically, the OmniVU Windows NT-based
software and new transponder technology. The
monitoring technology, which supports the
FOTO-DH and FOTO-DN products, was
developed in support of the Philips' network
monitoring system.
Key monitoring and control features of the
technology consist of: frequency agility, downloadable protocol and control software, redundancy switching, return noise isolation, return
switching, bridger switching, bypass and
remote testing.
Circle Reader Service number 66

EAS encoder/decoder

GREELEY, Neb.—The HollyAnne Corporation
has added the MIP-921 Cable Television EAS
encoder/decoder to its family of SAM emergency warning products.
The MIP-921 was developed specifically
for the cable television industry and has been
recently certified under Part II (emergency
alert system) of the FCC rules. It uses SAME
(specific area message encoding) protocol,
which was developed by the National Weather
Service. SAME was first employed by
HollyAnne in its SAM products for use in
cable headends for weather and other local
emergencies, according to the company. The
protocol was subsequently adopted by the FCC
for use in the new EAS system, says
HollyAnne.
In addition, HollyAnne has incorporated a
software platform to accommodate most cable
override equipment providers' needs.
Circle Reader Service number 67

Telecom power protection

RALEIGH, N.C.—Exide Electronics Group
Inc. has introduced the LorTec DC
Powerboard product family, which is designed
to protect telecom switches from power outages and damaging surges and sags. The family ensures continuous operation of critical
transmission, switching, radio and wireless
equipment, according to the company.
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Fiber management system
AUSTIN, Texas—The 3M Telecom
Systems Division has announced the availability of its 8400 Series Fiber
Distribution System which accommodates
LorTec DC Powerboards range in size from
20 to more than 600 amps with battery backup
times from one to eight hours. The units
increase mean-time-between-failure (MTBF)
by employing asingle-stage, conversion
switch mode rectifier topology pioneered by
Exide Electronics, the parent company of
LorTec, according to Exide.
Circle Reader Service number 68

VSAT broadband receiver

SUNNYVALE, Calif.—Stanford Telecom has
announced anew generation, board-level
demodulator receiver for very small aperture
terminal (VSAT) systems. The STEL-9258
offers variable data rates, thereby allowing the
VSAT system to operate at the lowest possible
bandwidth, with resultant cost savings, according to the company.
In addition, the variable data rate assembly
provides for system expansion by eliminating
the need to exchange one fixed data rate
receiver for another when data rate requirements increase.
The STEL-9258 is atrue, variable data rate
demodulator assembly which is user program-

a19-inch or 23-inch equipment rack and
provides a17-inch wide rear floor for
easy-access routing and fiber storage.
A key part of the fiber management sysamble from 19.2
to 1,024 kbps
BPSK, or 64 to
2,048 kbps
QPSK.
Performance is
typically within .4
dB of theoretical.
Stanford Telecom's
STEL-9258
It includes an LBand downconvertor which can be tuned from 950 to 1450
MHz in 1Hz steps. The assembly can also be
supplied without the downconvertor to accept
adirect 70 MHz IF input.
The STEL-9258 can track input frequency
drift of up to ±2MHz without loss of signal
lock, which permits the use of inexpensive
DRO (dielectric resonator oscillator) type
LNBs, rather than more expensive phase
locked LNBs.
Circle Reader Service number 69

Central splice enclosure

HARRISBURG. Pa.—AMP Inc. has introduced
the Deluxe Central Splice Enclosure (CSE),
which provides easy access to optical fiber
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Sonet multiplexer

The 8400 Series Fiber Distribution
System from 3M Telecom Systems
Division.

tern is the 8425 fiber distribution unit.
The modular unit, which holds up to 144
fibers, allows fiber to be stored in large
sweeping curves, providing athree-inch
or greater diameter to prevent crowding
and macrobends. To facilitate the use of
hose clamps, cable ties or AT&T
cableclamps, the cable strain relief is
mounted on the chassis.
The 8425 distribution unit is preloaded with interchangeable coupling
plates that are attached at the top. The
bottom plate locks easily into agroove
that allows for easier fiber installation
without the need to reach under installed
fibers.
The 8425-L model is equipped with
built-in locks for additional security. The
8425-BP model comes with the 2425-FT
splice tray that fits into adrop-down
shelf in the back of the unit to accommodate up to 72 fused or mechanically
spliced or terminated fibers when used
with three 2524-FT splice trays. The
8425-BPL model is alockable version of
the unit.
Circle Reader Service number 65
cable in adurable welded construction, while
simultaneously protecting the fiber.
The AMP Deluxe CSE splices optical fiber
cables from the headend to the fiber node, and
from cabling vaults to mainframes. The locking
unit offers up to two grounding and tie-down
bars for securing the
central strength member of the fiber optic
cable. The bars can be
removed for access to
the six or 12 cable
entry ports. Five cable
management rings are
located around the
splice tray holder and
supply cable routing
paths.
AMP'S Deluxe Central
Splice Enclosure
For ease of
installation,
reversible brackets permit 23-inch EIA rackor wall-mounting. A full-size mounting template ensures proper alignment. While the
wall-mounting bracket supports the enclosure, users can install permanent wall
anchors in the side-mounting brackets.
Circle Reader Service number 70

SOUTH PLAINFIELD, N.J.—Private Network
Technologies has announced the availability of
anew universal STS-1/0C-1 Sonet multiplexer. The multiplexer, which operates either as
an STS-1 channel bank or fiber optic counter-
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Private Network Technologies' STS-1/0C-1
Sonet multiplexer

rotating-ring OC-1 fiber communications system, is available with numerous data and voice
interfaces (Ethernet, DS-1, DS-0, RS-232, RS422, RS-485, etc.).
The numerous interfaces allow for abroad
range of applications such as cable TV headend
communications, common telecommunications,
process control, ITS highway infrastructure, etc.
Circle Reader Service number 71

Modular OTDR

UTICA. N.Y.—GN Nettest, Laser Precision
Division, has announced anew OTDR, the
CMA4000. The set features true, one-button testing which allows the operator to conduct complete, automated tests including optical return
loss, dual wavelength, filename,
storage and print
with the touch of
one button. In
addition, the
OTDR's preemptive multi-tasking
GN Nettest, Laser
operating system
Precision Division's
CMA4000 OTDR
allows most tests
to be completed in
less than one minute, according to the company.
Available in singlemode, multimode and quad
wavelength versions, as well as in avariety of
dynamic ranges, the CMA4000 is designed for
use in cable TV, telephony and data comm.
Circle Reader Service number 72

Aber optic output modules

The new plug-in module eliminates the
need for separate fiber optic transmitters, associated frames and interconnecting cables when
delivering video signals to amultimode fiber
optic network. Standard Dynair HYPER-Link
or DYNA-View compact rack-mount or standalone fiber optic receivers can be used with the
new modules. The link exceeds RS-250C
short-haul specifications in baseband video
applications, according to MERET.
Circle Reader Service number 73

SAN DIEGO—MERET Communications Inc.,
awholly-owned subsidiary of Osicom
Technologies Inc., has announced that 100
MHz bandwidth fiber optic output modules
are now available for the Dynair System
2000 Video Routing Switcher.

Demodulator system

CHAMBERSBURG, Pa.—Jerry Conn Associates
Inc. (JCA) has announced anew television
demodulator system from Tektronix. The
DS1001 is ademodulator system targeted at
cable TV applications which require alow-cost,
measurement quality demodulator, says JCA.
The system provides accurate, tunable demodulation for cable TV proof-of-performance testing
and node monitoring, as well as operational
applications such as off-air pickups, translators,
or videotaping of off-air signals.
In addition, the DS1001 provides synthesized
tunability from 47 MHz to 860 MHz. The unit
also features stereo sound with right and left
audio outputs. And, the DS1001 can be used as
an operational demodulator, taking off-air signals down to baseband for further processing.
Circle Reader Service number 74

Universal closures

HICKORY, N.C.—Siecor Corp. has introduced
anew family of Universal Closures (UCN)
designed to protect the straight or branch
splices of high pair-count, telecommunications
copper and fiber optic cables from environmental influences. The UCNs feature asealing
system that is elastic, as well as compressible,
and has been designed to ensure long-term
reliability in field installations. Simple to
install, UCNs can be assembled onto cut or
uncut cables and are suitable for direct buried,
aerial and underground installation.
Circle Reader Service number 75

Upconvertor

ATLANTA—Barco has introduced the Gemini
upconvertor, an alternative to conventional
modulators. One rack unit high by ahalf rack
wide, Gemini accepts digital or analog IF
inputs (i.e., from afiber ring) and upconverts
the signal for distribution to subscribers. Two
units may be mounted in asingle, one-rack
unit space. The Gemini is available in either
fixed channel or agile versions.
Circle Reader Service number 76
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Fiber gain module

STURBRIDGE, Mass.-Galileo Corporation
has released its Fluorolase fiber gain modules,
which incorporate singlemode doped fluoride
fiber spliced to standard telecommunications
silica fiber. Designed for easing fusion splicing installation,
the modules
provide a
durable, sealed
fiber enclosure
that lessens or
eliminates handling and enviGalileo 's Fluorolase fiber
ronmental congain modules
cerns.
The praseodymium modules provide alloptical amplification in the 1310 nm operating window and transparency to bit rate
speed, as well as support WDM operation.
With amuch flatter gain spectra, the
erbium modules allow access to more
usable bandwidth which is ideal for
DWDM applications.
Circle Reader Service number 77

Fiber optic connector

HICKORY, N.C.-Siecor Corporation has
introduced anew 90-degree boot fiber optic
connector that slides over existing connectors

Siecor's 90-degree boot fiber optic
connector

which allows it to be placed at any time after
connectorization. The boot was designed for
bending fiber in a90-degree arc at the connector in any place where space is limited.
The boot clips onto aconnectorized fiber
and routes the fiber in a90-degree arc that
maintains the Corning recommended minimum bend radius. For additional flexibility,
the boot can be rotated to route fiber in any
direction. This is particularly useful in tight
places, such as patch panels, where minimal space may affect the bend radius of the
fiber.
Circle Reader Service number 78

9251/CE upstream modulation/demodulation
kit for evaluation and testing of its modulator
and demodulator products designed for HFC
systems. The kit contains the STEL-1108
burst modulator and STEL-1208 modulator
evaluation assembly, the STEL-9244 headend
demodulator, cabling, PC-based software and
instructions.
The STEL-1108 is acomplete
BPSK/QPSK modulator in asingle-chip
ASIC, designed specifically for the transmission of data from the subscriber modem to
the headend equipment. It incorporates
an integral numerically controlled oscillator and outputs a
spectrally shaped and
filtered signal, tunable
between 5and 40
MHz.
Stanford Telecom's
The STEL-1208
upstream test kit
provides both burst
and continuous modulated output, enabling
more timely lab simulations. The STEL-9244
burst demodulator is aboard-level assembly
for demodulation of upstream burst QPSK
signals at the cable headend site.
Circle Reader Service number 79

SDI transport system and
modular chassis design

NEWBURY PARK, Calif.-Video Products
Group has introduced anew product line
(VPG8000) for transporting Component
Serial Digital "DI" Video over fiber or coaxial cable, and auniversal, modular chassis
configuration (VPG6000) that allows for a
wide variety of video and audio conversion
and transport technologies in one integrated
system.
The VPG8000 SDI (Serial Digital
Interface) Transport System provides users a

VPG8000 Serial Digital Interface modules

Upstream test kit

SUNNYVALE, Calif.-Stanford Telecom has
announced the availability of the STEL-
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way to embed digital or analog program
audio and machine controls into SMPTE
(Society of Motion Picture and Television

Engineers) 259M-compliant or ITU
(International Telecommunications Union)-R
601-compliant 270 Mbps bit streams.
The VPG8000 can be chained to support
metropolitan-area, regional or country-wide
transport networks. It can accept a270
Mbps bit stream over adistance of up 300
meters (approx. 328 yards) of Belden 8281
coaxial cable and transmit it over adistance
of 100 kilometers (approx. 62 miles) of singlemode fiber optic cable without distortion
or jitter.
The VPG6000 Modular Universal Chassis
employs a"midplane" design that supports
both inter-module connections and connections to input/output panels integrated into the

VPG6000 Modular Universal Chassis

chassis. By using amanagement processor
card installed on the power supply, up to 32
chassis can be managed, monitored and controlled from asingle terminal.
Circle Reader Service number 80

RF transmitters and
video line drivers

BERKELEY HEIGHTS, N.J.-The
Microelectronics Group of Lucent
Technologies has released its latest array of
high-performance radio frequency (RF) transmitters and video line drivers targeted at four
broadband applications—high-speed cable
data modems, cable telephony, network interface units, switched digital video optical network units and set-top boxes.
The V49XX series of silicon integrated RF
transmitters are optimized for, but not
restricted to, cable modems and cable telephony network interface units. The V4910
transmitter can deliver 66 dBmV from 5to 42
MHz with harmonic and intermodulation distortion better than -45dBc. Both the V4911
and V4912 feature aprogrammable gain
range of 30 dB, low output noise, "sleep"
mode and distortion levels less than -55 dBc,
at arated output of 57 dBmV. The V4914 is a
fixed-gain, low-noise, differential amplifier
that operates from asingle 5-volt supply,
delivering 55 dBmV output, harmonic distortion better than -65 dBc, and an output inter-
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cept of 44 dBm.
The V50XX series of video line drivers are
optimized for, but not limited to, set-top
boxes and switched digital video optical network units. The drivers feature acombination
of high output current (210 mA), and ahigh
slew rate of 500/Vµsec. These line drivers are
designed to be used wherever ahigh-outputcurrent, high-slew-rate signal is required to
drive traditional coaxial cable or unshielded
twisted pair.
Circle Reader Service number 81

DWDM couplers

LISLE, Ill.-Amphenol Fiber Optic Products
has expanded its optical coupler product line
with the addition of 4-channel dense wavelength division multiplexer (DWDM) cou-

Amphenol's 4Channel DWDM couplers

piers. Applications for the couplers include
any 1550 nm fiber system with constrained
bandwidth capacity.
The inherent wavelength sensitivity of the
couplers is optimized to produce devices that
perform as WDMs between the 1533, 1541,
1549 and 1557 nm wavelengths. High isolation and low insertion loss are achieved in
either unidirectional or bidirectional operating
modes. Amphenol's 4-channel DWDM couplers are offered in two, lx4 module versions
—a standard flat pack or the 948 Series fiber
management coupler cartridge. Termination
options include FC, SC and ST connectors
with standard polish choices.
Circle Reader Service number 82

operators optimize network performance and
manage interoperability issues.
The HP coder can be configured to perform avariety of tests, allowing users to easily change symbol rate, constellation size and
channel coding at the touch of abutton. Users
can generate extremely accurate QAM (quadrature amplitude modulation) signals that can
then be impaired in acalibrated manner. The
unit also allows users to test DVB-C network
equipment in ideal or non-ideal signal conditions to get "real-world" test data.
Circle Reader Service number 83

Tool kit/briefcase

POWAY, Calif.-Time Motion Tools has introduced its Diversified Tool Kit that stores and
organizes frequently-used tools on one side,
and ahas place to store files, documents, a
calculator, pens and
more on the other
side.
The tool kit/briefcase is made of
rugged Cordura. The
briefcase portion
TMT's Diversified
features aunique
Tool Kit
built-in clipboard
with aconvenient
surface made for writing. Users can specify
individual tools for their kits, and replacements for lost tools are readily available.
Circle Reader Service number 84

Climate-controlled enclosure

FRANKLIN PARK, 111.-The Reliable
Electric Division of RELTEC Corporation
has added the CATV 112AC cabinet to its
full line of environmentally-controlled
enclosures.
The cabinet features four isolated chambers: an AC power chamber which includes a
UL listed load center and transfer switch with

QAM coder

PALO ALTO, Calif.-Hewlett-Packard
Company has introduced its HP E4441A
DVB QAM coder, designed to help cable
RELTEC's CATV112AC enclosure

HP 's DVB QAM coder

agenerator receptacle for emergency connection; asplice chamber containing two cable
ports for fiber entry into the cabinet, an
8,000-BTU air conditioner to cool the cabinet, and asecond (optional) air conditioner
for redundant cooling; amain chamber with

six 19-inch/23-inch x53-inch equipment
racks; and abattery chamber that holds up to
three slide-out battery trays.
Circle Reader Service number 85

Fiber optic switch

SAN JOSE, Calif.-E-TEK Dynamics Inc.
has announced the release of its new 2x2
Mechanical
Fiberoptic
Switch that features sub-millisecond switching time (<1
ms).
The mechanical switch also
ETEK's 2x2 switch
features awide
wavelength
range (1280-1650 nm), low insertion loss
(<1.0 dB) and low back reflection—multimode: -25dB (max.); singlemode: -55dB
(max.). The 70mm x36mm x16mm switch
is also epoxy free in the optical path.
Circle Reader Service number 86

Rack-mount receiver,
power supply modules

SUNNYVALE, Calif.-Harmonic Lightwaves
Inc. has announced the availability of its
HRM 3810 rack-mount receiver and -48 volt
DC Power Supply Modules for its HLP 4000
platform for its MAXlink and PWRIink transmitter systems.
The HRM 3810 is afull-featured, compact and modular forward path receiver that
fits into Harmonic's HLP 4000 platform.
The unit offers an RF power detector and
alarm that enables detection of system problems before signals reach the optical link.
The 3810 supports awide range of optical
input levels from -6 to +3 dBm. It also features GaAs amplifiers for enhanced performance and exceptional flatness and distortions.
Two 3810 receivers can be interfaced for
automatic back-up and increased reliability
when used in fiber redundant architectures.
The 3810 has built-in local and remote management capabilities which are enabled
through embedded microprocessors.
Harmonic's -48 volt power supply modules, which are also designed to work with
its HTR 2000 return path receiver platform,
feature dual inputs for redundant powering
applications and voltage sensing to switch
between primary and secondary inputs.
Circle Reader Service number 87
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17995 Chesterfield Airport Rd. •Suite 100 •Chesterfield, MO 63005

http: //www.cableconstructors.com

Phone: 314-579-4627 or 800-875-8786

Fitr: 314-579-4628

Email: ckramer@glai.com

To Place AClassified Ad In CED Magazine OR On The Internet...
•Call Tim Reeder at 800-866-0206 or 610-964-4982 by the first of the month preceding the month of the desired issue.
•Fax insertion order and any advertisement copy to 610-964-4663.
•Mail any ad materials or Box #replies to: CED Classifieds, 1Chilton Way (4th Floor), Radnor, PA 19089, Attn. Tim Reeder.
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PRODUCTS, SERVICES & EQUIPMENT DIRECTORY

NEW and REFURBISHED

CALL US

SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA
Trunks

Bridgers

373920 55OFF
347099 55OFF
234420 45OPP
372398 45OFF
372397 45OFF
372376 45OFF
373166 Housing
343890 AGC

MATEJKACoast
CABLE
RECOVERY, INC
to Coast Service

1-800-831-2925 Fax: 507-931-6060
http://www.matejka.com

Ku high gain

•C &

• Delivery Worldwide

&eel, Polar, Horizon & motorized Dual Axls Mounts
CALL OR FAX FOR BROCHURE AND PRICING

DH Satellite
600 N. Marquette Rd.
Prairie du Chien, WI USA 53821
Phone (608) 326-8406 or Fax (608) 326-4233

_Fact!_

CED CLASSIFIED
Products, Services, & Equipment Directory
you place it in the hands of over 22,000 Specifying

Engineers, Engineering and Corporate Managerial Personnel
employed in Cabletelevision and N Industries.

"Solutions" Not Just Products...

To place an ad Call Tim Reeder. 610 -964 -4982

Sfiferilne
1
,

A4 644?-4"
Fiber Optic Services
"For all your fiber needs"
Specializing in Fiber splicing, construction,
consulting, engineering and design.

Call: 1-800-651-7960
It's A Small Morld, Hat
CED's Classified .Site
Has VIt To *Wore!
http: //teute.tram-aeriorl.com

MAGAZINE OF

550 8t 750 mhz
More than 2500 in Stock

Taps lghz
Taps 750 mhz
Taps 600 mhz
Splitters
DC's
Two Ways
Three Ways
P/S Inserters

When you place your business card ad in the

FCC & LOCAL FRANCHISE COMPLIANT
1st COMPLETE AUDIO & VIDEO E.A.S.

PREMIER

System Amp II

Passives

• Easy installations

Emergency Alert System

THE

550PH
550PP
450PH
750PH
Housing

• One piece spun aluminum

f EAS "SUB-ALERT"

800-628-0088

372393
372391
372392
503148
232700

Satellite Antennas

If You Have Any Of This...
We Have A Check For You!

(Audio Only Also Available)

Line Extenders

370660 550PH
344000 55OPP
370664 450PH
376141 450P1
499939 45OFF

BROADBAND COMMUNI

/. C LASSIFIEDS
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
COME JOIN THE LEADER IN MAPPING THE WORLD

Lakewood Cablevision
MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN

Precision Valley Communications Corporation, the leader in mapping, drafting,

engineering and design, currently has the following positions available:
DIRECTOR, FIELD OPERATIONS — Top Gun needed for position based in our
Springfield, VT office. Heavy travel required. Experienced only need apply. Benefits
package includes medical, dental, life and 401K plans.
STRAND AND AS-BUILT MAPPING CREWS — Experience and great references are needed
to earn top dollar. Work paid on aper-mile basis for our current projects in eastern and
southern United States.
Mail Resume To.
Precision Valley Comm. Corp.
100 River Street, Suite 301
Springfield, Vermont 05I56
Or fax: 802-885-9328
e-mail: pvc2@vermontel.com

S Y S TEM EN G INEER
Wireless Broadcasting Systems has an immediate opening for System Engineer/Senior
Head End Technician. Responsibilities include Head End operations, technical
aspects and troubleshooting of the system to ensure high quality video and audio

Two years cable experience and
associates degree in electronics.

LOCATE TECHNICIAN
Part time 20 hours aweek
Great benefits, high school diploma,
good driving record, must pass drug test
Apply at 12504 Walden Road
Montgomery, TX 77356
Ph: 409-582-4855 •Fax: 409-582-4392
We are an WE Employer
TELECOM TECHNICIANS NEEDED
Established company has immediate need far a
Switchroom Technician. Level I
&II DMS-100 experience required. Send resume and cover letter to:
TELCOM DATA
Dept. CED197
P.O. Box 4036 •La Mesa, CA 91944
or Fax (619) 461-5454

services of MMDS system. Participation in technical planning and compliance with
FCC, OSHA, and miscellaneous laws and regulations. Requires proven hands-on
experience and electronic knowledge with associate degree in electronics. 4years
extensive experience in video, audio, testing and microwave links. Knowledge of

SCTE Sustaining Member

oeh
Fr
Froeh

Peter

MMDS transmitters preferred; however, cable TV experience can be substituted.
Ability to train on spectrum analyzers, waveform monitors and oscilloscopes. EOE.
Please send resume and salary requirements to:

lich
lich &Co.
search

General Manager

PO. Box 339 Weatherford, TX 76086

Wireless Broadcasting Systems

(800) 742-4947 FAX (817) 594-1357

3131 Lanark Street, Suite C

All levels of Technical

Meridian, ID 83642

Positions -Corporate to

TECHNICAL
OPERATIONS
MANAGER

Hourly. Operators and

TCI, Atlantic Group,
is seeking results oriented

Manufacturers

individuals for its
Oakland, New Jersey

Call or Write. Fees Paid.

Brookhaven, New York

TRAINING

and Baltimore,
Maryland locations.

TRAINING

These successful candidates will be responsible for planning and directing the activities of
all technical CATV operations, including construction, maintenance and installation of
underground and aerial plant. These individuals will manage both office and field personnel
and will report to the General Manager.

Learn to splice,
test, connect and
troubleshoot a
fiber optic network.

Requirements include managerial experience in a union environment, along with strong
strategic, analytical and organizational skills. Acollege degree is desirable. Final candidates
must pass adrug screen.
Please send resume, location desired and salary history and requirements to:
Susan Burman
Employee Relations Leader
TCI Atlantic Headquarters
67 B Mountain Boulevard
Extension

NJ 07059
No Phone Calls Please

Warren,

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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FIBERLIGHT
INTERNATIONAL

2100 W. Drake, #269
,

A

Ft Collins, CO 80526
'
Fax: (970) 635-1985
E-mail: fli@frii.com

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

Utility Consultants, Inc.

We have openings in the Southeast for talented telephony professionals.
Opportunities for Retirees Early Incentive Takers, and Experienced Pros

Immediate Openings
New Contracts

Engineers

Project Management

OSP, CATV, BICS, ROW, Makeready,
Facilty, REA, Network and Transmission Design,
Broadband Designers, Hybrid Coax, FOCUS

OSP Construction, BICS, REA 515
Fiber, Broadband, Cellular,
Node Implementation

CAD: Microstation, IDDS, AutoCad, Experienced Professionals
Call for Assignment Details and Immediate Consideration
Recruitment: 1810 Water Place, Suite 200 Atlanta, GA 30339
Ph: (800) 676-6970 Ext. 350
Fax Resume to: (770) 955-9955
*Equal Opportunity Employer

CIMI„

CDI Telecommunications, Inc
is hiring experienced people
for the following positions:

DESIGN ENGINEERS
Design Fiber & Coax
Broadband Routes.
TECHNICIANS
Installation, Cut-over,
Testing, Upgrades

Call: (800) 669-1890
Ext. 4119
Fax: 800-875-1904

(Full time/Longterm)
(Insurance/Vacation)
(4011c/Paid Holidays)

iccucni-up rtii(c2anascDun
(Full Time)

Location: Taos/Las Vegas, New Mexico
Position Description: Organize, plan and direct the technical operations of acable
TV system with approximately 8,000 customers, 250 miles of plant and headends.
Ensure competence and continuity of qualified installations, service maintenance
and construction. Work with staff on training, performance appraisal and motivation
technique. Meet service, governmental and franchise demands. Provide highest
quality video/audio output to customers through the effective direction of maintenance, installation, service and overall technical/engineering functions. Maintain
required equipment through effective planning and ordering. Develop and monitor
operating and capital budgets for plant operations and control functions to meet
approved plans. function as key technical resource to general manager in technical
planning and decision making. Develop and maintain good relations with genea
Ipublic and governmental agencies.
Qualifications: High School diploma or equivalent. NCTI training. Advanced Technical
level or equivalent preferred. Must be proficient with headends, system repair,
sweeping, preventative maintenance, proof of performance testing, CLI monitoring
procedures, cable TV construction and other related duties. Excellent interpersonal
skills and good working knowledge of Fiber Optic. Must have or be able to obtain a
driver's license for this state and have agood driving record.
Application Deadline: Until position is filled. Requests for special accommodation at
time of application and/or interview should be made in advance.
Contact:

Bob Brietske
Century Communications
Post Office Box 1854
Taos, NM 87571
Ph: (505) 758-3207 Fax: (505) 758-4441
The list of essential functions of the job is not exhaustive, and may be supplemented
as necessary.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Attn. CED97

CENTURY
COMMUNICATIONS

Mail resume to:
P.O. Box 4056, Dept. CED97
Scottsdale, Arizona 85261-4056

Since 1975 we have served
the CABLE-TV industry by
matching talent with opportunity.

)Your Advertisement + CEP Classifieds =

JIM YOUNG & ASSOCIATES

A Winning Combination!

One Young Plaza
1235 Ranger Highway
Weatherford, Texas 76086
Call (800) 433-2160
Fax (817) 599-4483

Call 800-866-0206
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t's amazing how things you can't even see can cause so
much consternation. Take wireless communications, for
example. Like anumber of people, once Igot "connected," cellular service became an integral
component of my business day. Boldly,
I've even scheduled participation in conference calls, knowing Iwas going to
have to take them on the car phone. Such
an arrangement, though, has sometimes,
put me in significant distress, for just as
I'm about to make the critical point that I
hope will win the group over to my side,
suddenly, the connection gets filled with
static, cross-talk, or worse yet, silence
(silence is not golden in this situation).
Thinking this through, though, it's
the things that we can see that also create the consternation. For instance,
maybe afew more cell sites would help
alleviate my car phone drop-out. Then
again, that may require afew more towers or, in the case of PCS, numerous
antennas which may enhance my service but which have already created significant consternation for local governments and their citizens. The January
exchange of correspondence between
the Cellular Telecommunications
Industry Association (CTIA) and the
Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) Wireless Telecommunications
Bureau further illustrates the contention
between wireless service providers and local and state
governments on awide range of issues, including application of federal electromagnetic radiation emission
standards, local fee structures and antenna siting moratoria. At this writing, the Bureau had scheduled apublic
forum involving the industry and government representatives to discuss these topics.
With all this, one would think that the advancement
of wireless communications services was in anational
state of disarray. Contrary to this notion, however, in
many communities, local governments are working with
providers of site transmission and reception facilities so
that both the public and the provider benefits. For example, in Akron, Ohio, city officials have been working
with service providers to place new antenna facilities on
existing structures and utilize city property wherever
feasible. In each case where anew tower is needed, the
city's policy is to encourage co-location, and therefore,
the city pursues with providers the construction of lattice
towers instead of monopoles in order to promote multiple providers on asingle structure. This has resulted, for
instance, in AT&T signing alease for use of city property where AT&T will build atower that is sized to also
support two other provider platforms. In another
instance, the city and Ameritech Wireless are working
on alease to utilize one of the city's current communications towers. Further, both Ameritech and AT&T are

In wireless
world,
hearing is
believing

By Thomas G. Robinson,
Director of Regulatory
Affairs and Technology
Development, River Oaks
Communications Corp.

Have acomment?
Contact Tom via e-mail at:
tomgrob@rivoakscom.com
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reviewing with the city the possibility of utilizing two of
the city's water towers. The city is also currently
engaged in discussions with Next Wave, the holder of
the "C" Block PCS license for Akron.
The city also recently changed its zoning ordinance to
facilitate the placement of new towers when needed in
industrial and commercial areas and placement of single
antennas on private property for PCS applications. At the
same time, the ordinance requires significant scrutiny of
the placement of towers in residential and retail areas
because of the stated concerns of residents and retailers.
City officials report that these efforts have currently led
to satisfactory placement of facilities and rollout of wireless services in the eyes of both residents and providers.

Since the first monopole ...
Fairfax County, Va. has been involved with wireless
communications issues since the first monopole arrived
in the county in early 1984. Located just outside of
Washington, D.C., the county's population utilizing
wireless services has grown from 2percent in 1989 to
an estimated 95 percent by the year 2005. Like Akron,
the county has looked for ways to work with providers
to bring needed services to county residents, while also
addressing the residents' concerns about the visual
impact of tower and antenna structures, negative
impacts on real estate values and health issues.
The county also encourages location of antenna facilities on public use sites, on existing structures and on
sites amenable to co-location. In implementing this policy, the county has found that 70 to 80 percent of new
facilities can use existing structures, and this, in turn,
lessens the potential for any kind of negative visual
impact. Additionally, through radiation studies, the county has found that current wireless implementations are
well within federal standards for radiation emissions.
The county has also found that utility pole and street
light owners are working well with wireless providers on
location of PCS antenna facilities. School facilities are
also reaching agreement with PCS providers for antenna
placement. In recent cases, two high schools reached
agreement with providers on the lease of space on light
standards adjacent to the football fields for antenna placement. The Fairfax County Water Authority has, for years,
worked with providers to place facilities on top of water
towers. Overall, between 1984 and 1995, the county
reports more than two-thirds of all wireless facilities were
able to be placed on rooftops and shared structures, as
opposed to monopoles and dedicated towers.
The upshot is, in many places, the wireless
evolution/revolution is moving forward with the concerted efforts of both local governments and providers for the
benefit of their mutual constituents—and is not, as some in
the industry have maintained, bogged down in an endless
review and lengthy moratoria cycle. Consequently, Iam
confident, as my wireless provider has assured me, that
someday soon, I'll actually be on awireless conference
call for the duration. After all, in the wireless phone
world, hearing is believing. QED
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Examine CheetahNet carefully and you'll see that its speed, reliability and inspired design
are striking. CheetahNet is exactly what you need for fault detection and network
performance analysis. Featuring apowerful, open-systems architecture, CheetahNet
integrates with third-party software systems and monitors multi-vendor FIFC plants.
Versatility
Whether you prefer the power of UNIX or the ease-of-use of Windows NT,
CheetahNet is compatible. It works equally well on either platform.
Speed
CheetahNet collects and cross-correlates analog parameters from third-party
systems, performance monitoring data and multi-vendor network status. You'll
identify degrading systems, instantly detect faults and determine the root cause
of major failures.
Reliability
From the headend to end-of line, CheetahNet
monitors the entire plant.
Even on the return path,
CheetahNet automatically
isolates sources
of ingress.

CheetahNet fills acritical
gap in network monitoring.
No other system even
comes close. Extraordinary
innovation has made
the Cheetah System the
standard for monitoring
the world's largest
broadband networks.

(941) 756-6000

Come see us at Booth 1953 at the National Show

SUPEROO

r=

LUOVROMOS GROUP, WC.

6432 Parkland Drive •Sarasota, Florida 34243

(941) 756-6000 •FAX: (941) 758-3800
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EXPECT MORE
FROM YOUR HEADEND.

Scientific
Atlanta

Prepare to have your
expectations exceeded.
Our new Continuum
headend system brings

'1.. remote monitoring and control of
multiple headends."

together everything you
need to be aleader in
video delivery services:
HARDWARE
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Continuum .

•Multiple functions
in one chassis

Modulator kries9420

•Universal AC and/or
-48 VDC powering

11161r. 0U; de.

•Space-efficient
vertical packaging

2

Z.;

•Front loaded, plug
and play modules
•Comprehensive,.
status monitoring

more channel capacity
per equipment rack."

,

•NTSC and PAL
formats
•Automatic,
prioritized back-up
SOFTWARE
•Distributed clientl
server architecture
•Win95, WindowsNT,
UNIX compatible
•Third-party
interoperability

"...agile frequency
flexibility with fixed frequency performance."

Continuum
sees.
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Introducing:

Continuum' Headend

Platfor in

for

the

And the list goes on.

Modulator Sertes 9820
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Call 1-888-HEADEND
for the complete Continuum story, or visit us at
http://www.sciatl.com.

System
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